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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an exploration of the nature of 

daydreaming and its relationship to literacy development in 

the lives of four children. The children were interviewed 

and the data is presented in four interpretive case studies. 

Of the four children, ages 11-13, two of the children are 

urban and two children live on a southwestern Indian 

reservation. Five themes emerged from the interviews with 

the children regarding their use and description of 

daydreaming: daydreaming, imagination, reading, writing, and 

school. The children consistently.made distinctions between 

daydreaming and imagination, utilized daydreaming in their 

construction of their worlds, and discussed the negative 

attitude they experience in school toward daydreaming. 

The data in the individual case studies is 

contextualized within the broader life context of each of 

the four children represented. A component of this work is 

based in the researcher's self reflection. 

The universal practice of daydreaming must be valued in 

the growth and development of the individual. Daydreams 

show the uniqueness of individual invention. Through 

daydreams children explore places they have never been, 

become characters in the stories they read, and explore new 

knowledge in the safety of their own minds. Daydreaming is 

an invisible aspect of the creative and generative life of 
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the mind which is critical to visible production. 

currently research themes are increasingly addressing 

the question of individual consciousness and understanding 

how children transform information into their own terms. 

This dissertation seeks to contribute to this understanding. 

Daydreaming is not a negative practice but one which 

contributes to children's invisible and visible worlds. 

Daydreaming serves the interests of these children in their 

lives as thinkers, readers, writers and creators both at 

home and school. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

How to listen well: 
Decide to listen 
Do not daydream 
Be polite 
Pay attention to how people talk 

How to speak well: 
Speak clearly 
Speak so that everyone hears you 
Look at your listeners 
Wait your turn 
Think about what you will say 

- Sign in Elementary School 

statement of Purpose 
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The guidelines recorded above are displayed in a second 

grade classroom in the southwestern United states (October, 

1988). The children see this posting everyday. Daydreaming 

is not considered appropriate behavior in the context of 

this classroom. I do not believe this classroom is unusual 

in this respect. Rather, most classrooms function according 

to this premise, whether explicitly or implicitly. Yet, 

daydreaming is a recognizable mental phenomenon within our 

human historical and cultural milieu. Thinkers from 

Socrates to Einstein have been described as having their 

heads in the clouds. In a study by J. L. Singer (1966) 

ninety-six percent of the adults participating said they 

daydream daily, finding it to be future orienting, problem 

solving, and enjoyable. However, just as surely as it is a 

phenomenon, it surely has not been viewed as valuable in the 



classroom. Why? 

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a 

context in which to revalue the practice of daydreaming in 

both ourselves and the children we teach. It is concerned 

with the functional value of daydreaming in the lives of 

children, both at school and at home. 

Definition of Terms 

13 

The terms daydreaming, imagination, internal processes, 

invisible mind, and reflection will be used throughout this 

dissertation. The literature I have examined at uses these 

terms broadly and often interchangeably. All of these terms 

refer to mental activity. Daydreaming and imagination are 

psycho-socially defined, as they are both processes of 

individual construction within a social context. The terms 

daydreaming and imagination will not specifically be defined 

here, as the focus of this dissertation is to be able to 

begin conceptualization of these terms. Understanding of 

these two terms will be gained through the language of the 

individual children profiled in this dissertation. 

When I refer to internal processes I am referring to 

the activity of the mind. The mind is always active (Smith, 

1990) and understanding interactive (Johnson, 1987). These 

internal processes are the constructive activity of each 

individual child. The form and character of these 

processes, although obvious in their result and influence on 
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the activity of the child, are interpretted differently, in 

different theoretical perspectives (Bereiter, 1985). I view 

internal processes as natural to the mind. 

Invisible mind is a broader concept I will use to refer 

to the continuity and inherent integrity of human mental 

life, what Johnson (1987) refers to as "the body in the 

mind." It represents the internal vision and tacit knowing 

of the mind. Here preconscious knowledge as well as 

conscious knowledge are intimately connected in individual 

perspective. It is the position, holistically taken, from 

which we know and hence influence the world, our 

"weltanschauung". 

Finally, reflection is used here regarding myself, 

teachers and the children profiled. Mackie (1982) quotes 

Habermas, who describes self-reflection as: "the 

understanding of our self-formative process as a species" 

(p. 20). I will use reflection as the process through which 

human beings think about their formative experience in the 

past, present and creation of the future. It represents 

intra-psychological activity (Vygotsky, 1986), where mental 

knowing and knowledge is consciously acted upon. 

Mackie (1985) writes about the difficulty when 

referring to there more internal aspects of human 

experience, stressing the need for the emergence of a new 

more inclusive language. 

In our exploration, however, we first become aware of 
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the limitations as blocks or barriers within language 
and thought that make it difficult to convey the 
experience. . . the limitation imposed on our capacity 
to experience and communicate within a dimension we 
might call 'depth in space' ..• To communicate it 
becomes almost impossible in a language and thought 
system dominated by linear, abstract argument which 
excludes tautology, digression and the simultaneous 
communication of apparently contradictory aspects of a 
whole - namely paradox (p. 221 & 212). 

Research Questions 

The research questions specifically addressed in this 

dissertation are as follows: 

1. What is the nature of daydreaming according to 
children? 

2. How do children use daydreaming in developing 
literacy? 

3. What do children perceive the school's attitude toward 
daydreaming is? How does this effect their practice of 
daydreaming in school? 

I will begin with a chapter on self-reflection, 

establishing a context for my own thinking experience as 

both daydreamer and researcher. Next I will review the 

various literatures relevant to daydreaming as a focus of 

study in education. Finally I will consider the data I have 

obtained in extensive interviews with individual children. 

Through parallel interpretive case studies, I will focus 

extensively on four of these children, concluding with an 

overview of the shared themes found in the comprehensive 

data of all the children interviewed. The final chapter of 

this dissertation includes the conclusions and implications 
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of this work. 

Theoretical Grounding 

"And so I remained alone with my thoughts. I played 

alone, daydreamed or strolled in the woods alone, and had a 

secret world of my own" (Jung, 1963, p. 48). Education has 

traditionally not valued the daydream focus as significant 

to the learning and thinking processes. Educational history 

has been one focusing on product rather than process. In 

reading, this is reflected in valuing getting the words 

right instead of understanding the meaning. In education we 

have traditionally tended to have a parts-to-whole vantage 

on learning. It is experienced by children allover the 

world. As Denny Taylor writes of one child: 

While Patrick practiced these "skills" outside of the 
classroom, the other children in his class were 
learning to read and write inside the classroom 
(Taylor, 1991, p. 29). 

Similarly with regards to thinking, the fruits of 

thought have been assumed to reflect learning more than the 

time needed to grow the fruit. In order to extend the focus 

beyond the superficial, it is necessary to expand our 

vantage point to include process. The basis for this begins 

in helping teachers and educational researchers become self-

reflective as learners and accepting of what students tell 

us about themselves as well. 

Mackie (1985) suggests a more integrated vantage is 
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based on the "experiential, not the theoretical." This 

relies on understanding basic formations of human thought, 

perception, and belief structures (p. 150). "Awareness of 

these kinds of processes within oneself seems to enhance 

awareness of these in others" (Mackie, 1985, p. 154). As 

teachers and researchers then, interest in reflecting on how 

we 'make our world' is a powerful key to understanding 

others and to integrating classroom practice with a 

philosophy of life and learning. 

Teachers who are not enablers of themselves will be 

less effective in enabling students they teach. "What a 

person believes about himself affects everything he does, 

even what he sees and hears and . . . how effectively he 

will be able to deal with the world" (Combs, 1971, p. 353). 

Through reflection on their lives as learners, teachers 

begin to understand the uniqueness of not only their 

position in the world but also the position of the stUdents. 

Through reflection, transformation of 'outer' experiences 

into personal meanings is possible. In this transformation 

insight, awareness and possibility beckon us to think beyond 

the superficial, or what may have been unquestionably given 

previously. 

This study builds from trust and willingness to listen 

to the participants and value their role as informants. In 

order to do this in a philosophically consistent and 

integrated fashion I follow in the footsteps of researchers 
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like J. L. Singer and J. Singer. J. L. Singer (1966) began 

his pioneering work on daydreaming by reflecting on 

childhood memories as a daydreamer. A Jungian psychologist, 

J. Singer (1990) begins her book on the invisible world of 

the psyche with self-reflection on her own interior mind 

explaining: 

My academic work had not brought me to that deep 
understanding of the boundless realms of the psyche 
that I had imagined I would find when I first read the 
books on the forbidden shelves of the library. Yet all 
the while I was adding to the "text" of my life 
(p. xv). 

Segaller and Berger (1989) write, "In all of these spheres, 

the relevance of the Jungian psychological approach is in 

seeing that no creative or intellectual act today occurs in 

a vacuum - each one has a context, and a pre-history" 

(p. 155). 

Such an integrative perspective is fundamental to both 

the theoretical and practical structure of this 

dissertation. Hence, given the desired expectation that the 

children considered here might share with me the "text" of 

their inner lives, I can expect no less of myself as a 

fellow human being, teacher and researcher. Therefore I 

begin reflectively. 



CHAPTER 2 

SELF-REFLECTION 

Who we are is Something we Teach 

19 

Aspects of my interior life color the scenery of 

beginning to understand daydreaming in the lives of 

children. Therefore, in the process of striving to 

understand daydreaming in the lives of the children in this 

dissertation I must simultaneously strive to understand 

daydreaming in my own life. Who we are is something we 

research. 

It was in Mrs. Reilly's (pseudonym) class, when I was 

in fourth grade, that I knew I would be a teacher; a teacher 

who daydreamed. We were studying ancient Egypt. Classroom 

ritual demanded each one of us to take turns reading a 

paragraph from the textbook when we started a new chapter. 

One day Andrea was called on to read. She didn't know what 

paragraph we were on. There was an emotional scramble. 

Andrea panicked as Mrs. Reilly slammed her ruler onto 

Andrea's desk. And with the loud cracking noise we snapped 

to tension. Andrea cried silently. Somehow we all did. 

One day Mrs. Reilly called on me. It was the day we 

started Egypt. I was no newcomer to Egypt. I had read 

about Cleopatra and the great pyramid. I had seen a show on 

TV. I was excited we were on the chapter in the social 

studies book about Egypt. I felt at home. I was seeing 
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myself on a raft floating down the Nile. Cleopatra was 

having a festive gala and many rafts were heading down the 

calm water toward the pyramids. Blue green, sunny sand and 

me floating. snap! "Geane, it is your turn to read," Mrs. 

Reilly howled. I went red hot. Yet, as I panicked somehow 

I intuitively vowed to become a teacher one day and undo 

what she was doing, bringing light to all she did not know 

or care to know about what I was doing. 

Somehow, way underground below the hurt, I was angry. 

That day when I left I took my raft, which was still 

floating down the Nile, and went home. There wasn't room 

for all of me there. I'd save my raft for those times when 

I could relax and not fear the onslaught of the great 

wizard. Mrs. Reilly was my wizard when I was ten. She 

taught me that the right way to do things in school was 

something outside of myself. And the object was to figure 

out what 'that' was, at any given moment in time, and 

fulfill 'it's' destiny rather than my own. 

Yet, there were always those experiences, primarily 

outside of school, which nudged at the idea of a world 

inside as well as outside. When I was maybe six years old 

my mother told me a story. It is one of the few stories of 

hers I remember as though it were my own life. She is a 

little girl sitting in Sunday School in her childhood 

church, which is in the middle of an ocean of Nebraska 

prairie. The class is singing "row, row, row your boat 
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gently down the stream; merrily, merrily, merrily life is 

but a dream." While singing 'life is but a dream' she found 

herself in the middle of a child realization wondering, 

"What if it is just all a dream? Maybe life is 'but a 

dream. " 

She never forgot that feeling. When she told me the 

story I remember feeling as though I was there watching my 

mother's face, now childlike before me. On this day with my 

mother I felt like all time blended together. We were there . 
in Sunday school and here in our house, as mother and 

daughter, all at once. This event was so memorable for her. 

Thirty years later she told me her story. Listening to her 

remember I lived the story. Now I recall the memory thirty 

years later. Circles of life, connecting us to ourselves 

and each other. 

There were three times I remember feeling connected to 

myself in school. In fifth grade we got to do a social 

studies project of our own choosing. I decided to write a 

diary pretending to be Sacagewea, the Shoshoni woman who 

lead Lewis and Clark. This experience of writing as another 

person, from another time made an expansive context for both 

my knowledge and imagination to take root. I was so proud 

when it was finished. I remember the final intrigue being 

my decision to burn the edges of the paper and write on the 

cover page, "Historic Document: Found in the Hanson Attic." 

Another time was in the eighth grade when we moved from 
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reading the stories in the SRA box in Mr. Ross' (pseudonym) 

class to reading a real book called Shane (Shaeffer, 1980) 

in Mr. Jones' (pseudonym) class. The feeling of 

accomplishment I felt then is best expressed by Frankie, who 

after reading an entire story for the purpose of teaching 

Miscue Analysis to teachers commented, "I never read such a 

long story before" (Y. Goodman, 1974, p. 65). To this day I 

remember Shane as the first book I really ever read in 

junior high school. Mr. Ross believed, that as the 'low 

section' of the eighth grade classes, we needed the skills 

provided by the SRA kit before we read real books. Mr. 

Jones gave us a real book to read. I don't remember any of 

the SRA stories. However, the book Shane will remain 

unforgettable. 

A year latter in the ninth grade everything changed. 

We read real books and poems in Mr. Zeigler's American 

Literature class. He asked us what we thought, 

understanding that as human beings our thoughts were as 

individual as our faces. Our interpretations were valued 

and moved us forward. It was here I began to discover the 

nature of human learning, in particularly my own. Free to 

think, I found myself suddenly an honor student. My parents 

said I was a late bloomer. I think it was the first time in 

school I found rich soil to plant myself in and grow. As 

Baylor poignantly points out, "It takes a lot of practice. 

You can't be in a hurry" (1978, p. 7). 
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Through Mr. Zeigler, walt Whitman, and others, a door 

was opened both to the world of literature and to myself 

during my high school years. I learned to walk to the beat 

of my own drum, "And whatever way I happened to go was 

always right" (Baylor, 1978, p. 19). Mr. Zeigler died at 

age 43, as I was in the process of my writing this 

dissertation. Our friendship and correspondence grew over 

the years. He wrote in our most recent correspondence, "We 

are also something in the making if we seize the oars of our 

life" (personal communication, October, 1992). Whitman's 

(1959) poem, Leaves of Grass, seems appropriate: 

stop this day and night with me and you shall possess 
the origin of all poems, 

You shall possess the good of the earth and sun • . . 
there are millions of suns left, 

You shall no longer take things at second or third hand 
. . . nor look through the eyes of the dead 
. . . nor feed on the spectres in books, 

You shall not look through my eyes either, nor take 
things from me, 

You shall listen to all sides and filter them from 
yourself (p. 26). 

Seizing Our Oars 

since my earlier life I have sythesized much more 

experience and become a professional educator myself, all 

contributing to a less singular view of the world. I have 

learned through the doing and living of my life. After 

taking a walk in the desert one starry night I wrote in my 

journal: 

Journal Entry: 4/5/90: 
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I was standing in the middle of a thought becoming 
a reality. And it was so full and yet so fleeting at 
the same time. Somehow I felt like a leaf falling off 
a tree in autumn. That feeling of knowing what you are 
leaving and in the "fall" having a sense, a presence of 
mind about where you are headed. Yet, the schema is in 
formation. Just as for the falling leaf, the ground you 
are headed for looks different at different points and 
falling really isn't being there. Even though, it is 
how it all happens ••• not being afraid to fall. Not 
being afraid to reach for the ground even when it isn't 
quite in view yet. There is a lot of space to travel 
and I'm beginning to think all of the thrill is in the 
traveling, not so much in the being there per see And 
this brings me right into what I was thinking as I 
stood in this feeling of "Hey, I am realizing myself 
realize something" on the walk tonight. 

Taking this walk in the desert night brings to mind Tin 

Man, Scarecrow, and the Lion on their journey with Dorothy 

down the yellow-brick road. Here they are, all in search of 

something: Courage; Brains; Heart. Only to realize after 

covering many miles of experience in search of what they 

most desired that the search itself had generated the very 

things they sought. 

All along the road Tin Man expressed his love; 

Scarecrow his cleverness; Lion his courage and yet they did 

not accept or even recognize this until the wizard made his 

formal pronouncements as to who had what. Had they just not 

believed they had to wait for the wizard they might have 

noticed these qualities in themselves and in each other more 

readily. When teachers depend on programs and kids depend 

on teachers to know the answers, the same phenomenon 

happens. We are distracted from what is central and there 
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all along: the process. As K. Goodman (1982) advises: 

Well, I'd like to say, Dorothy, that you don't need a 
carnival balloon to get back to Kansas. There isn't 
any yellow brick road to follow, no wizard is standing 
in the wings ready to show you how to pop a magic pill 
or wave a magic wand. Rather the truth has been around 
us all the time. All that is necessary, Dorothy, to 
get back to Kansas is to see beyond the superficial. A 
new way of looking, a new vantage point to look from, a 
new orientation in harmony with reality and suddenly we 
can see that the greatest significance is in things we 
never noticed that have been right there all the time 
(p. 25). 

Investigating daydreaming definitely has the potential 

to get educators beyond the superficial and "mystified" view 

of the world. No more waiting for wizards and magic wands. 

The potential here is one of facilitating a new 

understanding or orientation with regards to a natural human 

process. Everyone daydreams. Just as virtually everyone 

learns both language and literacy within their relative 

social milieu. 

From a social viewpoint, the process of daydreaming 

appears to be characterized as unifying, stimulating and 

generative by some. Unfortunately, it is described too 

easily by others, as distracting, divergent to the real work 

of the classroom. This is a problem. Yet, it may be a 

choice at the same time. A teacher who tries to control 

kids sees daydreaming as disruptive, signaling inattention, 

an undesirable feature in the personality of the child. But 

there is also the teacher who understands its integrative 

importance for themselves, respecting such processes in 
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their students as well. For such respectful teachers it is 

a mark of personal humanity, a resource for individual 

growth and classroom integrity. 

For children, the teacher provides them with their 

first point of view in school. Teachers may respond to 

child activity as controllers, using commands to steer the 

learning process. In this case, daydreaming is frowned 

upon. Or, teachers may watch, listen and trust the child's 

learning activity, recognizing an inherent integrity to the 

process. Whatever the case may be, it is critical for 

teachers to realize who they are is something they teach and 

researchers to acknowledge who they are is something they 

research. 

As I reflected on my experience over time I wondered 

through whose eyes I had come to look. Whose vantage had I 

taken? Why was I scared to daydream in school or afraid of 

being slow before I even started? My impetus to become a 

teacher was motivated by my own desire to change my history 

through providing alternatives to what I had learned to live 

with in school. I could either let the Mrs. Reillys of life 

sink me, or recognize the anchor, untie it, and trust the 

surface was there. The surface where meaning was not only 

inherent but trustable in human experience. A place I could 

move and breathe on'my own accord. Here were the 

alternatives that would empower both myself and my students 

to look with our own eyes in relation to both our exterior 
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and interior experience. 

Reflections as a Teacher 

In my first year teaching sixth grade English and 

Reading classes I watched what my students were doing as 

readers and writers. In the process of this I decided to 

stop correcting the students during their oral reading. We 

even discussed this together several times, looking at word 

substitutions, and what they were thinking when 'mistakes' 

were made. We all agreed, often times the words substituted 

made just as much or more sense than the printed text. with 

this knowledge, learned through observation of our process 

as readers, the kids and I changed our practice of 

"correcting" each other with regards to the surface level of 

the reading and writing processes. We learned more about 

ourselves and our processes when we looked beyond the 

superficial, focusing instead on the meaning or intent. 

After adopting this view naturally in the process of 

learning along with and through what my students were doing, 

I carne across an article which regarded reading as a more 

holistic process from a psycholinguistic viewpoint. The 

central notion being that meaning is a process, happening 

when the reader interacts with the text. It was then I was 

introduced to the writings of K. Goodman. This opened a 

door to further understanding the processes that had been 

previously evolving naturally within my own classroom. 



Instead of viewing diversions from the written text as 

'mistakes' we now could see them as 'miscues.' 

Miscues viewed in this way are windows on the reading 
process in general and as it is used by a particular 
reader dealing with a particular text. The miscue is 
observable, but through it we see the underlying 
process that produced it (K. Goodman, 1974, p. 64). 
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Later to be known as 'whole language' (cf. K. Goodman, 

1968; K. Goodman & Y. Goodman, 1981), this understanding 

initially sparked me to conceive that such a unity was 

possible regarding our view of interior and exterior realms, 

as related to schooling. Having strong roots in the work of 

Dewey (cf. Archambault, 1964), whole language, as both a 

philosophy and emerging practice, has the capability to 

unify views of process and product regarding child learning. 

This establishes the grounds to build upon Dewey's 

understanding of children's learning. And it's thesis, 

"learning to do by doing", as written in a draft of a 1892 

lecture by James (1983, p. 184), may today even extend to 

learning through being (Mackie, 1985). 

Such a view provides oppotunities to look at what has 

been there all along, beyond the superficiality of the 

surface and into the process at hand. The process by which 

learners creatively re-invent language while in 

"transaction" (Rosenblatt, 1981) with the contextual bases 

meaningful to them, includes using their own lives and 

background experience in their reading REAL Books. This 

includes opportunities to write stories, journals, letters, 
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etc., which are of personal interest to the child. Time 

spent in both contemplation as well as interaction with 

peers is valued. 

At the center of whole language philosophy is a value 

process. In 1948 Dewey himself pointed out how unrecognized 

this was in science: 

In natural science as well as in moral standards and 
principles, there recently entered the discovery that 
natural science is forced by its own development to 
abandon the assumption of fixity and to recognize that 
what for it is actually "universal" is process; but 
this fact of recent science still remains in 
philosophy, as in popular opinion up to the present 
time, a technical matter rather than what it is: 
namely, the most revolutionary discovery yet made" 
(emphasis in the Qriginal, 1948, p. xiii). 

For teachers this reflects the potential opportunities which 

inform and extend the 'reality' of the literate world into 

the classroom. Through learners' own contributions, 

interactions, and inventions of this world-within-a-world, 

they construct meaning through which they extend themselves. 

This world exists only by virtue of what the learners bring 

to it and is informed and constantly changed as the 

interaction and process evolves. 

The psycholinguistic viewpoint (K. Goodman, 1969, 1982; 

Smith, 1973) extends an understanding of the reading process 

to allow for the presence of both reader and text. Whole 

language goes yet another step beyond, to allow for the 

presence of both teacher and learners in the world of the 

classroom. With their combined histories a world is built 
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within the world, not in isolation, or through conflict but 

rather by way of a shared integration. "Whole language 

programs get it all together: the language, the culture, the 

community, the learner, and the teacher" (K. Goodman, 1986, 

p.8). Classroom activity is based upon this combining of 

histories. 

Neither teachers nor learners are naturally static and 

learning is not scope-and-sequential, but transformational, 

as Vygotsky (1978) suggests. A whole language classroom 

values the ever changing nature of the creative process 

inherent in the quest. Learning is viewed from a 

developmental base rather than a static one. Therefore 

basal programs give way to reading trade books, spelling 

lists give way to writing stories, and memorization of 

isolated facts gives way to real activity. The teachable 

moment, is seized appropriately, which is simply a matter of 

recognizing socially the present concerns and interests of 

children, where they spend their time. Whole language 

philosophy and practice merge in shared meaning making of 

individuals in transaction. Knowledge is socially 

constructed. 

The journey down the yellow brick road becomes more 

important than holding out for a wizard. This journey 

enables teachers to empower themselves and their students as 

learners. Learning is reflected developmental activity and 

not a score on a test at the end of the school year. Given 
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such value teachers open up to both the joy and anxiety 

involved in not knowing exactly where the yellow brick road 

is leading, but knowing that they can become safe in 

developing awareness as confident empowered learners to take 

the steps needed to begin the journey. 

No one can take those steps for any teacher. Not a 

program which portends to know kids better than teachers do, 

nor teacher colleagues or fellow classmates. When teachers 

remain active rather than passive in the classroom a sense 

of potential heightens. The future becomes a 'grand 

possibility.' If we "worship" anything it is our humanness 

and not "technique" (May, 1965, p. 287). According to May 

this is an important aspect of creative development. 

Connections became more possible for me as an educator 

through my reflection on my own journey, consideration of my 

students as learners, and psycho-sociolinguistic and the 

whole language viewpoints. I began to unify what had 

previously seemed to be 'affective' and isolated experience 

with the subjective. This further served my making 

meaningful connections with what I knew about practice and 

\olhat I was learning in theory. And coming to the philosophy 

as a result of learning first about the reading process from 

my own students created a powerful continuity for me as both 

teacher and researcher. For example, children's reading 

mistakes became reading miscues (K. Goodman, 1968). Rather 

than teacher directed activity my classroom became 



collaborative and respectful of the expertise each child 

possessed. I became a "kid watcher II (Y. Goodman, 1978, 

1985; Marek, et. al., 1984) rather than an evaluator. In 

doing so, the concepts of wait-time (Gambrell, 1980) and 

teacher self-reflection (Atwell, 1987, Dewey, 1978) were 

highly valued. 
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These connections have brought me to a place of looking 

at more interior and reflective modes, among them 

particularly the "daydream focus" as other than distraction 

and diversion as is too often thought. Mackie's (1982) work 

indicates the daydream focus is "a mode of visual focus 

which enhances the internal-external fluctuation or 

blending ll (p. 49). For Mackie daydreaming is a focus of 

awareness through which we blend the internal and external. 

Mackie's work is a central and promising ground from which 

to move forward in my own explorations. 

Mackie's reconsideration of the daydream focus is 

similar to K. Goodman's (1982) suggestion that teachers and 

students need to revalue the notion of a mistake in the 

reading process, by focusing instead on the processes 

revealed by the miscues. Just as these miscues are windows 

to the reading process I have come to regard the daydream 

focus as a window to the unique and generative creativity of 

the human thinking process. Journal entry 4/5/90, 

continued: 

If facility of consciousness is limited by 



inaccessibility to more "internal" frames . . • I 
started to think of Ken Goodman's idea of gaining 
facility in reading process through access to 
books, i.e. reading. Connections started forming 
in my mind. Connecting access to 'real' books as 
foundational to developing the schema necessary to 
be a reader. What if access to [knowledge of] 
ourselves as natural daydreamers, even in school, 
is fundamental to the having of wonderful ideas? 
(Duckworth, 1987)--To ideation? (K. Goodman, 
Smith, Meredith, Y. Goodman, 1987) Does being "on 
task" really help us here? 
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[So] perhaps there is a connection . • . if there 
is not access to the opportunities that facilitate 
reading consciousness or creative / wonderful idea 
consciousness (i.e. books and daydreaming). Then 
access to option and potential is consequently limited, 
the number of possible options narrow. Further 
investigation is warranted here as this view of the 
reading process extends nicely to alternative views / 
considerations needing to be made [respective] to other 
human processes as well. The function of daydreaming 
among them. 

The need for teachers to understand the relationship 

between themselves and the teaching process has been 

examined here. We must examine the interplay of the 

beliefs, values, and assumptions, intermingling with the 

research process and presentation. 

Who We Are is something We Research 

Natural Science does not simply describe and explain 
nature; it is a part of the interplay between nature 
and ourselves; it describes nature as exposed to our 
method of questioning (Heisenberg, 1958, p. 81). 

Education has sought to direct, remedy, or rectify the 

external behavioral activities of children, in order to 

train them better. Educational research has also reflected 

this attitude, addressing similar concerns. Education has 
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traditionally concerned itself with external activity. And 

yet, recent research has begun to find this focus clearly 

lacking, unable to explain the most basic capabilities. As 

Luria states regarding the physiology of the brain: 

Why is it that these tremendous efforts by leading 
specialists in neurology and physiology, which have 
yielded such a mass of new information, have proved 
so unproductive as regards the solution of this 
fundamental problem [of consciousness]? (Luria, 
1978, p. 4). 

By ignoring the active participation of children in creating 

their worlds, education is left devoid of the capacity to 

understand their growth. Miscue analysis has fostered 

teachers' awareness of the reading process, enabling them to 

understand and include the whole context of a child's life 

as a learner. 

In educational research the division between the inner 

subjective and outer objective views, are typified in the 

two differing philosophical 'camps' or approaches to 

research referred to as quantitative and qualitative. Both 

the questions and the methods of questioning differ in 

quantitative and qualitative perspectives in research. 

Spradley (1980) likens the differences between quantitative 

and qualitative researchers to the differences between 

petroleum engineers and explorers. The engineers have a 

clear idea of something to find and usually know what they 

are looking for. This approach is one that Spradley 

describes as linear, sequential and step-by-step. Unlike 
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the petroleum engineers, the explorers' focus is on 

describing the wilderness area where oil may exist. The 

difference then is in finding oil versus discovering a sense 

of "oil-ness." 

Hitchcock and Hughes (1989) say the roots of 

quantitative theory as being in the search for universal 

general laws. Therefore generalizations must be applicable 

to a large number of cases in differing situations. They 

say that quantitative data serves the purpose of 

standardizing materials and requires the researcher to 

remain "objective" ensuring a measure of distance from the 

subjects to avoid personal bias. The statistical 

manipulations of standardized items make summaries, 

comparisons, and generalizations quite easy and seem 

precise. The world is viewed as external to the individual 

and Durkheim's notion of "sociological determinism" prevails 

(Hitchcock & Hughes, 1989). This removes concern for 

individual affect through homogenizing participants into 

categories along single dimensions. 

This is similar to the behavioristic notion that 

individuals are controlled by external forces, stimulus

response. Given this belief structure human reality can be 

broken down into component parts much like how the petroleum 

engineer sets out to find oil through a linear step-by-step 

progression. Hence, personal interpretation becomes social 

interpretation. Generalities obscure the particulars. 



An example is Jensen's (1969) comparison of black and 

white categories of IQ test takers, which suggests 

differences in intelligence as a factor of race. 
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Researchers who adopt the assumptions that the natural 

sciences provide the "only foundation for true knowledge" 

and assume that "methods, techniques, and modes of operation 

in Natural Sciences" (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1989, p. 18) are 

the best route to knowledge in the social worlds as well, 

limit themselves to the study of only that which is 

quantifiable. with such a view, historically predominant in 

the field of research, it is no coincidence that the more 

internal modes of awareness, such as daydreaming, are rarely 

addressed. 

For example, Durkheim's (1951) study of teen suicide 

might indeed predict situations to generalize higher risk 

factors. Yet, it provides little understanding as to the 

internal nature of teen suicide from an individual's point 

of view. For this type of information we must rely on 

qualitative research methods, which illuminate life from the 

perspective of the individual. 

Qualitative research is often referred to as an 

interpretive mode of inquiry. This research perspective has 

its roots in phenomenology (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975; Bruyn, 

1966; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and the belief that any move 

toward generalization must begin with the particular 

circumstances of the individual and/or group. Taking into 



account his belief such circumstances serve to reduce the 

distance between the researcher and the subject. Although 

detachment and reflection are important skills of the 

qualitative researcher, it is an attached detachment, more 

participant than a disinterested observer: 
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Interpretive, ethnographic researchers are concerned to 
qualify through the eyes of insiders, rather than 
quantify through the eyes of an observer (Hitchcock & 
Hughes, 1989, p. 38). 

The role of the researcher is that of involvement 

rather than aloofness. In qualitative research frameworks, 

such as participant observation and ethnography, both the 

researcher and the research framework are seen as 

continually changing and being constructed throughout the 

research period. Here we see truth as socially constructed 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Berger & Luckrnann, 1966; Finlay & 

Faith, 1987). 

Bronfenbrenner asserts: 

It is from this perspective that the primary purpose of 
the ecological experiment becomes not hypothesis 
testing but DISCOVERY - the identification of those 
systems - properties and processes that affect, and are 
affected by, the behavior and development of the 
learner (as cited in Guba, 1978, p. 22). 

The qualitative research perspective takes root in the 

belief that humans are not bound by the behavioristic notion 

of stimulus response, rather they are thinking, feeling, 

conscious beings capable of language and symbolic thinking 

(Hitchcock & Hughes, 1989). Therefore there is a qualitative 

difference between the natural and social sciences. 



Empirical research traditions cannot be categorically 

applied to social sciences with the expectation of results 

like those obtained in the natural sciences. Qualitative 
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perspectives do not focus exclusively on the notions of how 

generalizable they are in order to preserve the integrity of 

empirical methods. Rather qualitative perspectives allow for 

self refection and involvement in the process of 

researching, to begin to understand the complexity of social 

science research by being immersed in it rather than 

controlling for it. 

Research paradigms are not a construction of reality 

that exists outside our individual thought processes. 

Rather, they reflect the belief, attitude, and frame of mind 

of the researcher. As derived from the research of Piaget, 

"in the truest sense of reality, then, we do see what we 

know and not know what we see" (Hanson, 1989, p. 264). 

Mackie (1982) writes: 

Our culture has forgotten, or outlawed, the 
capacity to feel something before you see it (or 
at least before you look at it) (p. 51). 

Hence, it becomes theoretically impossible and undesirable 

for researchers to separate themselves from their 

assumptions in the hopes of having "unbiased" research. As 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) comment, "even statistics can only 

result in yet another constructed reality" (p. 81). 

The world is an inherently biased place and perhaps 

the focus becomes that of understanding and exploring 
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ontological or epistemological assumptions in order to 

become consciously aware of not only the What/Where/When 

(quantitative aspects of research) but also the Why/How 

(qualitative) aspects of research so as to unify the process 

with the product and imbue the numbers with our own voice 

and responsibility. As Hitchcock & Hughes (1989) note, 

there is an "air of respectability about numbers" because 

they are devoid of interpretive confusions and hide the 

infusion of bias. Thinking that the numbers speak for 

themselves, our voices as educators and researchers often 

been given up. 

Qualitative perspectives clearly depend on individual 

presence, as there is no interpretation without the 

interpretor. Qualitative research enlists the active 

assessment of the reviewer. "We literally create a reality 

that reflects our view of the world and who we are in 

relation to it" (Emery, 1978, as cited in Lincoln & Guba, 

1985, p. 73). 

If basa1s are used in a classroom and children are not 

enjoying reading, an understanding of the qualitative 

judgments underlying the supporting research helps teachers 

decide where the problem lies. Too often, if something 

'researched' doesn't work, it is anyone's fault but the 

researcher. Administrators blame the teachers. And 

teachers in these circumstances, unfortunately, simply pass 

the blame along to their students. If the school doesn't 



have encouraging IQ scores, teachers may even borrow the 

'objects' of the 'objective measures', and 'teach to the 

tests'. 

Who we perceive ourselves to be infuses our work as 

educators and researchers, and determines what we will be 

able to see. 

Dewey recognizes that behind theory and practice (and 
their relations) are assumptions akin to what I have 
called axioms and pictures of the unverbalized world 
view (Sarason, 1981, p. 124). 

If we don't allow ourselves to be in the research then our 

research will not allow for the kids to be there either. 
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Research will then reflect self imposed limitations, and 

will fail to comprehend the complexity and uniqueness which 

is the background of life. 

ogbu (1981) argues that too often educational research 

misses the greater context of what is happening in the world 

as related to the classroom by looking too narrowly in 

theory and practice. Dewey's (Archambault, 1964) work in the 

philosophy of education extends understanding beyond this 

narrowness. Dewey focused on the importance of the 

individual and how each uses all the resources available to 

them. These resources are dealt with as whole and 

integrated by the individual in a holistic as opposed to a 

fragmented manner. To break them into quantifiable pieces 

runs against the grain of the structural organization of the 

person. 
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In my thinking such fragmentation is the paramount 

reason why educational theory has historically had little 

influence on educational practice. When teacher-researchers 

like Atwell (1987) actually put themselves in the place of 

the stUdents and discover that the assignments they gave 

their students are uninteresting and boring, this causes an 

interpretive reevaluation of practice (Schon, 1987). Few 

social science quantitative research studies have had such 

an influence on practitioners. 

contemporary reading research reflects this change as 

well. It has been assumed children corne to school to learn 

how to read and write in a sequential, step-by-step manner 

in which they must learn the parts (letter sounds, symbols, 

vowels, words) before they can grasp the whole of reading 

and writing. The psycholinguistic theory of reading (K. 

Goodman, 1984; in press) informs us differently. The text is 

no longer viewed as the "objective" source whose parts must 

be mastered to get to the whole. The text only exists by 

way of a reader and the writer. Words do not exist in 

isolation, rather they are embedded in a text of meaning 

constructed by the reader out of the reader's myriad 

experiences transacting with the text. 

In order for teachers to see that this is the way 

children naturally approach literacy learning, teachers 

themselves need to be there as watchful interpreters in 

their classroom. Qualitative perspectives in research allow 
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for this possibility and in doing so relate more directly to 

the experience of what it is to be human and capable of 

reflection. Dewey said that reflection "enables us to know 

what we are about when we act" (Archambault, 1964, p. 212). 

since qualitative perspectives allow individuals to 

reflectively be present as researchers, practitioners, and 

subjects the potential for influencing practice is a much 

greater one. As McConaghy (1986) writes: 

I was now beginning to see the difference between 
knowledge acquired from other people's experience and 
knowledge that I had gained in a very personal and 
intimate way - knowledge that I now felt I owned. I 
was also learning that the roots of personal knowledge 
lie in doing (p. 728). 

This is seen in the powerful grassroots support given by 

teachers to the whole language movement and the research 

informing it. It includes a growing body of "teacher 

research" which is evidence of the unification of theory and 

practice. 

One of the salient feature of school ethnography is 
that it can raise the consciousness level of 
professional educators regarding what is occurring 
around them (Chilcott, 1987, p. 210). 

Numbering and categorizing quantitative data tend to 

foster a more narrow view of reality in social science 

research. It leaves educators with an often superficial 

understanding of complex issues as a result of such 

categorization. Qualitative perspectives reflect the 

complexity of human experiences. The movement and growth in 

social science research toward understanding and including 
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qualitative perspectives is a change toward a more unified 

view of the individual. 

Maybe the target nowadays is not to discover what we 
are but to refuse what we are. We have to imagine and 
to build up what we could be. (Foucault, 1982, p. 785) 

Perhaps new forms of subjectivity are needed and in the 

making with regards to social science research. Imagination 

may be at the heart of such a shift (smith, 1990). Although 

considerations of subjectivity are no surprise to J. L. 

Singer (1976), as his research indicates imagination "to be 

partly responsible for independence, tranquility, and 

realism." 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Daydreaming Reconsidered 

There is a vast and varied body of work exploring 

internal process, where the phenomenon of daydreaming has 

roots. The recognition and incorporation of our internal 

mental world with our external experience in everyday life 

appears to be a concern of many. But, few have examined the 

role daydreaming in the classroom plays in the development 

of students. This literature review will focus on several 

areas of inquiry that relate to the 'daydream focus': 

notions of subjective and objective reality; relationships 

in the physical world; socio-cultural considerations; 

language; notions of "time off task" in the educational 

literature; and finally daydreaming as regarded in 

psychological and sociological perspectives. 

"It is long ere we discover how rich we are" writes 

Emerson (1841) in his essay on the Intellect (p. 297). 

Emerson refers throughout to the centrality of each to trust 

and corne to know the inner self. It is through this 

knowledge of self that we corne to experience the "universal 

mind" which is revealed in our individual experience 

(Emerson, 1841, p. 8). "Our spontaneous action is always 

best," Emerson writes. As it brings us closer to our 

questions. 



All our progress is an unfolding, like the 
vegetable bud. You have first the instinct, then 
an opinion, then a knowledge, as the plant has 
root, bud and fruit. Trust the instinct to the 
end, though you can render no reason. It is vain 
to hurry it. By trusting it to the end, it shall 
ripen into truth and you shall know why you 
believe. (1841, p. 293) 

stevenson (1892) notes the importance of being "idle" 

for the peace, contentment and fulfillment of the self (p. 

76). A self which regards the whole from its own point of 

view, holds a significant place in the consciousness of 

other writers as well. "Each onlooker sums up the whole, 

represents the whole; but each from a different side" 
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(Carpenter, 1904, p. 81). As Whitman writes, "one eyesight 

does not countervail another" (Carpenter, 1904, p. 81) 

Subjective and Objective Reality 

Literature, art and music rely heavily on the 

sensitivity to an inner awareness, fantasy, imagination, or 

stream of consciousness. Most commonly this is seen as 

subjective. Johnson (1988) refers to this as complementing 

"our romantic view of it as the capacity for novelty" 

(p. 140). The novelty of subjective experience is thus seen 

as isolated unpredictable bits of genius that spontaneously 

well up every now and then within our culture. In the hope 

of a readily realizable understanding there is a shift in 

the focus toward the concrete knowable world of objective 

reality viewing subjective or interpretive reality as 
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ultimately unpredictable and hence unknowable. 

Objective reality can be seen in the empirical 

traditions of science and behavioristic learning theory. 

Since subjective experience is not empirically provable, it 

is regarded as irrelevant at best, non-existent at worst. 

Muller (1972) refers to the behavioral sciences as viewing 

the inner man as "fiction," making it unnecessary to believe 

in "something going on inside the individual, states of 

mind, feelings, purposes, expectancies and all that" (p. 5). 

This orientation grows out of the conceptual structure 

of the Newtonian Universe, where fundamental forces operate 

in a system as predictable as the workings of a vast clock. 

In such a universe there is indeed no real significance to 

internal subjective elements. This view greatly limits what 

can be considered as worthwhile of consideration and 

inquiry. John-steiner (1987) notes that much of the 

research that has been done to date avoids looking into the 

inner and more subjective processes because there is no 

clear resolution or answer to a given question. Students 

doing research are interested in asking questions that they 

know will be answerable. 

Yet, there appears to be a move toward unifying the 

inherent separation of these two worlds of thought regarding 

human consciousness and world view. Indications of this 

move can be found in various writings of the cognitive and 

social sciences, as well as quantum physics. The totality 
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of mental life is viewed as complex though always forming a 

unity or wholeness which has traditionally not been 

addressed in empirical research (Broudy, 1973; Natsoulas, 

1983). "Nothing can enter the mind simply from without, but 

only as subjected to a transforming and integrating activity 

from within" (Campbell, 1957, p. 409). 

Johnson (1988) proposes that through revived enriched 

notions regarding inner processes, such as imagination, 

humans overcome the undesirable effects of various . 
dichotomies that have dominated western thought, such as: 

"mind/body, reason/imagination, science/art, 

cognition/emotion, fact/value, and on and on" (p. 140). 

Where we draw the line as we move along the 
continuum of structures will depend upon our 
purposes, values, and assumptions . but no 
line of demarcation will exist in the nature of 
things (Johnson, 1988, p. 188). 

The Physical World 

with regards to the apparent lack of unity in thinking 

and consideration of subjective and objective realms 

Schroedinger notes: 

For the purpose of constructing the picture of the 
external world, we have used the greatly simplifying 
device of cutting our own personality out, removing it; 
hence it is gone, it has evaporated, it is ostensibly 
not needed. (as cited in Wilber, 1984, p. 82) 

Another physicist, Jeans writes: 

Today there is wide measure of agreement which, on the 
physical side of science, approaches almost to 
unanimity that the stream of knowledge is heading 
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towards a nonmechanical reality; the universe begins to 
look more like a great thought than like a great 
machine. Mind no longer appears as an accidental 
intruder into the realm of matter • (as cited in 
Wilber, 1984, p. 144) 

Bohm (1980) advocates the idea of wholeness, in Ravn's 

(1988) terms, "holonomy", and both warn against 

fragmentation in mind and society. In reference to a 

hologram he notes that the whole is represented in each part 

and different parts yield different perspectives of the 

whole. 

The 'quantum' context thus calls for a new kind of 
description that does not imply the separability of the 
'observed object' and 'observing instrument.' Instead, 
the form of the experimental conditions and the meaning 
of the experimental results have now to be one whole, 
in which analysis into autonomously existent elements 
is not relevant (Anderson, 1977, p. 123). 

Anderson (1977) and Ravn (1988) extend the holographic 

model through quantum physics further into realms of human 

consciousness, both the implicate (transcendent reality) and 

the explicate (world of everyday life). Ravn (1988) regards 

a holonomic order as liberating and empowering, as opposed 

to a fragmentary order which is compartmentalizing and 

oppressive. He proposes a unity through \>lhich there is no 

fragmentation and experience becomes "unspecified wholeness 

or oneness" (Ravn, 1988, p. 107). Suggesting the need for 

social forms that support and enrich human activity, 

liberate self expression, and redefine "good" as "see a 

whole in every part" (p. 116). Ravn points toward a more 

socio-cultural perspective being the foundation for a more 
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unified consideration. 

socio-Cultural Considerations 

Robert's (1985) concept of "being" is a unified one in 

which being is "created, maintained, and reconstructed" by 

individuals, rather than having a "given or taken" quality 

(p. 50). This action of knowing and becoming is both 

individual and social in nature and rooted in the cultural 

framework of experience (John-Steiner, 1987). As Plato 

(Eyde & l1cCoy, 1985) wrote, "what is honored in a country 

will be cultivated there" (p. 9). 

Wertsch (1987) suggests the study of mental functioning 

of individuals in a manner that takes into account their 

socio-cultural situation. Vygotsky's (1978) work expands 

the understanding for a unified perspective through his 

concepts of the inter-psychological (social) and the intra

psychological (within). According to Vygotsky the 

interpersonal is transformed into the intra-personal 

resulting from a long series of developmental events. 

Similarly he sees a fusion of children's spontaneous 

concepts with those derived from the adult scientific 

concepts. The child is unmistakably rooted in the socio

cultural context from which he comes according to Vygotsky. 

Schachtel (1959) cautions that though children are able 

to expand and grow beyond individual isolation, through what 

Vygotsky would refer to as the mediational means of their 
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culture, it can also be greatly limiting. He sees the child 

in danger of "closing his openness toward the world and of 

reducing all experiences to the perception of such performed 

cliches and 'angles' as make up the world of 'reality' seen 

by the family, peer group, and society in which he grows up" 

(1959, p. 237-38). Kafka (Wilson, 1981) sees society as 

providing only a slice of the total perceptual range to the 

developing child . 

Language Issues 

Langer (1957), a philosopher, sUbstantiates the 

concern of narrowing human perception specifically with 

regards to language use. She sees "discursive" symbolism 

(direct rational statement, textbook directive, 

instructional manual) as exceedingly familiar and 

comfortable to us. She notes that while this is a useful 

mode of communication to get things done it often blinds us 

from "presentational symbolism" through which we know whole 

experiences in all their richness. Language and the socio

cultural situation are critical indicators of how a child 

will come to experience his reality. 

The concept of wholeness is reflected in literacy and 

language learning research (K. Goodman, 1979; K. Goodman & 

Y. Goodman, 1976; Smith, 1981, 1990; Wells, 1986; Harste, 

Woodward, & Burke, 1984). This research provides a 

comprehensive view of the whole reading process by focusing 



on the meaning the children bring to the literacy event. 

The meaning is in the reader, the text itself has only a 

meaning potential. Text interpretations come from each 

child's comprehensive thought processes, connections, and 

schema. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 

The parts form an irreducible whole which is destroyed if 

the individual parts are separated (Harste, Woodward & 

Burke, 1984). 
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This more holistic view incorporates the socio-cultural 

context of child learning and utilizes the social or 

collective nature of child learning (K. Goodman, 1988). A 

philosophy of teaching, such as that found in whole language 

serves to unify the internal with the external and bring 

meaning to form. K. Goodman (1988) notes that "in American 

academic and pedagogical circles views of learning have been 

strongly dominated by the behavioral learning theory rooted 

in the work of Thorndike and Skinner" (p. 1). Access to 

knowledge, as reflected by our schools, has enforced the 

dichotomy between the interior and exterior world. 

Time Off Task 

The practical applications of this dichotomy, as 

reflected in schools, can be seen in the idea of "time on 

task" versus "time off task." Bruner (1966, 1969) refers to 

children as avid "builders of possible worlds" or "multiple 

identities" through the language, i.e. stories, and myths, 
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of their community identity. Dyson (1987) describes the 

schooling which initiates students into the intellectual 

life of society as "cognitively anemic". She believes this 

anemia is the product of a presentation focused on isolated 

facts, abstractions, and skills through which there is a 

lack of cohesive intellectual content. 

In her study of childrens' narrative Dyson (1987) looks 

at how children spend their "time off task." She concludes 

that during this "time off task" children are able to bring 

life to this state of cognitive anemia through laughter, 

argument, directing, talking, creating and critiquing 

imaginary worlds. Their writing reflects the richness 

provided by their imaginative lives both individually and in 

collaboration. Reflecting on Vygotsky's conception of 

intellectual development, she writes, "Children's 

independent mental worlds are nurtured by their cooperative 

social lives" (p. 415). Dyson's work emphasizes the 

importance of a sense of collaborative work and community in 

the developing individuality of children. 

Sylva (1984) views playas a critical aspect to the 

cognitive and social development of children. Sylva sees 

the need to understand the "payoff" c;>f play from the "cold 

economic" perspective in order for society to accept or grow 

toward understanding its functional need in development. 

From our cultural framework play is often viewed as luxury, 

passive, and not what "really" counts in life, which is work 
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(i.e., mastery of skill and fact). Sylva's work evolves a 

way of perceiving play much to the contrary of this notion. 

Children who are given play opportunities show evidence of 

self initiated action, concentration, imagination, creative 

problem solving, increased self esteem and open mindedness 

(Sylva, 1984). 

In a study by Weikart (Sylva, 1984) of adults who had 

participated as preschoolers in a guided play program he 

found that they could all be described as people who believe 

in their own capabilities and have a strong sense of self. 

with regards to visual development John-steiner (1987) 

writes that objects close at hand are linked to those at a 

distance through perspective. 

Perhaps the value of play in the developing cognitive 

framework of the child serves much the same roll. As the 

child becomes familiar with the objects of play, through 

physical manipulation, there is an interface between 

internal and external idea construction. A similar 

interface may exist as the child becomes familiar with 

his/her inner conceptual realities or mental images through 

involvement in processes such as daydreaming, creativity, 

and imagination as well. 

In consideration of playas physical and mental 

activity Vygotsky wrote: 

In play a child always behaves beyond his average 
age, above his daily behavior; in play it is as 
though he were a head taller than himself. As in 



the focus of a magnifying glass, play contains all 
developmental tendencies in a condensed form and 
it itself a major source of development . . . play 
provides a much wider background for changes in 
needs and consciousness (1978, p. 102). 

Dewey (1978), focusing on the inner conceptual realities 
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writes, "playfulness is a more important consideration than 

play. The former is an attitude of mind" (p. 308). 

Daydreamining 

Fantasies and daydreams, far from being irrelevant and 
insubstantial, may be the foundation of serenity and 
purpose in our lives • . . A well-developed fantasy 
life seems to be partly responsible for independence, 
tranquility and realism (J. L. Singer, 1976, p. 32-33). 

The work of J. L. Singer (1966, 1973, 1976, 1980, 

1987), Mackie (1985), and a few others (Brill & Allen, 1978; 

Gambrell, 1980; Klinger, 1987, 1990), present a positive 

view of daydreaming. This is rare, as most of the research 

that deals with daydreaming, as related to schooling takes a 

deficit view. From the traditional educational point of 

view, daydreaming is seen as lazy, idle activity, as well as 

indicative of a learning or perceptual problem. Brown 

(1927) imbues daydreaming with leaving "the mind unfit for 

serious study" and resulting "in a sort of mental flabbiness 

which is a positive hindrance to scholarship" (p. 278-79). 

Klinger (1987) explains that "some midcentury 

educational psychologists cautioned against letting children 

daydream, lest they slide into neurosis and even psychosis" 

(p. 44). Mental illness, the reasons for which were often 
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not objectively decipherable, was at this time considered to 

be a state where people "had resorted to their daydreams" 

(Klinger, 1987, p. 44). 

Although there has been considerable insight gained 

into the processes underlying mental illness, daydreaming 

still has a suspicious stigma attached to it, especially in 

educational settings. An example of this is a study of 190 

girls, identified as daydreamers by their teachers. It is 

assumed at the outset of this study that daydreaming is "a 

symptom of boredom, frustration, psychiatrical disorder of 

attention, and/or perceptual handicap" (Leviton, Schulman, 

Yancy and Strassfeld, 1976). 

Much of this stance in the literature represents 

investigations regarding the daydream focus within the 

context of depression, anxiety, fear of failure, guilt, 

hostility, boredom, etc. (Cundiff & Gold, 1979; Golding & J. 

L. Singer, 1983; Kanter, 1982; Groves, 1987). Groves' 

(1987) study on rewarding preschool children for ideational 

fluency, what goes on in the thinking mind, is based on a 

behavioristic model of the learning process. Interestingly, 

his study concludes that external rewards do not work 

retrospective to thinking, as motivation for internal 

processes are more internally (i.e., self) based than 

externally based. 

When suggestion is made in educational literature 

toward a more positive notion of daydreaming it is presented 
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as "constructive daydreaming" (Henderson, Gold & McCord, 

1982; Henderson & Gold, 1983; Saxe, 1982). Henderson, et. 

al., explores differences between gifted and average 

students, concluding that they differ significantly in areas 

other than merely ability. His work suggests that both 

curiosity and positive constructive daydreaming increase 

with age in the gifted group and decline with the average 

group. Henderson & Gold (1983) indicate that this might be 

due to the value associated with curiosity and time spent in 

contemplation (constructive daydreaming) in the home 

environment of the gifted group. They conclude that 

curiosity and daydreaming represent an "intellectual style 

. . . indicative of individual differences in the tendency 

to focus on external versus internal aspects of experience" 

(Henderson & Gold, 1983, p. 628). 

Knapp and Dunn (1990) suggest the importance of 

understanding "the different processing styles of the right 

brain and the left brain" as a means of answering the 

question, "what do you do about the Danny Daydreamer in your 

class?" (p. 46). The presentation of daydreaming in their 

article is reflective of the superficiality and lack of 

depth when regarding such a focus. They suggest daydreaming 

is a "problem", solvable by engaging the learner in a more 

active style of learning. Their example of a more active 

style of learning is having "Danny Daydreamer" write a 

paragraph underlining all the adjectives, instead of the 



teacher explaining what they are on the chalkboard. No 

consideration is given to the idea that Danny may find the 

contents of his own mind more interesting than either 

underlining adjectives in a paragraph he has written for 

this purpose, or watching the teacher do it for him on the 

board. 
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Both Knapp and Dunn (1990) opt for a negative and 

condescending vantage on the daydream focus. This is 

evidenced from the start by the demeaning tone of the title 

"Danny Daydreamer". The mediocrity of the title here is 

interesting, even the author's risk of using an actual 

child's name. Why didn't the authors pick "Howdy Doody 

Daydreamer"? Or "Dumbo Daydreamer"? No doubt because these 

titles would ultimately relate to the adventures of some of 

the most creative individuals in the United states. 

The negative studies reflect the bias the researchers 

themselves most likely encountered in their own experience 

with schooling. Who we are is something we research and 

that view penetrates even the fashion by which researchers 

construct and consider our research. If the researchers' 

own experiencu with daydreaming in school was tacitly 

negative, and they learned their lessons well, why would a 

positive view necessarily be thought of much less be 

considered significant for study. Our attention is only as 

comprehensive as we are. 

Interestingly, despite their more behavioristic 
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orientations, both Groves (1987) and Henderson & Gold (1983) 

indicate the inappropriateness of evaluating more internal 

modes within a framework of objectivity. Ideating doesn't 

happen more comprehensively given external reinforcers, 

suggesting that a blending between internal and external 

aspects of experience may be precursory to curiosity and 

creativity. These studies, like many, focus exclusively on 

'gifted' populations and fail to provide a more 

comprehensive view of both children and the concepts under 

study. 

Some research indicates the importance of introspection 

and contemplation in creative processes. Both Natsoulas 

(1983) and Wilson (1981) view experience in active 

contemplation, as evidenced in daydreaming, as part of 

developing the additional skill underlying creative 

processes. Eyde and McCory (1985) linking together the work 

of Arieti, Torrance, Maslow and Guilford indicate that 

parents positive attitudes toward time children spend alone, 

inactive or daydreaming connect to facilitation of 

creativity. A creative person is characterized as able to 

withdraw from routine and accept disorder. MacKinnon 

(Eiseley, 1962) characterizes such a person as having a 

relative absence of "repression and suppression as 

mechanisms for the control of impulse and imagery" (p. 10). 

In the marked absence of repression Feldman (1988) sees 

spontaneous and directed transformations as the processes 
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making development and creativity possible. Feldman, using 

a Vygotskyan perspective, views transformation as a 

potential third function of Piaget's ideas of assimilation 

and accommodation in developmental change. He then refers to 

the interplay that exists between trying to keep reality 

just as it is (assimilation) and making adjustments to these 

interpretations of reality (accommodation) in response to 

experience. Consideration of a transformational component 

would make room for novelty, "new rest,ructurings of 

experience" according to Feldman (1988, p. 289). 

Feldman (1988) proposes a need for the "whole of mind" 

to be "harnessed in complementary purposes" for something 

new or novel to be constructed (p. 290). 

As extreme as one way of organizing experience is, the 
other tends toward the opposite extreme. When both are 
put in the service of a goal that calls on the best 
efforts of the full range of waking and dream states, 
conscious and unconscious processes, conserving and 
transformational capabilities, a genuinely new idea 
or work or solution may be constructed (Feldman, 1988, 
p. 291). 

In making a case for this view he shares experiences of 

insight where he gained insight into his own creativity 

research through patterns revealed in two instances of 

reoccurring dreams . 0 • "I am certain that moments of real 

insight are properly included within the realm of creativity 

research" (p. 271). 

I appreciate and agree with Feldman's commitment to his 

own self-reflection in his theory of creativity, in 
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particular the idea of transformation. His considerations 

are definitely beyond the superficial as he presents a case 

for transforming a dream to a "tool to work with" (Feldman, 

1988, p. 281). Yet, there are several aspects to his 

presentation which merit criticism. 

He presents considerations of mind wherein new images, 

thoughts and ideas are produced unrelated to the outside 

(dreaming) and those produced through activity in touch with 

reality more actively (daydreaming and preconscious). Yet, 

he writes of remembering a dream as gaining "blinding 

insight" (p. 272). 

By placing a state like daydreaming in the category of 

preconscious he mystifies the practical nature of the 

encounter he is describing. Feldman does not focus on the 

dialectic that transpired between internal and external 

experience making such an insight possible. Nor does he 

explore the conditions and capabilities of the mind which 

meet the demands for such perception. Rather, he presents 

this experience as impinging revelation from a mysterious 

source. This suggests knowledge is externally based and 

transmitted to a passive recipient, and excludes the active 

participation of the individual involved. 

Burney (1985) and Katz (1987) see Jung's "active 

imagination" as a process in "transpersonal psychotherapy" 

which: 

Holds that there is an essential unity underlying all 
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of humanity and the material world .. essentially non
dualistic, and it allows us to break down the barriers 
between what has classically been seen as the 'inner' 
and the 'outer' (Burney, 1985, p. 219-20). 

Active imagination is vital to achieving the integration 

Burney describes. This is activated when the therapist 

suggests the client 'contact an image exemplifying the life 

situation and engage in written dialogue with this image. 

Given this process active imagination is seen within a 

"psychophysical" process that makes way for a unification of 

inner and outer domains (Burney, 1985, p. 218). This is 

similar to Mackie's (1985) suggestion of the daydreaming 

focus being a blending of internal and external. 

For May (1965) such insights into the inner self are 

also not merely subjective but also have a "second pole" 

which is outside of ourselves (p. 289). May proposes that 

although creative insights often occur haphazardly in 

moments of relaxation they do not impinge from sources 

outside us. Rather, they "come only to thos~ areas which we 

are intensely committed and upon which we concentrate 

intensely in our waking" (May, 1965, p. 289). May puts the 

internal and external experience into perspective given both 

our individual and social histories. 

In this way possibilities become manifest, and process 

enlightens production. Parks (1970) provides an example of 

this when he recalls a daydream he remembers having as a 

child one hot summer day while in a mid-western cornfield, 



"I cannot explain this beautiful daydream, other than that 

it gave me the initial desire to compose music" (p. 82). 

LeShan's (1984) memory of relaxing during summer vacations 

as a child is equally interesting: 
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When I daydreamed in the hammock, I was not doing 
nothing. I was dreaming about what it would be like to 
fall in love. I was acting out in my head how I would 
talk to other grown-ups when I got to be one myself. 
Fantasizing is real work for children, a way of trying 
to understand and anticipate the future. it is not 
only not a waste of time. It is a necessary childhood 
enterprise (p. 26). 

J. L. Singer (1966), certainly one of the most prolific 

writers on the subject of daydreaming began his excavation 

of this subject with exhaustive self-reflection with regards 

to his own processes as a daydreamer. "I would like to show 

here how one can start from the self, then gradually move 

out to observation of others • . . most psychological 

research ought to begin by such self-examination" (J. L. 

Singer, 1975, p. 15-16). He is committed to making more 

private experience accessible in quantifiable fashion. 

Viewing daydreaming as a spontaneous intrusion of thoughts, 

J. L. Singer & Autrobus (1972) designed a research tool 

called the Imaginal Processes Inventory which is made of 20 

scales and 12 items each representing different aspects of 

daydreaming. Most of J.L. Singer's (1966, 1975) research on 

daydreaming utilizes this questionnaire in some way. 

Although his work focuses largely on adults, he is also 

interested in daydreaming as related to children. 
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J. L. Singer (1966) regards the inner processes in 

children of central importance, as they use imaginative life 

space to explore without having to act. When children can 

engage in such activity naturally he views them as happier, 

more curious, more future orientation, able to deal with 

frustration and boredom, and experiencing a richer cognitive 

development. J. L. singer finds these children to be more 

spontaneous in their play and more creative in their 

thinking. Therefore he sees daydreaming and fantasy as 

foundational to serenity, sense of life purpose and realism, 

as well as independence, as quoted previously in this 

dissertation. More recently Klinger (1987, 1990) and Tower 

(1984-85) support these conclusions. Both Klinger (1990) 

and csikszentmihalyi (1990) have extended the more 

generalized work on daydreaming to focus on individual 

daydreamers: 

Even a questionnaire as good as this one cannot 
answer most of our questions about individual 
daydreams- when they occur, what triggers them, 
where they corne from, and what they are. 
Psychologists, Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi, Russell 
Hurlburt, and I have independently devised ways to 
sample thoughts and feeling, including daydreams, 
by beeping people at regular intervals as a signal 
to record and describe the last things that went 
through their minds (Klinger, 1990, p. xv). 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) writes: 

And we can also invent information that did not 
exist before: it is because we have consciousness 
that we can daydream, make up lies, and write 
beautiful poems and scientific theories. • • 
Control over consciousness cannot be 
institutionalized. As soon as it becomes part of 



a set of social rules and norms, it ceases to be 
effective in the way it was originally intended to 
be (p. 24 & 21). 

However, there is little recent work regarding the 
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daydreaming focus specifically concerned with children. 

Interestingly, J. L. Singer's (1976) finds institutionalized 

children to be "much less imaginative" (p. 33). The work of 

Mackie (1982, 1985) indicates this may also occur within the 

institution of schooling as well. Mackie (1985) views 

school age children as coming from a more "myriad 

collective" form (p. 15). Prior to schooling they have 

learned through their play and spontaneous interaction, 

which has bridged their internal and the external worlds. 

In the process of schooling the value is on the contents or 

product of thought rather than the process. The internal 

focus is disenfranchised. 

Mackie's (1985) observations from 5 Australian primary 

schools showed a product orientation which she associates 

with a divided and compartmentalized style of thinking 

resulting from the very context of schooling. She 

associates this breakdown in interconnectedness with 

segmentation of time and subject matter; restriction of 

access to other students or individual movement within the 

classroom; hierarchy structure of both content and 

presentation; and teacher as the controlling center of both 

activity and focus. She observed all of these aspects as 

imposing a "state of surrender . . . enacting containment, 
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limitation, and encroaching paralysis from which it becomes 

necessary later to escape" (Mackie, 1985, p. 25). 

Most significant to the interests of this paper is 

Mackie's observation regarding daydreaming. Not only do 

these limitations exist within the observable structure of 

classrooms observed, they also encroach on interior modes as 

well. The primary example of this is "elimination of 

daydream focus as inattention" (Mackie, 1982, p. 50). 

Mackie suggests the daydream focus be regarded instead as a 

different kind of concentration. A focus or concentration 

which is an enlargement beyond the linear. "Daydream focus 

allows the intermingling of internal and external perception 

... a wider deeper, more inclusive vision" (Mackie, 1982, 

p. 50-51). The contradictory experience children encounter 

in school with regards to daydream focus is of central 

concern to Mackie. 

In summary, there are grounds in the research for 

daydreaming to be reconsidered as valuable, demonstrated by 

its more comprehensive and unifying focus. It may well be a 

focus where both confirmation and integration of external 

experience can take place, making transformation, insight, 

and wonderful ideas possible. It may be time to realize the 

freedom of choice e~ercised in internal experience is at the 

heart of democratic activity. Greene (1988) writes: 

Troubled by impersonality, by abstract vantage points, 
I wanted people to name themselves and tell their 
stories when they made their statements . . • My hope 
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is to remind people of what it means to be alive among 
others, to achieve freedom in dialogue with others for 
the sake of personal fulfillment and the emergence of 
democracy dedicated to life ..• (p. xii). 

Such freedom is based upon returning, to each individual, 

the rightful responsibility of exploring their own sense of 

themselves. In doing so they discover the heart of who they 

potentially may be requires acknowledgment and integration 

of both their internal and external worlds. 



CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

Philosophy 

The phenomenological orientation, whether as 
philosophic outloo]{ or method of inquiry, cannot 
be formulated in models, nor can it insure 
uniformity, 'product,' or efficiency. It seeks 
responsibility and articulateness in carrying 
through a process of reflection, and it seeks 
responsiveness in constituting personal settings, 
settings in which the points of view and thought 
of persons are extended and deepened (Carini, 
1975, p. 48). 

Both the philosophical and practical aspects embodied 

in this study are informed by the Qonsiderations discussed 

earlier regarding subjective / objective views in research 

(See Chapter 2). Therefore, I will not reiterate this 

discussion here. I draw on qualitative and ethnographic 

methods, viewpoints allowing for the unique situations and 

qualities inherent in individual children and their 

situations. Much of both the theoretical and practical 
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aspects of this dissertation are directly informed through 

my interviews and analysis of the two children profiled in 

the pilot study I completed prior to the dissertation. Also 

the questioning strategies used by Y. Goodman & Altwerger 

(1981) and concept of wait time (Gambrell, 1980) were 

important contributions to my interview strategy and style. 

I learned, then, that in order to engage in meaningful 

conversation with children regarding their more private 
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interior aspects of their lives as thinkers, it was 

necessary to establish what Van Manen refers to as "the 'tone 

for interpersonal relations" (1986, p. 22). Some literature 

refers to this as "rapport" (Miller, 1952) or trust, but for 

the purposes of this research a stronger, even supportive, 

position had to be communicated. Van Manen (1986) makes a 

case for both the tone and activity often communicated in 

'silence' when he writes: 

When the teacher slowly closes the book, there is 
silence in the room. Even those children who were 
not really touched by the story refrain from 
talking for a moment. This silence has mood as 
well. It is not just an absence of sound or 
voices. It has a tonal quality all its own. In 
the stillness of the book that closes, the story 
lingers and charges the silence with reflection. 
It is the silence of reflection, of reckoning. 
This silence has a different atmosphere from the 
silence that reigns when every child is working 
individually at a math text (p. 36-37). 

In order to build a conversational style with these 

children regarding their daydreams it was necessary for me 

to be respectful, and set a "tone" valuing such information. 

Such a tone would be impossible to establish with the 

children if the intention of my being, practically speaking 

the look in my eyes did not match my words. "It is 

surprising how perceptive young people are about the 

inconsistencies between what we say or do and what we are" 

(Van Manen, 1986, p. 42). 
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Interviews 

Since, there is no body of literature that I could find 

that asks kids what they themselves think about daydreaming 

and how it might be useful to them, particularly as related 

to reading and writing, I began by ask kids questions. 

contacts for student participation in this dissertation were 

made through the recommendations of teachers, including my 

own prior teaching contacts. 

A total of twelve students participated. Nine of these 

children were from Red Butte (pseudonym), Arizona on the 

Navajo Reservation where I had previously taught 

kindergarten. At Red Butte the interviewing took place at 

Red Butte Junior High School where I formerly taught. Due 

to my previous connection to the district there was little 

problem in obtaining permission to interview the students at 

school during their "exploratory" periods (Art, Music, Home 

Economics, Computer, Navajo culture). I also interviewed a 

Middle School student in an urban area in Arizona at the 

school she was attending. The youngest student I 

interviewed was in sixth grade and all of our interviews 

took place at her home, as her father is a friend and 

colleague. 

In all cases interviewing sometimes took place outside 

of school as well in their homes. Parent permission slips 

made both school and home viable options for interviewing. 

However, given the great distances often traveled by 



students to get from home to school on the Navajo 

Reservation, school was typically the most convenient 

location for the interviewing to take place. 
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I went into the interview situation, both the pilot 

study and the present research, with a list of ten questions 

(Table 1), among the other papers in my clipboard. However, 

I quickly discovered, these questions were significant in 

clarifying my thinking only. New questions and areas of 

concern grew directly from the conversation with each 

respective child. 

Spradley (1979) describes this as a process of 

beginning with broad area questions and then following the 

avenues where they lead. Many avenues were followed, as 

each child brought their unique and individual areas of 

concern to the interview conversation. Therefore each 

meeting was an ongoing collective process built from 

previous conversations and meetings. This provided new 

areas of questions and considerations on the part of my 

research agenda. 

Staying with predetermined questions and my own would 

not create the conversational and reciprocal "tone" I wanted 

to establish. My agenda gave way to the children's agenda 

and building a context for a relationship, where talking 

about the more private nature of the mind would be possible 

(Table 1). 



Table 1: Basic Interview Questions - DAYDREAMING 

1. Do you daydream? 
2. What do you think daydreaming is? 
3. Do you like daydreaming? 
4. Can you tell me about your daydreams? 
5. When do you daydream? 
6. 00 you think other people daydream? 
7. What do you think about daydreaming in school? 
8. What do you think teachers think about daydreaming in school? 
9. Were you or anyone else you know ever told to stop daydreaming in 

school? 
10. What do you think the relationship is between daydreaming and 

imagination? 

Meeting with the children individually my awareness 

evolved as to the centrality of responding as a person who 

is interested, sincere, empathetic, and willing to share. 

Responding as a person who knows and respects the interior 
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life, not because I intellectualize about it, rather because 

I engage in such activity regularly. I had made such 

considerations prior to the interviews, but the practical 

implications became more clearly illuminated upon meeting 

the children. Of the twelve children I interviewed, eight 

were initially reluctant to associate themselves in any way 

with the term 'daydreaming.' Three of the children 

expressed discomfort with my informal interviewing style 

because they expected a more formal testing situation. In 

the beginning, having a conversation was more unexpected and 

threatening than answering the questions and being done with 

it. 

Accordingly, an open ended interview strategy emerged, 



building a relationship through conversation with each 

child. Considering daydreaming as the topic of study, the 

research process indelibly includes a parallel focus on 

relationships with the children involved. The interview 

style with all of the twelve children I met was, according 

to Spradley's view, formal. 
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A formal interview usually occurs at an appointed time 
and results from a specific request to hold the 
interview . . . You are making use of their informal 
skills as participant observers (1980, p. 124). 

I wanted to be flexible and responsive" to the unique style 

and considerations in the individual interviews with each 

child. 

My first meeting with each child followed a similar 

style. I began by telling them nly history as a teacher 

interested in what kids might have to teach me about 

daydreaming. I explained my interest in being there wasn't 

to evaluate or test them in any way, but simply to talk with 

them. I would need to tape record our meetings, I said, but 

the tapes would be transcribed personally and no one else 

would listen to them. 

Whatever information they shared with me would be used 

to help teachers understand what goes on in "kids' heads." 

It was up to them to decide if they wanted to help me with 

my project or not. If they decided to participate they 

would need to: pick a code name; get their parent or 

guardian's permission; and talk, write, draw, or read with 
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me during their available free time. I said they could 

think about their decision and get back to me. None of the 

twelve children delayed their decision: they all chose to 

participate. I gave each child a notebook and pens to write 

anything they wanted in and told them they were welcome to 

doodle while we talked, as I often did myself. 

The twelve children in this study consisted of the nine 

from Red Butte and three from an urban area in the 

southwest. Most of these children were between the ages of 

11-13. However, I did interview one family ranging from 

ages 5-35 both formally and informally while collecting data 

at Red Butte, Arizona. The family interviewed are the 

Harmons (pseudonym), Mr. Harmon was my teaching assistant 

when I taught kindergarten at Red Butte. During the month I 

was interviewing former students I spent a great deal of 

time with the Harmon's socially and at school. Interviewing 

the whole family gave me an opportunity to explore children 

of varying ages and it provided a sense of continuity and 

community in my being there. 

When I returned to Red Butte, my plan was to interview 

two of children I had corresponded with during the elapsed 

time. Jimmy was one of these children. After meeting with 

Jimmy, several more students expressed their interest in 

speaking with me. Through Jimmy, the word spread of my 

being back in Red Butte and I soon had a full day of 

interviewing. The recorded interviews took every school day 
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for one month. 

Most of these interviews took place at school in the 

room reserved for selling snacks at lunch time. The 

children met with me during their elective periods, which 

are times they have free choice classes such as horne 

economics, band, Navajo culture, art, computer, etc. I also 

met some of the children in groups and informally after 

school when taking a walk or attending a community event. 

Approximately 5-6 hours of interview time was spent 

with each of the four children who are profiled in this 

dissertation: Carrie, Jimmy, Rick and Megan. These hours 

were spent in conversation, reading, writing or drawing. 

Whatever the given activity of the moment, it was always the 

choice of the child being interviewed. These four children 

were chosen because the data obtained through taped 

interview sessions represented the most extensive of the 

twelve children interviewed. Table 2 provides an overview 

of the time spent and hours of tape transcribed. At this 

point I will consider each of the children profiled 

specifically regarding the methodological procedures during 

the individual interviews. 

Of the three urban children only two are profiled. The 

profiled children are the children whose case studies are 

elaborated and analyzed in Chapter 5. The third child was 

not included for reasons of age as he was eight years old. 

While information from a broad age range provides 
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Table 2: 

Name , of formal , of informal , of taped hours 
interviews meetings transcribed 

Carrie 6 3 4 hours 

Jimmy 9 2 5.2 hours 

Rick 8 2 4.5 hours 

Megan 4 4 6 hours 

perspective and continuity for the dissertation, profiling 

children of similar ages allows for added interaction and 

coherence in the analysis of the data. 

I met Carrie when she was thirteen years old and 

participating in a different research study (Y. Goodman, et. 

al., 1990). We always met in the counselors room at the 

middle school she was attending. I had six interviews with 

Carrie, over a three month period, lasting an average of 

forty minutes. I transcribed four hours of cassette taped 

material of my interviews with Carrie. 

Carrie and I got together outside of school three 

times, talking on the telephone frequently. Carrie is now 

in high school and she still calls me on a weekly basis. She 

was among the first students I interviewed about 

daydreaming. My meetings with Carrie were largely 

conversational. We seldom wrote together, although at 

various points she brought in several pieces of writing and 

drawing she had done at horne to share with me. 

Jimmy, twelve years old, is a former student in my 



kindergarten class which I taught at Red Butte Elementary 

School. I met with Jimmy in the school canteen at the Red 

Butte Junior High School, which he is presently attending. 
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I had nine interviews with Jimmy, over a one month period, 

each lasting approximately thirty-five minutes each. I 

transcribed five hours and twelve minutes of taped interview 

material from my interviews with Jimmy. Jimmy and I wrote, 

read, and drew together during six of our meetings. I met 

with Jimmy and other former students twice outside school. 

Since the interviews we have been corresponding regularly. 

Rick, twelve years old, is also a former student from 

Red Butte. Our meetings took place in the same room in 

which I interviewed Jimmy at the junior high school. Rick 

and I met eight times for approximately thirty-five minutes, 

over a one month period. I transcribed four hours and 

thirty minutes of taped interview material from my 

interviews with Rick. During our meetings Rick and I drew 

and/or wrote every meeting. I met Rick outside of school 

twice, once at a community event and again in a group with 

Jimmy and other former students. 

Megan is the only participant whom I met regularly at 

her home. Because we had unlimited time in her own room, 

where our meetings took place, our meetings were less 

frequent and longer in duration. I met with Megan four 

times for an average of one hour and thirty minutes each 

meeting over a one month period. I transcribed six hours of 
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interview tape. After each of these meetings I stayed to 

visit with Megan and her family on the average another two 

hours. After each of these meetings I took fieldnotes. I 

transcribed six hours of taped interview material of my 

interviews with Megan. Megan and I wrote together during 

our first two meetings, at the other two meetings we shared 

our writing done outside the interview setting. She also 

kept a daydreaming journal which I read and responded to in 

writing and during our interview times. 

Given unlimited time in her home, Megan made her 

interest known early in establishing a relationship within 

and outside the parameters of the research. After we had 

planned our next meeting at the close of our taped 

conversations she shut off the tape-recorder herself and we 

continued talking. This was a common practice of each of 

the four profiled children. I did not take field notes 

during these untaped talks. Essentially this time served as 

a debriefing session for the children and myself; we 

disconnected from the more formal interview and went back to 

the more casual relationship of our everyday lives. 

The structure of the Data 

In organizing the data five categories emerged 

(Spradley, 1980). The interview transcripts and fieldnotes 

were organized using these thematic categories. The 

categories grew out of the data and correspond to the 
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research questions (See Chapter 1). Transcripts were read 

by two independent readers who confirmed the five categories 

described below. For purposes of clarity, I will restate 

each research questions and its corresponding categories 

emergent in the transcript and fieldnote data. 

Research Question 1: What is the nature of daydreaming 
according these children? 

Category Name: INTRA-PERSONAL / DAYDREAMING 
Category Name: IMAGINATION 

I coded two categories for Question 1. The Intra
personal and Daydreaming category' reflects statements 
made with direct reference to internal processes. As 
the categories fell out of the data, Imagination was 
one of the latter categories. This category appeared 
as students began talking about daydreaming as 
different from imagination. However, within both 
categories are found statements which reflect the 
individual's attitude toward daydreaming relative to 
imagination and vice versa. 

Research Question 2: How do children use daydreaming in 
developing literacy? 

Category Name: READING 
category Name: WRITING 

I coded two categories for Question 2. This is 
for convenience and also potential future examination. 
These categories reflect statements made with regards 
to the reading and writing processes. 

Research Question 3: What do children perceive the school's 
attitude toward daydreaming is? How 
does this effect their practice of 
daydreaming in school? 

category Name: SCHOOLS 
This category reflects any time school, as a 

society or organizational structure, is mentioned in 
the transcripts or fieldnotes from the personal 
experiential point of view of the interviewee. 

These categories organize the interview data reported 

by the four students, ages eleven to thirteen, and are used 
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in the four interpretive case studies following this 

chapter. This project represents a parallel interpretive 

case study approach for four children with the "open ended" 

(Bogdan & Taylor, 1975, p. 99) or "formal" (Spradley, 1980, 

p. 124) interview as a technique. 

In order to get to the point from which to view the 

whole of my data, it was first necessary to transcribe all 

of the taped interviews of each child. In that process I 

transcribed all the interviews with all twelve children. I 

chose the four children with the most comprehensive 

interviews to profile in interpretive case stUdies. 

However, it is notable that no information was found in the 

interviews with the other eight children which suggested any 

contradictions to the findings as presented. 

I then color coded each interview with each child 

according to the themes listed above. I organized the 

individual profiles of each child using the themes to 

structure the data obtained in the transcripts. The 

description and interpretation in the analysis of each of 

the four profiled children is intertwined in the language of 

the children, the ways in which the children presented 

themselves. 

A thematic analysis is used in the interpretive case 

study of each individual child and a synthesis of congruent 

themes across all twelve children. The transcripts of the 

interviews with each stUdent were color coded by the 



categories, as stated above, which in turn address each 

research question. Spradley describes the process 

of analyzing ethnographic data as "a search for 

patterns" (p. 85). 

Analysis of any kind involves a way of thinking. 
It refers to the systematic examination of 
something to determine its parts, the relationship 
among parts, and their relationship to the whole 
(1980, p. 85). 
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The four interpretive case studies of each child build 

directly from the thematic analysis of each set of 

transcriptions. Merriam (1988) describes case studies as 

descriptive, interpretive or evaluative, describing this 

approach as requiring the researcher to "get close" (p. 68) 

in such a fashion intuition blends with solid methodology. 

Several ethnographic researchers have utilized this approach 

recently in the literature: Calkins (1983) ~ Taylor (1983, 

1991) ~ Hubbard (1989a, 1989b); Graves (1983). 

Calkins (1983) studied the writing development of one 

child, becoming involved in the child's life both at home 

and at school. Taylor's work documents the life of Patrick, 

a child labeled as learning disabled by the school system, 

documenting both his life and their resulting relationship. 

Both Graves (1983), and Hubbard (1989a, 1989b) use cases of 

individual writers, contributing to our knowledge of the 

writing process. In Hubbard's (1989a) study of young 

writer's imaginative worlds, she states: 

Children try to give shape to what they see and 



imagine. 
begin to 
children 
thoughts 

There is 
study the 
create to 
(1985, p. 

a need, then for researchers 
inner symbol systems that 
store and organize their 
134) • 
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to 

Drawing from the methods of data collected, 

triangulation was possible respective to the topic of study. 

utilizing information from my own self-reflection, the 

children's interview transcripts, and what each child wrote 

or drew during the interview sessions and at horne, a 

consistency of direction was found as expressed in the 

analysis of the data. All of the children's writing 

considered in this study, with the exception of the 

kindergarten samples by Jimmy and Rick, was compiled during 

the interviews. The children and I frequently wrote together 

during the course of our meetings. We also wrote at horne, 

individually, during our free time and shared these pieces 

together when we met. 

Through an interpretive case study approach the four 

children represented in this dissertation are individually 

profiled in the following chapters. Throughout the 

individual profiles specific quotes from the transcripts of 

each individual child are cited. The numbers at the end of 

each respective quote refer to the coding system I developed 

dor data analysis. The letter refers to the meeting, (A) 

being the first meeting, (B) the second, and so on. The 

number refers to the turns taken by each person in the 

interview, numbered consecutively. For example (Carrie, 



D:16) refers to the fourth meeting with Carrie and the 

sixteenth conversational exchange. 
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Various cultural groups and backgrounds are represented 

in the lives of the four children individually profiled. In 

this work culture is viewed dynamically and therefore a 

deliberate decision is made for the cultural life of each 

child to emerge through their own interpretations and 

stories. 



CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDY INTERPRETATIONS 

Meet Carrie 

No Maun, I speak the truth, I spelt Maun like that 
cause It's sapost to sound Jamakin. That's a new 
thing so is scuzz that's just like saying cuzz but 
you add an "S". WELL I must ROCK SCUZZ so Later 
MAUN • . . Peace, 

signed Red. 
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Carrie concluded her letter of August 27, 1992 with the 

above. In person she is as alive as her writing. When I 

first met carrie she was attending a middle school in an 

urban area of Arizona. She waltzed in the room with a smile, 

as flaming as her red hair and freckles, which put me at 

ease immediately. I liked watching her talk, her animated 

style drew me into her stories and life. She often watched 

herself in the mirror in the counselor's office, where we 

met, adjusting her hair, clothes, and glasses. At thirteen, 

how she looks is important. Yet, as we grew to know each 

other, it became clear Carrie was far more aware of herself 

and life than one might expect an adolescent girl to be. 

Her sensitive and reflective nature prevailed time and time 

again with regards to her own experience and mental life as 

well as that of others. Life experience has taught her 

sensitivity. 

Carrie is empathetic regarding other people's comfort, 

in part this is explained by her not always feeling 
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comfortable herself. During our fifth conversation, carrie 

expresses her discomfort with the events of the school day. 

"Some days are not as bad as others. But today was the 

worst" (E:86). "I don't walk right, people say. I trip over 

my own feet. But hasn't everybody tripped over their feet 

once in a while?" (E:S4) "Well, one of my biggest faults is 

I show, I am sensitive, and when I get upset my face turns 

red and I start to cry .. . Today I almost broke down 

crying and I SEE NOTHING WRONG WITH CRYING!" (E:66 & 70). 

Carrie explained, she would have called her mother to pick 

her up, but it was Friday and she made the decision to 

endure. Her mother would not mind picking her up from 

school if it got too bad, " ... she will be understanding. 

I hardly ever do that" (E:88). 

Understanding Carrie's sensitivity is impossible to do 

without acknowledging her regard for her mother. Carrie's 

father left when she was a baby. Her morn told her the red 

hair comes from him. Carrie thinks he is somewhere in North 

Carolina and sometimes she wonders what he looks like and if 

he ever thinks of her. Carrie lived alone with her Morn for 

the first 6 1/2 years of her life. She often went to work 

with her mother and enjoyed the company of adults. 

It was like, I didn't mind going to work with my 
morn either, because it was fun. You know, I got 
to go out and eat breakfast every morning. Like 
pancakes, waffles, or sausage ... food was real 
cheap too. That's how she had the money, like 
ninety-nine cents for breakfast and it was a lot 
for ninety-nine cents. They would give you like 



daddy size pancakes, two of them and sausage and I 
couldn't even finish it (F:I00). 
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carrie is aware of her mother's devotion and sacrifice. Her 

present life has expanded to include her step-dad and 

younger sister. Sometimes she misses no longer having her 

mother all to herself, like in the old days. "Yea, you see 

my mom always calls me Carrie Sue, when I am in trouble" 

(E:145). Her six year old sister loves to dress up and 

Carrie will not wear a dress. "I ain't wearin' no dress. 

My mom has to yell and scream at me just to get me to get in 

a dress ... Oh, my sister, we are just complete opposites. 

I am night, she is day." (E:153 & 155). 

Sometimes she feels frustrated, like running away from 

her step-father and 6 year old sister, but she balances 

these feelings by remembering what her mom has done for her. 

I would be really worried about my mom, because I 
don't think that it is right for me to run away, 
especially in her situation. She's been through 
so much, just to keep me on this earth. When I 
was little I had surgery and my mom was like there 
with me at the hospital night and day because of 
all the things that I went through and stuff. So, 
when I look at it that way, no matter how much I 
would want to go, even if I had the guts. It 
wouldn't be right. I mean it really wouldn't 
(A:63) • 

She is well aware of both the emotional and physical cost 

often accompanying life, especially, as a parent of 

children. This awareness gives her a certain perspective 

concerning the peer pressures encountered at age thirteen: 

"Well, they judge you by your clothes" (E:90). She explains 
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her mother is not a millionaire and although she does not 

buy her clothes at K-mart, they do go to Mervyns or J. C. 

Penny. As our conversation continues, and she learns that I 

shop at K-mart, she is comfortable enough to reveal that 

they too shop there and mocking her peers adds, "You go to 

K-mart? That means you are poor! ! No, it doesn't that 

means you've got brains and you are smart" (E:94) . 

Carrie sees some of her friends doing drugs, having 

boys over for the night and lying to their parents. She is 

often called a "Nerd" and "School Girl" because she doesn't 

join in (E:102). But here again her sensitive reflective 

nature is revealed: 

Just like me, I can't lie to my mother. Simply, 
cause of the fact that I have been raised, kids 
don't understand that, if you were raised in a 
certain way you don't know no other way. Urn, 
because it is in your heart to go that way. It's 
in my heart to tell me that down here in my heart 
that conscience is telling me that, tell the truth 
to your mother, don't lie to her ... It's like I 
owe everything to her (E:108 & 109). 

She is not as close to her step-dad and she explains it 

is because she has not been with him as long. Her 

relationship with him is more confrontational. Yet, her 

sensitive reflective nature comes through once again when 

she explains that the reason she thinks things are so on 

edge between them is because he is actually scared of her 

being a "curious teenager." One time her little sister took 

some of Carrie's books to sell at a school fair. It really 

upset Carrie, as she was saving these books for the children 
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she might have one day. She explained, she couldn't say 

that or her step-dad would wonder why she was thinking about 

having kids. "You know right now at my house you have to be 

careful what you say" (A:29). Carrie explains when her 

step-dad gets angry, "I think he is scared" (A:36 & 37). 

Besides she thinks it is pretty neat that he likes to ride 

Harley Davidson motor bikes and occasionally takes her and 

her little sister along. 

Carrie was formally adopted by her step-dad when she 

was eight years old. She was required to go to a court 

hearing. The following is a story she wrote and shared 

about this event with me (See Figure 1). 

When Carrie was younger, living alone with her mom, she 

often dreamed of a little sister. What had been a dream 

became a "nightmare" when, at age six, she got a little 

sister (B:93). "I didn't think it was going to turn out 

being a baby, maybe I thought it was going to be my age or 

something • • . because when I had fantasy characters they 

sure weren't babies!" (B:96). Carrie's life suddenly 

changed as her morn and new dad focused attention on her 

sister. Her solitude was interrupted by having to share a 

room with a "living breathing thing that can bug the heck 

out of ya" (B:106). Although she often feels life would be 

easier without her sister, she also notices she is "attached 

to her no matter what she does" (B:55). "I find it 

interesting that I can pick on my little sister, but nobody 
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else can" (B:57). 

carrie is a person of strong attachments. When she 

moved from Tennessee to Arizona a few years ago she left 

behind her best friend. She describes her friend as someone 

disliked in school because she was fat, from a poor family 

and had lice a few times. carrie is not scared or put off 

by the quick and often petty judgments of others her age. 

She filters life on her own and often there is a price paid 

for this kind of autonomy and independence. In this case 

she was ostracized by her classmates due to her choice of 

friends. Carrie has continued her contact with her friend 

through letters and has a great deal of concern about 

abusiveness her friend endures from the father. carrie, 

helpless to do anything about it and warned by her mom to 

stay out of it, asked me if I had ever heard the song, "You 

are the Wind Beneath my Wings." 

with eyes full of tears she explained: 

Well, there is this song, and it's about that and 
about how like the wind is this girl's - this 
bird's - she admires it because she is the bird 
and her friend is the wind and it keeps her up and 
she admires her friend . . . That (song) reminds 
me a lot of us, because it was like that (A:84 & 
85) • 

Carrie sees herself as an underdog, a fighter of sorts. 

"I didn't like it but I've always had to stand up for myself 

in fights, all my life. I'm that type of kid" (B:60). 

According to Carrie, teachers tell you not to fight and to 

"come to them" but then when you do the other kids laugh at 
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Figure 1. Carrie: The Day I was Adopted. 
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you and beat you up after school anyway and "I figured, hey 

that kid is messin' with me and I did not want to put up 

with it. I don't have to put up with that!" (B:60). She 

protects herself, socially, but all too often the result is 

that she feels like she is on the outside looking in, ". 

if you have been picked on all your life, you are devastated 

... people don't understand that ..• I would be the 

first person to admit, I have a low self esteem" (E:70 & 

52). Yet, her experience seems to have taught Carrie 

empathy and explains her befriending the friendless. It 

also contributes to a sort of down to earth realism or 

practicality. 

One day when I was visiting Carrie's Journalism class I 

overheard an exchange between her and a male classmate. 

Carrie and I had walked in the class together and we sat 

down at a table. She introduced me to the other kids 

sitting there. It did not take long before the only boy at 

the table noticed I was taking notes and remarked, "My name 

is Rob (pseudonym) if you want to write down how obnoxious I 

am or anything" (D:5). Carrie took the opportunity to 

confirm his remar]~ and they began to argue. Rob's comments 

were frequent and negative. While Carrie was reading a poem 

to be reviewed by the students at her table for the school 

literary magazine, he said her reading was "slow and 

retarded" (D:45). Carrie ignored him and kept reading. Rob 

then asked Carrie if she wore those jeans today because it 
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was raining outside, obviously implying her pants were too 

short. Carrie's response was quick and loud, "I wore these 

this morning because they were the only ones clean, okay?" 

(D:5). 

Carrie admits she is afraid of being "laughed at" 

(B:43). Yet, at age six she was not scared to climb a tree 

an older kid said she was incapable of climbing. "I still 

fell. I skinned myself. I was messed up because my shoe 

string got caught in the tree on the way down" (B:43 & 44). 

Similarly, she is not afraid to wear jeans considered too 

short by the strictures dictating adolescent fashion, when 

she finds they are the only ones clean that morning. 

"I wanna please everyone else before me, because it 

pleases, because I am pleased when I see somebody else glad 

that I've done what they want me to do, you know" (E:135). 

Carrie told me about going to church with her step

grandmother and how she really did not like it, but she felt 

it would make her step-grandmother feel good and even though 

she is not into the "glorifying the Lord" thing she is 

willing to go occasionally (D:1). Just like she is willing 

to occasionally change her appearance and experiment with 

clothes and how she acts to gain popularity. However, she 

seems to have learned through her experiences the importance 

of maintaining her own autonomy amid the social influence of 

others because " ... for awhile they are nice to you and 

they say, 'ah, you are cool!' .•. But, then it wears off 



after like 3 months" (E:135). Carrie's ability to see 

beyond the surface of things brings a certain wisdom and 

maturity evidenced not only in the exterior reality of 

social and familial interactions, but also in her interior 

reality as well. 

Blind 

I see you, but not with my eyes 
But with many other things 
Like the simple touch of your hand 
That tells me you are kind and that you care 
For I need not see what you look like 
But see who you are inside 

My ears let me hear the sweet things you say 
Like when you say, "I love you." 
That's what I like to hear. 

by Carrie (D:16) 

Carrie on the Inside 

But you had to be adventurous . • . if you 
are a child that is alone, and didn't have 
any brothers and sisters. Well you have to 
be very imaginative to be an only child like 
six and one half years, unless you have a lot 
of friends around you. Because otherwise you 
are going to be one lonely child. And I 
wasn't about to let that happen. I was an 
adventurous child. I was like the tomboy 
type of kid who liked to climb trees no 
matter if someone was with me or not. If I 
fell off the tree I got back on it and 
climbed it again (B:46 & 41). 
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The journalism teacher told me Carrie was "a survivor" 

(D:24). One day Carrie told me about a movie they had seen 

in social studies class: "Today we watched this movie about 

this kid who was born with no eyeballs. He is retarded and 
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can't move nothing" (E:43). She likes stories of endurance 

and the struggles faced in real life. "All my life everyone 

has made fun of me, because I wear glasses and took 

medicine" (E:S4). Between ages four and eight Carrie 

endured several operations on her eyes. She still wears 

special glasses because her left eye still needs correction. 

When she was eight and having an eye operation the doctor 

told her parents she could die on the operating table in her 

presence. "I thought that was just plain rude of him to not 

even take into consideration how I might get hurt" (F:l). 

carrie knows her own strength. "It's just a matter of 

if you are brave. And I am brave enough. I realize that I 

have been through a lot and I have lived through it because 

I was brave" (F:4). Her one fear is dying. In 

consideration of this Carrie states: 

When I die I want to make it peaceful. I don't 
want to make it painful, you know. Cause you hear 
about all these heart attacks, kids that die that 
have like AIDS and something, cancer, or diabetes, 
asthma, especially asthma, that's a hard one cause 
you gotta get your breath and you can't get your 
breath (F:4). 

Carrie's strength and sense of adventure was evident 

throughout our meetings. One day she suggested we tryout 

being other people and suggested one day she could be Cindy 

Lauper and I, Connie Chung. We laughed at the thought. At 

our next meeting several weeks later, an undaunted Carrie 

walked in, sat down, clipping on the tape recorder 

microphone saying: "Today is Friday and this is Cindy Lauper 
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speaking with you live from the Empire state Building with 

an interview from Connie Chung" (E:50). Following her lead 

I became Connie Chung, and rode the waves of imagination 

first hand with Carrie as my guide. Carrie is a most 

insightful guide. 

Daydreaming and Imagination 

Imagination is no stranger to Carrie. "I've got such a 

good imagination. The reason I've got such a good 

imagination is because when I was little I had nobody to 

play with. So, I would make up imaginary characters." 

(A:51). Carrie and her mom were not alone. Carrie created 

a host of pets and playmates. "I would make up dogs and 

cats and stuff like that and my mom said it was really 

embarrassing when we would go to the market because I would 

bring my pet along" (A:51). Carrie goes on to describe 

walking into the grocery store with her mom and calling her 

imaginary pet to follow them through the big electric doors. 

She says her mom used to be embarrassed because everyone 

would look at them. "And if I thought that I was bored or 

my mom would blame me for touching something in the store I 

would be like, I didn't do that, my dog did it! I'd tell 

her that they put the stuff in the basket that I wanted" 

(A:53) . 

According to Carrie, she was a "busybody child," always 

active physically and mentally (B:62). "Well, I didn't 
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really experience daydreaming when I was a kid . • . it was 

different because it was like I was playing with this 

imaginary person . • • this person standing next to me • 

I was playing" (B:62). Carrie distinguishes between the 

physical activity of her earlier days of imaginative play 

and the more physically inactive experience of daydreaming 

and imagination. "Daydreaming is like you know, sitting in 

there . . . and you are not really doing any motion . 

not burning calories •.. you can't get hungry ..• unless 

you are fantasizing about food" (B:70). 

Carrie believes she has a good imagination and credits 

this to her early practice. She explains that she was not 

only physically active but "adventurous in the mind" as 

well, "you know I had a lot of practice and you know, being 

alone and not having anybody" (B:50). Several times she 

told me her little sister lacks imagination and needs the 

physical props. Carrie explains her sister always used to 

pretend when playing with Barbie dolls. She thinks this is 

because her sister never has been alone. 

I asked her what it was like when she would pretend as 

a young child: did she really picture people and/or things 

in her mind? "Yea, I would use characters that I liked from 

T.V. and stuff. I was a real 'Dukes of Hazard' fan" (C:64). 

According to Carrie this kind of imaginative play is somehow 

different from daydreaming, because it is a more active 

form. In her discussion of what it was like seeing the 
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"cute guy with the black hair" from the Dukes of Hazard 

television show in front of her when she was riding her 

tricycle she explains, "I think what I was doing was kinda a 

combination of both (daydreaming and imagination)" (C:36). 

I would like, have to use my mind and picture- you know 

imagine and then like, well, I don't know, it really is 

kinda both" (C:74). As we probed deeper into the 

distinction she makes between daydreaming/passive and 

imagination/active carrie revealed, "Well, you gotta use 

your mind for both, cause you can't just be imaginative 

without daydreaming . cause it helps you to think of 

what to do and how to act and stuff, what to say" (C:76 & 

78) • 

In Carrie's life daydreaming serves many useful and 

productive functions. It nourishes her mental and emotional 

life and is akin to her imaginative processes. Daydreaming 

helps Carrie release tension, worries and the concerns of 

daily life. "If I wanna get stuff out of my system, I just 

take my mind off it. I'm out of it, and when I come back 

into the world I realize, 'Oh, my problem is not gone'" 

(E:72). When asked if daydreaming helps her solve problems 

in daily life she responds, "In some it does, but in this 

perspective it does not (referring to peer pressures at 

school)" (E: 74) . 

One example, where Carrie found it helpful was when she 

and her step-dad got in an argument. She was supposed to 
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take out the trash and feed the dogs. She didn't do as she 

was instructed and he got mad and spanked her. Then he 

asked her if she understood what she was expected to do. 

Carrie made peace by saying only what she deemed appropriate 

to settle things and imagining, in silence, what she would 

like to say. "I just kinda said inside my head, I don't have 

to answer you! - and then I knew I'd get in trouble if I 

didn't answer him, so I just said, fine!" (A:60). In such 

cases Carrie finds it most beneficial to go to her room and 

"think and put your mind off of it what I do is go in 

my room, if I am mad at either one of them, I go in there 

and I don't want to be disturbed. I just close the door and 

try to do my own thing" (A:63). Sometimes she writes in her 

journal as therapy to "loose the energy . . • because that 

is anger just wanting out" (A:63 & 65). 

Carrie's room is a place where she frequently describes 

being able to access the daydreaming state. 

I daydream about the things that teenagers like to 
daydream about: the guys that they like and what 
it would be like if this person that I really 
liked, liked me; you know, and stuff like that; 
what would it be like if I was this, you know, 
person and when I grew up we met each other and 
fell in love and stuff (A:59). 

In daydreams Carrie solves problems, resolves confusion, 

releases anger and frequently daydreams of the future. "In 

daydreaming sometimes you are just lying on your bed 

thinking ••• I don't know how to explain it. It feels, it 

really makes you feel good" (C:124). Daydreaming feels 
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good, takes her mind off problems, "It clears your mind • . 

it gives you a solution too" (B:21). 

carrie clearly distinguishes between daydreaming and 

the real world. The comfortable, problem solving nature of 

her daydreams do not surpass her ability to focus on the 

real world, as some researchers have implied. 

I just wanna get stuff out of my system, I just 
take my mind off of it- that's all ... when I 
come back into the world I realize, oh my problem 
is not gone (E:72). 

carrie is familiar with both worlds, she shows facility with 

what might be referred to as 'mental code-switching'. This 

awareness is not exclusive, but inclusive of both her inner 

and outer experience. Thought and action are interdependent 

in her life. 

carrie's ability to reflect and consider the inner 

functioning of her mind illuminates the value of daydreaming 

as a human process. 

I just lay on my bed and then I stare up at the 
ceiling ... it's like I am in a different world 
because I don't even see the ceiling. All I see 
is white, blank, like a blank piece of paper. No 
lines on it. Just white like a cartoon you know 
before they draw. It's just like white, 
everything white, nothing else just white. until 
I get like a thought in my head, you know. And 
then it, starts sketching. You know, it's like 
I'm sketching it, the thoughts in my mind somebody 
is sketching down (B:25-27). 

She indicates the processes inherent to daydreaming are also 

inseparably intertwined with the writing and reading 

processes. This same 'mental sketching' is prerequisite to 
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the writing process and foundational to enjoying reading. 

It is most appropriate then to turn our focus to the writing 

and reading processes viewed through Carrie's experience, 

considering both her inner and outer experiential 

perspectives. 

Carrie on the outside 

Writing 

As Carrie grew, so did her imagination: "But, my 

imagination it grew, you know, as I got older to where I 

could write and I developed this into like a talent to where 

I would write it down on paper when I got old enough" 

(A:55). Carrie's writing, like her daydreams, is fueled by 

the stuff of her life, coming sometimes from T.V. shows she 

has watched (C:38). Although Carrie views herself as 

average in school, she is more confident of herself as a 

writer, as long as it is something she likes and not "a 

report I don't like" (E:29). The primary distinction here 

being in school she has limited time to think, "I have to 

take my time, it can't be somebody else's time" (R2:52). 

This year Carrie has a language arts teacher who lets 

her write on her "own time" and encourages her to relax and 

let "your pencil be the writer" (Gl:388). Up until the fifth 

grade she thought she couldn't write poems, "I could never 

rhyme good" (G2:469). "I never knew what a poem was. I 

thought, they have to rhyme, you know" (G2: 465). Her 
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present language arts teacher told her a poem "is just a 

thought" (G2: 463) and Carrie recalls a whole world opening 

up for her: 

Everybody's telling me it has to rhyme and I don't 
know how. And she says, "They don't have to 
rhyme!" You know, and I say, "REALLY?" And she 
says, "YEAH!" And so I started thinking, you know 
. • . I thought well a poem is just like a story 
that just doesn't rhyme. I was surprised - I got 
that idea. She says, "First of all, a poem is 
just a thought. you gotta have a thought to make 
a poem." And I said, "Just a thought?" You know? 
You see, that's when I got the - that's when I got 
cooking, cause I knew it's a thought and I don't 
have to rhyme. But a couple of poems do rhyme 
(G2: 465). 

When Carrie "writes on her own time" the time and 

attention she devotes is due to her love of what she is 

doing (F:18). "I'm amazed at what I come up with sometimes. 

Some of the pieces really, some of my pieces, to tell you 

the truth- I have almost made myself cry in some of the 

pieces I've wrote" (A:44). Writing on "my time" goes hand 

in hand with Carrie's emotional awareness and involvement. 

She explains how one of her friends uses writing to 

release pent up emotions: "His technique is like, either get 

a pencil, or anything to write with, and a paper and then 

you just write. You know, you just write anything, even if 

it's scribbling. Because that is anger just wanting out 

you lose energy after a while" (A:63 & 65). When Carrie 

writes on her time she does so because she enjoys it and 

this process is interconnected to the processes of 

daydreaming and imagination. She is confident of her 



imagination. 

Ever since grade-school I've always been good at 
writing. I've got a good imagination. The reason 
I've got such a good imagination is because when I 
was little I had nobody to play with • • • because 
I had a lot of practice (A:51 & 55). 
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According to carrie, daydreaming is necessary in order 

to be a good writer. 

In writing it is essential because you gotta get 
your mind in like another world- you gotta get 
into like your world. I guess what I call it is, 
when I'm like that, I call it MY world. I'm in MY 
world. It's not in everyone else's world. The 
sociable world, where everybody else in the real 
world is. I'm in my world. I'm on my piece of 
paper- MY world. It's like paper world. Cause 
it's just a white blank sheet of- and then you 
know- my thoughts (B:35). 

As a writer carrie is not afraid to put her heart on paper. 

She is a risk taker. Writing at horne, in her journal, is 

often to get things off her mind. Writing at school "is for 

my work" (B:39). Either way daydreaming, which includes the 

more emotional components of her life, is central. It is 

through daydreaming that Carrie accesses the sense of 

character, place, and action when writing a story. 

During one interview she shared a story she wrote about 

a vampire, "I try to picture myself maybe as the girl that 

he bit and that way I can get a feeling of the character and 

that kind of stuff" (A:83). Once while writing she could 

actually hear the voice of the old man in her story, when 

she put down her pencil to think. She describes this 

experience further: 



I quickly wrote that down. And you know as I was 
thinking it, I was writing it • . . You just get 
caught up in watching your writing, and you know, 
like you are going crazy or something and you are 
so busy you know, and then you're in the middle of 
your story and you find it's perfect and then it 
pops into your head- but it's like you don't know 
that you thought it- that you actually thought it
you think there is somebody in the room!! Or there 
is somebody actually lurking, watching you, or 
something like that. It is like real weird, you 
know? (laughing) (F:117) 
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As a writer, Carrie makes practical use of the facility 

with imagination she developed through her early practice. 

The ability to 'mental code-switch' is apparent. She can 

put herself in someone else's shoes and hear their voice 

symbolically rather than literally. In such activity 

Carrie's invisible mind becomes manifest in the visible 

form, namely writing. This implies the two forms, visible 

creation / invisible mind, are not exclusive processes. 

Rather they are dependent and inclusive of each other. 

Daydreaming then, proves to be valuable, even fundamental to 

the creation and manifestation of her actualized world. 

This might explain her feeling of getting lost or 

getting caught up in the process of writing: "I couldn't 

figure out how I wrote that. You know, how I got the story. 

Cause I was just sitting there" (G2: 429). Another time 

Carrie describes what happened when she was writing two 

stories at once, one was the vampire story mentioned earlier 

and another one takes place in the year 1620: "I was caught 

up in these stories . . . like I was trying to plan what I 
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was going to do for that story (vampire) and actually write 

about the 1620's one at the same time" (A:45). She ended up 

having to erase the whole chapter because it didn't make 

sense. 

Carrie likes to write long, continuing stories, often 

too long to get published in language arts class. This 

characteristic is in keeping with how she loves to talk, 

long and continuous, about her life and feelings during our 

meetings. There is a certain inherent continuity, an 

impressive integrity, between how Carrie reflects on her 

invisible mind making it visible and manifest. 

Understanding this became central to my evolving research 

style and agenda in terms of Carrie. 

Reading 

Daydreaming and reading share a relationship for 

Carrie, much like daydreaming and writing. When she 

daydreams, she pictures things in her mind; while reading, 

she does the same. When Carrie reads, it is the picturing 

aspect of daydreaming which helps her, II ••• to kinda like 

picture what is going on, give me a picture" (E:37). Carrie 

likes to imagine what the characters in the books she reads 

look like. She explains, "What I like to do is find them 

books that don't tell you what the characters look like and 

then think, sometimes read the book and try to figure out 

what the character is like" (C:114). She does not like 
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books that give too many details because then she has less 

room to fill in those spaces herself. 

Bo'th the process of writing books and reading them 

takes imagination: 

Because you know how people write books like with 
brave persons and heros and stuff, who are brave? 
There is like, that is what sometimes, I think 
gives people the strength to be brave. Because 
they have a role model or a hero, you know (F:6). 

Carrie sees herself as a brave person and subsequently likes 

to read about characters she admires and emulates. Her 

favorite books are Cleary's (cf., 1985) Ramona series. She 

identifies with Ramona's older sister. In the following, 

Carrie describes her image of Ramona's big sister and how 

this relates to her own life: 

She is like real tall. She is kinda snobby. She 
wears glasses and she tips her (puts her glasses 
down on her nose, looking out over them at me). 
And you know every time she is yelling at her 
sister, you know that is her attitude- kinda cocky 
and just cause she is a couple years older than 
her sister. And you know her sister is 11 and she 
is 13. Which is kinda interesting because I am 13 
and . . . my little sister 7 years younger . . . 
sometimes ... I don't want her around me that 
much (C:118). 

Carrie particularly likes authors Cleary (cf., 1985) 

and Blume (cf., 1982). She feels these authors "could be 

out writing some books for grown ups and make a lot of 

money. But instead they would rather do something for the 

kids" (F:10). She loves their stories and identifies with 

many of the characters they write about. "Like, they give, 

like, urn, when you are bored - they give you something to do 
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and they, like make you think that, like you get caught up 

in the reading and you think that you are not even there. 

And you forget about even being bored" (F:12). 

This process is similar to daydreaming for Carrie. As 

she describes earlier, Carrie enjoys watching her mind 

sketch pictures when daydreaming in her bedroom looking at 

the white ceiling. In reading her mind also gets caught up, 

in transaction with the text, sketching stories of 

characters other than herself. In describing herself as a 

daydreamer, writer and reader, Carrie consistently refers to 

the experience of being "caught up," implying a certain 

suspension (forgetting) of herself with regards to an 

objectively conscious state of mind. Carrie also explains 

she does not hear what goes on around her when she is 

"caught up" in a daydream, or writing an exciting story, or 

reading a great book. 

Carrie vividly remembers going to first grade and being 

divided into reading groups by ability. "In first grade I 

wasn't too smart ... I was in the last group" (G1:271 & 

281). Being in the lowest group was frustrating to Carrie 

because she felt she was a better reader than she was 

getting credit for, "Cause I knew I could do it. I wasn't 

that dumb!" (F:65). Carrie goes on to explain, "I felt 

really alone when they put me in groups. Because I was 

always in the lowest group. I felt like I was dumb" 

(Gl:289). According to Carrie the teacher did not pay much 
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attention to the "kids that didn't know much, but the kids 

that knew everything, she paid attention to them to get them 

higher . once you were smart, you just had to get 

smarter, you know" (G1:291 & 293). 

Carrie thinks these reading groups made tension and 

competition between the kids in the class. "Well, I didn't 

really like it at all. I thought it was just rotten .•• 

she made those kids snobs, in the first grade too!" (F:86, 

87,89). In the low reading group carrie was expected, "to 

go at everybody else's pace, even if we were faster than 

them. You know, we had to read the same story as them. We 

couldn't hand it in early. We couldn't go ahead and read 

the next one" (F:67). Finally Carrie talked to her first 

grade teacher and told her she could read better and the 

teacher made her "prove it", by reading her a story from a 

more difficult reader. She read well and was moved up to 

the first group (F:65). 

Reflecting on her first remembered experience in school 

related to reading Carrie comments on her understanding of 

her teacher's point of view: "Just help them read, get 

somebody to come in and take them and you know, like help 

them read. That teacher had no patience with that type of 

kid" (F: 81) . 

In seventh grade Carrie had the opportunity to 

participate in Y. Goodman and Marek's RMA research project 

(Goodman, et. al., 1990». Throughout the two year span of 
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this project Carrie read stories in their entirety. She was 

then asked to reflect back on the miscues she made, when 

reading, and discuss why she might have made them. 

When I began interviewing Carrie she was already one 

year into this project. Her thinking about the reading 

process has obviously evolved given her participation in 

this project. She explains, "Some of them [words] I sit 

there and I try to concentrate on, you know. And I lose 

what I just read because I'm concentrating on that one word" 

(G1:255). Carrie explains her new understanding of the 

importance of focusing on meaning in the reading process 

when she says: 

It's like, you know you sit there for like a 
minute. and you still get kind of the meaning, 
but you're not sure- that's how I am. When it 
gets like 3 or 4 minutes I'm totally gone. I 
don't know at all what I was talking about ... 
I'm coming to realize, you know like before I was 
told - I was always told, if you make a mistake go 
back and correct it. And, if you don't know a 
word, sound it out. Those are the two best things 
that I was told about reading . . . by my first 
grade teacher (G1:263, 265, 267). 

Carrie now believes "everyone actually loves to read, 

they just don't know it" (F:14). She tells about the time 

one of her friends told her that he hated to read. Carrie 

knew he was interested in race cars, so she took him to the 

library: 

He found a book about racing or something and he 
said, "Oh, I like that kind of stuff!" And so he 
started reading and now, he reads a lot. So, he 
found out that he didn't really hate it after 
all. It's just a matter of finding the right 
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book (F:15). 

Carrie thinks reading is a matter of finding your own 

personal style in combination with discovering the right 

author or books. "I think everyone is different and 

everyone has their own sense of style in reading, you know. 

They just gotta find it . . . When you find the right book 

and the right author, then you are going to find out that 

there is a whole lot out there" (F:35 & 15). 

Carrie finds it harder to get into reading the books 

she likes when so much of her time for school has to be 

spent reading "out of the book, like the math book and stuff 

like that" (A:21). One time when her little sister wanted 

Carrie to read to her when she got home from school she told 

her: 

I look at books everyday and I don't even want to 
look at a book anymore! It's getting to the point 
where I am like, AHHHHHHH! So, you know I just 
kinda like shut books out for awhile. I sort of 
like to just go in my room and lay down and just 
think of some stuff I'd like to do or am looking 
forward to or something" (A:19). 

Having to read "a certain book" in school or something that 

you know you "are gonna hate" contributes to that feeling of 

wanting to "shut books out" for Carrie (F:17). 

They are going to be drilling on this and you hate 
it and even though you are reading it you are not 
going to be paying too much attention. After you 
read the book, it is going to be like, what 
happened? The teacher will ask you what happened 
and to start writing that down and then you won't 
even remember because, like then she will accuse 
you of not reading it. And you read it, but you 
just hate the book! (F:17). 



School 

This is how A. Lopez, a fellow eighth grader in 

Carrie's class, began her short story: 

I practically jumped as the fourth period 
dismissal bell rang. I copied the French homework 
and gathered my things. I had been daydreaming 
and was in the middle of a dream about the 
California coast when the bell rudely interrupted 
my thoughts (0:12). 

When I visited Carrie's journalism class she was helping 

select the student submissions that would comprise the 

upcoming issue of the school literary magazine. This 
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experience of being re-focused, away from your own thoughts 

by the very structure and process of schooling is one Carrie 

shares. 

Carrie describes a "constant pressure" with regards to 

school (C:50): she worries about her grades, in what she 

perceives to be a competitive atmosphere; she sees the work 

she is expected to do as largely "death work" (E:49); and 

she feels stress regarding peers and issues particularly 

related to drugs. 

Cause these slogans that they have are not working 
at all and we all KNOW it! You know, like 'oh be 
cool, stay in school!' They just do it because 
they know it is the law or they want to make 
something of themselves. Not be a nobody. That's 
why I stay in school. You think I ENJOY SCHOOL?! 
I stay in school because my friends are in school 
and I like being with my friends. And because I 
want to make something of myself (E:50). 

Carrie sees school as not really valuing individual 

awareness and experience, "Well, they don't really want to 
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know what you- they don't want to hear what YOU know. They 

wanna hear what THEY know!" (E:113-115). At one point 

carrie turns this discussion directly to teachers saying, "I 

personally think there are some good teachers, but not many 

• they'll support you if it is what THEY want" (E:123). 

In describing the qualities of a good teacher Carrie 

comments: 

A good teacher is somebody you can sit down with 
anytime of the day, that will take the time to 
understand, to explain things to you. If you are 
having troubles at horne they'll talk to you -
school work, they'll talk to you - they'll try and 
do anything-they are just like a second parent 
they are loving and supportive • . • there is 
always the thing, you know, if you don't agree 
with me at least support me (E:117-121). 

In general, Carrie views schools as having a negative 

view toward daydreaming. 

Cause it interferes with their school work • 
Yea, and the schools dislike it because they feel 
you are not paying attention (C:128 & 130). 

Carrie says she does not daydream in school a lot. "I pay 

attention to the teachers" (B:31). For Carrie daydreaming 

is something enjoyable whereas thinking, as experienced in 

school, is work and something you have to do: "Well 

daydreaming is something you enjoy and thinking, ugh, God, 

who wants to do that. When I refer to that I refer to 

thinking as like work that like I have to do" (B:109). 

Carrie describes school as segmented into those classes 

where it is appropriate to daydream and use your 

imagination, like language arts, music and art. Those 



subjects where daydreaming is not appropriate are math, 

social studies and science. She views language arts 

teachers as particularly positive and even encouraging of 

daydreaming, as they understand this is how you get good 

ideas for writing. 

Carrie explains her language arts teacher this year 

understands the relationship between daydreaming and 

writing: 

My teacher she just encourages it, daydreaming, 
when it comes to that. Because that is what you 
need to do for her class is daydream a lot. 
Because it helps you to think of topics and stuff 
. . . (in) writing it is like essential because 
you gotta get your mind in like another world 
(B:35). 
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With regard to subjects like math, science and social 

studies Carrie explains the inappropriateness of 

daydreaming, "it is out of the question because you've gotta 

be focused on what they are talking about, so that you learn 

what they are talking about" (B:35): 

To them I think daydreaming is associated with 
just like fooling around. It is just another word 
for fooling around for them . • . I find there are 
some teachers, not many who know the difference. 
They know serious work from just fooling around" 
(A:81 & 95). 

Carrie believes teachers do approve of imagination, however. 

Imagination is considered to be different from daydreaming. 

During one of our meetings, she expressed concern about 

her algebra class. She has trouble understanding no matter 

how much she listens to the teacher, "Math is just MATH! 
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There is no way to make it fun" (C:82). However, she does 

think social studies could be fun if you could work on 

projects, write plays, or make cartoons of the revolutionary 

war. Carrie would like to see history in a more 

contemporary perspective. She doesn't like reading about 

"dead guys" so much. She suggests making these historical 

figures more living, breathing and relatable. "Besides 

what in life are you going to use about some dead guy . • . 

it's nice to know about some guy who did something for you 

so that you could live wherever you want in America . 

he's gone, he's not gonna know you are doing this for him" 

(C:134). Expanding on her idea of making a play, she 

suggests a theme: "George Washington coming back a.s a punk 

rocker . . . he became a rock singer at the age of twenty 

and saved the world from a nuclear bomb attack from the 

Iraqi War!" (C:138). 

When I probed further, she did concede math could even 

be fun, but only "if they did it in an activity way" (E:49). 

Her example of this being, using dice to solve a math 

problem. Carrie concludes this discussion with, "They just 

should find a way to make math and other subjects fun, 

instead of making it DEATH WORK!" (E:49). 

Carrie believes it is this death work that makes kids 

feel so bored in school. This makes kids not want to pay 

attention, no matter how much Jolly Rancher Candies the math 

teacher hands out every Friday. "Cause it's boring. I mean 
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I don't blame 'em. But, I pay attention so I'll understand 

the math and sometimes I pay attention and don't even 

understand it" (C:122). After explaining this Carrie went 

on to tell me a story about the boy in math class who steals 

candy from the teachers drawer every Friday. 

If kids were in classes where they could work more 

cooperatively, Carrie believes there would be less 

competition and the peer pressure might even lessen 

I think some kids who don't even like each other, 
they may have the SAME IDEA! And,they may even 
learn to like each other because they would find 
out, hey you and me could learn to work something 
out! (E: 78) . 

What she defines as the lower, middle and upper classes of 

the middle school peer popularity structure, would have the 

opportunity to unite in a more cooperative structure. 

Carrie thinks kids would flunk out less if they could 

have some input into what they study and how they go about 

their learning. As it is now, she believes those kids who 

don't do well in school, " •.. they are the ones that are 

there to wash cars and things like that" (E:127). Although 

she has heard Sally Jesse Raphael T.V. show, about: "some of 

the stupidest people becoming managers of places you know, 

cause they open up their own business. Sure they work at 

Burger King for awhile and save money. That's the trick 

save money! If you are not that smart SAVE MONEY •.• it's 

helpful to have an education, but like you don't have to 

really" (F:29). 
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As much as Carrie dislikes the idea of competition it 

is evident in her thinking as she talks about her experience 

in the low reading group. "You know like we could hang out 

with people, our own type, you know. Dumb kids, excuse me, 

they are not dumb. They are just not that smart" (F:69). 

Experience in a schooling structure organizing itself 

through categories and divisions, not only objectively but 

subjectively, has influence. 

I spent a fair amount of time talking with Carrie about 

what teachers and schools might do to recognize the value of 

the more interior activity in which kids participate, like 

daydreaming. She does not hold much hope for daydreaming 

being understood or accepted as important to learning. 

Carrie thinks most kids would even be ashamed to admit they 

daydream because they have gotten in trouble for doing so. 

Daydreaming is a private activity. Given Carrie's 

experience, schooling is invasive of such activity. At 

school, teachers often make you prove what your skills are 

in reading and math. Carrie fears they may do similarly 

with regards to daydreaming, making kids prove their 

daydreaming skills. 

Carrie feels school might even go so far as to trying 

to control kids daydreams, stating: 

If they want them to daydream, they'd probably be 
stupid about it, which this is not the way to get 
a kid to dream-daydream, or fantasize anything. 
They'd say, "You will daydream about this specific 
topic and tell me what you get out of you mind . . 



then they're not gonna wanna daydream. It will 
turn them off to daydreaming. Which is really a 
shame because a lot of times that is the way you 
can release pressure (B:78 & 84). 
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She continues, constructing an example of a teacher asking 

kids to "daydream about math, and Einstein. What would you 

do to split an atom? I mean, corne on, you really think a 

kid's gonna sit there and try 'un daydream about that?" 

(B:80). 

Conclusions From Carrie 

Carrie taught me that her most enlightening insights, 

with regards to daydreaming and imagination, were often 

revealed by the inherent integrity of her own stream of 

conscious thought, rather than my agenda. Our agendas 

became mutual and evolving. Much like the process Carrie 

describes between the invisible mind and visible creation in 

her writing process. 

Carrie has a rich life, both physically and mentally. 

Her ability to reflect and build knowledge from both her 

invisible mind and visible creation is considerable. I will 

let Carrie conclude for herself: 

Well, usually kids have imagination at a very 
young age. Never down your kid, if they've got, 
if you discover that they have an imaginary 
friend, don't down that. Don't say, "nobody is 
there!" If they say, "George wants a glass of 
water too" or "Oh don't sit on him!" Like, if 
they just happen to have 'ern, pretend he is 
sitting in the chair when they say, "Oh, don't sit 
on George!" Don't get frustrated with them. GET 
UP AND SIT IN ANOTHER CHAIR! 
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That will just discourage imagination, if you 
bring them down. If they say, "Get a glass of water 
for him too!" GET ANOTHER GLASS OF WATER! I mean the 
kids will drink it eventually. Your kid will get it, 
the water won't be wasted. Your kid will eventually 
get thirsty because of the activeness. They already 
know kids are very active, so they will eventually come 
and drink that water and forget about it, that it was 
for their friends, you know .•• just don't down a 
kid. That's the most important thing. If you down 
them they are going to not have one (imagination) 
(F: 108-113) • 



Meet Jimmy 

I have known Jimmy for a long time (Figure 2) • 

j 
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Figure 2. Jimmy: Kindergarten Drawing of House and Hogan. 

Jimmy sinks into my lap. We sit quietly together 
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until the silence is broken by a question, "What are those 

numbers?" asks this curious five year old. It takes me, his 

teacher, several minutes to see the numbers he is referring 

to. His arm stretches forward to a line of tiny numbers 

printed on a tiny metal plate attached to the edge of the 

metal desk. I explain this desk is school property and 
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therefore must be labeled with a special number so they can 

keep track of it. Five year old Jimmy then looks 

searchingly at the.chairs in the room. 

We are back from our trip to the library. Stretched 

out on the floor in our kindergarten classroom, we read our 

chosen books. I notice Jimmy selected a novel intended for 

young adults. with unwavering attention, he thumbs through 

the book page by page. I wonder what he might be doing and 

refrain from asking as it is quiet reading time. 

Not long after a group is gathering around him. I join 

the group. Jimmy excitedly tells us his story. He noticed 

the word 'bear' in the title of this book when browsing the 

library shelves. He excitedly thumbs through each page, 

pointing out the places he has discovered the word 'bear' on 

the pages. "Look, here is 'brown' too!" Jimmy and Mike 

exclaim. More words are recognized. 

Jimmy's encompassing attentiveness feeds not only his 

knowledge, but the understandings of his fellow classmates 

as well. Jimmy loves to share and does so with us most 

everyday. In class we have been reading, Brown Bear, Brown 

Bear, (Martin, 1983). Today Jimmy discovers that the world 

of words in Martin's book, extend beyond the confines of the 

classroom. His curiosity feeds his learning and those 

around him. 

There are people we encounter in our lives who 

substantively effect who we are. Jimmy is one of these 
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persons in my life. I met him six years ago. He was five 

years old, a student in my kindergarten class at Red Butte 

Elementary School on the Navajo Reservation in Northern 

Arizona. Jimmy stood out in the class. His intense 

curiosity kept his mind in a perpetual state of motion. He 

was always busy on the trail of discovery. 

School was new and full of possibility for him. And in 

the classroom I worked to create a place where such young 

minds could flourish. When he wasn't busy with a science 

experiment, he wrote letters to classmates, wrote in his 

journal, read books, drew pictures, made a dinosaur mural in 

the hallway, or taught us all "Mary had a Little Lamb" in 

Navajo, "Naazbah bidibe h616 dibe h616, dibe h616." 

In the midst of purposeful confident activity, he 

willingly helped others who requested it. His manner was 

gentle and reassuring. Nobody was afraid to approach Jimmy. 

As Jimmy's learning flourished, so did his classmates' and 

teacher's. The relationship was a reciprocal one. By the 

end of the year I sometimes referred to him as my student 

teacher when speaking with colleagues. 

Jimmy walked to school, often coming early and leaving 

late. Jimmy and his brother frequently walked me home at 

the end of the day. His family lived in a trailer located 

directly across the road from the teacher housing compound 

where I lived. On weekends Jimmy and his siblings loved to 

visit, playing games and flying the kite I kept for them in 
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my yard. I got to know Jimmy, his older brother, and baby 

sister well when I taught at Red Butte. 

Red Butte is a small place, although it has more 

services than many of the small communities on the 

reservation. The community of Red Butte consists of: a 

hospital; schools for K-12; the local Chapter House which 

serves the political/social structure of the Navajo Tribe; 

chapter housing for Navajo families; federal and state 

subsidized housing for hospital and school employees; 

various family homesites consisting mostly of trailers or 

hogans; a trading post; a gasoline station; a post office; 

and a small cafe specializing in Navajo Tacos, piled with 

pinto beans, chile, cheese, lettuce and tomato on Navajo 

frybread. 

When teaching in Red Butte one readily becomes part of 

a community, meeting the people from school whether you are 

going to the post office, getting supplies or gasoline, 

taking a walk, or going to one of the local traditional 

dances. Being part of the Red Butte community provides a 

continuity between school and home, for both the teacher and 

students. It is not unusual to see your students and their 

families both in school and out of school. 

I left Red Butte, for graduate school, six years ago. 

since that time Jimmy and I have remained in contact through 

letters. When my interest in daydreaming congealed as a 

topic of study, Jimmy came to mind as a possible 
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participant. I wondered how someone so attentive and 

curious might view daydreaming. I wrote, informing him and 

his parents of this project, asking if Jimmy would be 

interested in participating. Their response was positive. 

Subsequently, I return to the Navajo Reservation to meet 

Jimmy, who is now twelve years old and a seventh grader at 

Red Butte Junior High School. 

I arrive at the school feeling excited and anxious to 

see Jimmy again. After meeting with the school 

administrators regarding the project, I go to visit a former 

colleague and ask her help in tracking down some of my 

former students. The Friday dismissal bell rings and I 

proceed down the hallway, passing by a boy I recognize 

immediately as Jimmy. My former colleague confirms my 

recognition. 

I approach Jimmy, extending my hand to reintroduce 

myself. He says he remembers me a little bit, and then asks 

if I still have his kindergarten journal. I am dumbfounded, 

marveling at his memory. Just as I once marveled when, as a 

five year old he had noticed the metal plate of tiny numbers 

on the desk. "Oh yeah, I borrowed your journal when I moved 

to Tucson, didn't I?" We begin to talk. We part agreeing 

to meet together tomorrow and begin our regular meetings. 

I drive back to a friend's trailer, my residence for 

the upcoming weeks, with a remarkable sense of timelessness. 

Meeting Jimmy again after six years, affirms for me a 



certain stability in the human personality over time. 

Jimmy's eyes still glow with the same gentle curiosity 

present in his 'Brown Bear' days. After all this time he 

remembers his journal! The opportunity to re-engage with 

someone so curious and aware electrifies my own interest. 
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Jimmy didn't show up for our first meeting, we had 

scheduled for the following Monday after school. I decide 

to drive by his home. His little sister, Joy (pseudonym), 

was just arriving home from school with her book bag and 

clarinet in hand. We greet each other. When I ask if she 

remembers me she says, "Not really but we still have that 

picture with you and Jimmy at the elementary." I tease her 

about growing up and getting prettier with time. 

Joy giggles a lot. I giggle too. Giggling and 

laughter infer the understanding that one is being teased 

and are important features in the social etiquette of the 

reservation. Soon Jimmy comes running up the hill between 

the family's trailer and hogan. We spy him taking refuge 

behind the hogan, he makes noises obviously trying to scare 

his little sister. She giggles more. 

Jimmy emerges from hiding and laughs with us. He 

explains his band teacher called a special practice and 

therefore he forgot about our meeting. Their big grey cat 

with kittens is rubbing against my legs, then Joy's, then 

Jimmy's and then continues making the rounds. We all laugh 

some more. Jimmy and I agree to meet the next day. 
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Jimmy has a lively, although subtle, sense of humor. 

During one of our meetings we decide to share a bag of M & 

M's from the school canteen. For fun, we divide them up by 

color. Jimmy will eat the red and yellow pieces and I'll 

eat the green and brown. During the course of this 

interview he teases me, pretending to eat the pieces 

belonging to me. This teasing thread continues throughout 

our complex and fascinating discussion regarding his 

daydreams. 

Finally, the very last piece of candy remaining is 

green, my color. "Hey, I got the last one," Jimmy's 

teasing materializes as he scoops up the green M & M and 

pops it into his smiling mouth (F:60). I pretend to be 

caught unaware, cautioning him green M & M's are bad for 

people with colds, as he had previously told me he is going 

to the doctor today for his cold. We both laugh. We tease 

and laugh a lot together over the course of our meetings. 

He is obviously a person who enjoys his life in relationship 

to others, making him a lot of fun to be around. 

Jimmy lives in a close family. He and his mom and dad 

all love to read mystery books by Hillerman. At one point, 

he told me his family was going to be moving, but then they 

called a family meeting one weekend and decided not to. 

When he selected his code name he chose the name of his 

father. Jimmy is proud of him and quick to tell me he is a 

Vietnam Veteran and goes to meetings of the Veterans 
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Association in Phoenix. Jimmy loves these trips to Phoenix 

as they get to stay at his aunts house. 

His brother, Tim (pseudonym), now a senior in high 

school manages the basketball team. Once Jimmy brought his 

sister's picture to show me saying, "Yea, hers is, her smile 

is really shiny - her face is real shiny" (H:73). His 

sister, Joy, is now a fourth grader and Jimmy thinks she 

"doesn't really daydream ... cause she always studies, do 

her work. That's all she does and she plays her clarinet. 

And my brother's busy with his flute and usually he comes 

• late from those basketball games" (F:66 & 68). 

According to Jimmy, he is the only one in his family 

who likes to go outside and spend time with his daydreams 

and imagination. "Cause I usually go outside. Every time 

my morn gets kind of curious and she thinks that I have a 

girlfriend, like that ... yea, she teases me. I don't go, 

I didn't go out to see a girl, I say! I just go out to have 

my privacy. I say that" (F:70, 72, 74). Jimmy thinks his 

morn sometimes doesn't like him doing this, "when I have my 

chores, too" (F:76). 

The outside environment fuels Jimmy's inner life. His 

family frequently travels on weekends to Phoenix, sante Fe, 

Albuquerque, and Crown Point, visiting Grandmothers, aunts 

and uncles. During these trips Jimmy fills the hours spent 

on the road daydreaming and imagining. 

Well first I, the day I carne from Mt. Taylor? You 



know, where it is? That's how, then right, I was 
pretending where Window Rock is, that summit? I 
was thinking that the hill's really high and one 
of them is taller than Mt. Everest • • • I would 
pretend Albuquerque is all flooded, like that, or 
one of them. I would be skiing down Sandia, that 
mountain (E:46-54). 
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After this trip Jimmy wrote a story in his journal about the 

highest mountain in the world. This journal entry of 

November 16, 1991 begins with the following: 

Dear Journal, Well today I dream that the summit 
near Window Rock was taller that Mt. Everest. And 
about over 30,000 feet above sea level. But 
sometime I dream I hike up the peak and named 
after me, but I forget that I have no oxygen. 
(J:10). 

Mountains, trees, curves in the road, and the general 

features of the terrain feed the inner landscape of his 

imaginings when he travels. Jimmy orients himself inside in 

conjunction with what he perceives in the outside world. 

Well, first right before we're leaving I pretend 
that I am driving by myself and I go on to the 
freeway and I start traveling in my mind. Looking 
around the stuff because I usually memorize them 
and when I start going around I go around really 
fast, around the curves and like that. Then when 
we go up the hill, it would usually go faster 
then. I, I usually, umm, they really go slow and 
then I already' know what is coming up (referring 
back to the actual car trip) (C:111). 

This mental traveling makes the physical trip go faster and 

is a favorite occupation of Jimmy's. His inner world is one 

where all things are possible, gratification more immediate, 

and time expands beyond typical limits of perception. 

Regarding the process of his mental activity when traveling 

he explains: 



When I usually travel I would pretend that I would 
know what's there but I would look there more 
faster. Then pretty soon I would go through the 
land in my mind. Then get to my house. Like 
that, it's like a maze, I pretend that I get there 
faster. And I would pretend that a smaller tree 
would grow and then fall down and die (C:101). 

Jimmy is proud because he made the superintendent's 
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honor roll, getting a 4.0 average, the first marking period 

in seventh grade. Last year he only made the principal's 

honor roll because he did not have all straight A's. He 

values keeping his grades up and was quick to let me know 

when I could not pull him from either band, computer, or art 

classes because he needed to catch up. 

In the sixth grade Jimmy got to go on a school trip to 

Washington D.C. This trip was sponsored by a National 

Organization, student fund raisers, and parent support. 

Because Jimmy's mom was working at that time and his grades 

were good, he was able to be among the 30 students selected 

to go. They flew to Washington, staying in Georgetown "and 

we usually traveled by this tour bus" (C:49). When I asked 

him what he liked about the trip, he confided, "The first 

night we were just goofing around. We were running around 

in the hall like that, scaring people, knocking on doors" 

(C:53). 

After the initial excitement he found himself 

fascinated by the "monuments and museums" (C:55). Jimmy 

explained that he spent most of his spending money at the 

National Geographic Building, where he bought a magazine 
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subscription and two videos. "One of them was on extinct 

animals and the other one was like tornadoes" (H:136). 

Jimmy's trip to Washington enlivened his inner world, 

providing fuel for his daydreams both during the visit and 

upon returning horne: 

JIMMY: When I was in Washington Monument, that tall one? 
At the top, I was daydreaming that I could see New 
York from way across that river, I forgot that 
river's name. 

GEANE: Delaware? 

JIMMY: It begins with a P. 

GEANE: Potomac? 

JIMMY: Yea, Potomac, like that, and from there I could 
see the eternal flame. We'd been to Arlington 
National Cemetery. Right there, I dreamed that 
John F. Kennedy was still alive (C:69-73). 

When visiting Mt. Vernon Jimmy was "pretending that I 

live in that mansion" (C:75). He elaborates, "Because the 

beds are really high and they said if you get on it you will 

just go right in. I wish I had that kind of bed and I would 

have service people, maid, butlers too, to serve my food, 

homemade cooking" (C:77). 

Jimmy's trip to Washington D.C. still provides rich 

context for his daydreams. His Nali, paternal Grandmother, 

lives near a small canyon with a creek. Jimmy likes to go 

there and spend time in his own mind. 

I just think. I go into my mind and then I think 
about a place that I have been and then I 
imaginate. And then I start going through that 
daydreaming. Like I went to Washington D.C. last 
year . . . uh huh and then have that corn field 



and pretending that it's small little places like 
that and thinking that and then I am thinking that 
I am the big giant tearing down the whole capitol 
(B:62 & 64). 

Jimmy's life as a daydreamer is rooted in his real world 

experiences, manifesting a harmonious reciprocal 

relationship. This is one in which the two worlds 
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compliment and enrich each other, very much in keeping with 

how Jimmy relates to the world, both from an internal and 

external perspective. The following poem (Albeita, 1939), 

written by a Pueblo poet, is in keeping with Jimmy's life 

perspective. 

Beauty is seen 
In the sunlight, 

The trees, the birds, 
Corn growing and people working 

Or dancing for their harvest. 

Beauty is heard 
In the night, 

Wind sighing, rain falling, 
Or a single chanting 
Anything is earnest. 

Beauty is in yourself 
Good deeds, happy thoughts 

That repeat themselves 
In your dreams, In your work, 

And even in your rest. 
E-Yeh-Sure (Albeita, 1939) 

Jimmy on the Inside 

Jimmy's inner world is made visible through his 

stories. His excitement to share his daydreams, as well as 

his night dreams, was evident from our very first meeting. 
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I quickly discovered I only needed to ask one question, 

"Have any daydreams lately?" and the room became alive with 

story after story. 

Jimmy's inner world is rich and something he obviously 

treasures. He values and accommodates the privacy necessary 

to spend time focusing inward, despite an occasional tease 

from his morn about going to spend time with a girl friend. 

Jimmy is reflective, careful and thoughtful about his life, 

as well as the lives of others. 

During our meetings Jimmy and I would frequently write, 

draw and read. The choice was always his. On one occasion 

he is telling me about a drawing he made for Thanksgiving. 

"I have corn at my Grandma's house and my house and pumpkins 

and we just harvest(ed) that Sunday. Last Sunday, two weeks 

ago . . . we save it for the winter. We give it to the 

livestock. But we get the food like corn and pumpkin" 

(0:26-30). Jimmy explains he got the ideas for his picture 

from harvesting at his Grandma's. He also draws a turkey 

(Figure 3) and explains the significance of the turkey in 

Navajo legend: 

Yea, we dry it and we store it too and we have a 
history on the turkey too. It happened long time 
ago, first man and first woman. There was like a 
wash, the flood comes up. I drew that one time 
too and I made like a little reed to go up and 
Turkey was the last one to go up and that's why -
then those really pure white water touched the tip 
of his tail - and that's why he, his - all the 
turkey's their tails are white (0:32). 
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Figure 3. Jimmy: Thanksgiving Picture. 

Jimmy's inner world is fueled by visits to his Nali's 

and family trips, both on the reservation and outside of 

the reservation to surrounding cities. Yet, these inward 

journeys began at home in Red Butte. Beside the trailer 

where the family lives is a hogan, a small eight sided 

traditional Navajo dwelling. In front of this hogan, on the 

side facing the school, is Jimmy's thinking chair, "It's 

like a rock with a table . . . like a stool . . . my Great 
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Grandfather made it, it is something like a square, nearly a 

perfect square" (E:152, 162, 172). 

Jimmy didn't always know it was his thinking chair, as 

it is a place he always took for granted from the time he 

was a little boy. 

I didn't know I had a thlnking chair. It was 
there, but we would usually sit on it, like that, 
but we wouldn't think. We would play games on it 
like that. But then like three years ago, that is 
when I started thinking it would be my thinking 
chair (E:170). 

Jimmy first mentioned his thinking chair while he was 

describing how daydreaming helps him solve problems. For 

example, once at school he thought he was going to get a 

referral to the principal's office: 

Then I was something like seeing the future like 
how it would be. Like, my mom probably might get 
mad at me if I did. That I would just tell her 
the truth and she would say, "Thanks for telling 
me the truth." And I wouldn't get in trouble. 
That - I would sit down on my thinking chair and 
just think ... I'd just sit on there and then I 
would daydream about that, like, I would build my 
little stage- but usually it helps me solve 
problems (E:146). 

Jimmy utilizes the privacy of his thinking chair to explore 

future possibilities, solve problems and pretend he is other 

than himself. 

It will usually tell you how you 'Vlould be when you 
grow up, like that. That's how I was pretending 
like, I would be a singer . • • I would pretend 
that little chair would be my stage and pretend I 
was singing on there" (E:162). 

Jimmy's thinking chair is the place where he evolved 

from a child playing games to a young man exploring the 
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parameters of his own mind. "Like when you're sad, then you 

wanna do something like run away. Umm, just sit down and be 

alone. Or, then pretty soon you can decide about those, 

then you can do like that and that's how I do mine" (E:140). 

Daydreaming and Imagination 

Jimmy daydreams everyday, both in school and out of 

school. He characterizes his daydreams at home as being 

"real life" (A:16). Jimmy expands on this notion of real 

life further when he describes his perception of daydreaming 

and imagination being similar, but different processes: 

JIMMY: For me one of them is real life. Which persons, 
like that, persons, cities like that. Then for 
the related part something is - something that is 
not done by human, something like that weather, 
that won't stop. Something that won't be stopped, 
or animals, something like that 

GEANE: That's neat. I hadn't thought that way. One is 
related to real things and one is related to-

JIMMY: Hard things, like not stopping things. 

GEANE: Which one is which? What is daydreaming? 

JIMMY: Real, the real. Imaginating is like science 
fiction, something like that. 

For Jimmy, daydreaming encompasses the reality of his 

experience, imagination goes outside of experience. 

Imagination for Jimmy is, "Something there but, probably 

might be there in later life, like that. Then sometime you 

can pretend it will be there, but it's not there" (A:30). 

However, for Jimmy, these two modes clearly do not exist in 
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exclusion of one another. As his examples imply a complex, 

though unified relationship between daydreaming and 

imagination. Jimmy often uses these terms interchangeably: 

daydream, dream and imagination/imaginate. 

sometimes I do like a little play on daydreaming. 
Something like I am there, but nobody's there. I 
just do it by myself then. Oh, imaginating I just 
sit down or sometimes I sit up and urn, just 
imaginate like being in space, like that • . . 
Yea, see through the futures, something like that. 
I would see through planets. Go out into space 
and fly around. Cause I look at those space books 
(A:35 & 61). 

For Jimmy daydreaming, is both a functional and useful 

mode of awareness. At times his approach to daydreaming is 

quite intellectual: 

I usually pick a topic, like that to daydream 
and then I just walk around and then pretty soon I'll 
get the feeling that I am daydreaming already. Like I 
will receive awards for being like best seller writer, 
something like that. I would, usually, I pick an 
environment for my daydreaming (A:67). 

The·selection of a topic connects with the environment Jimmy 

is in when the daydreaming activity takes place. For 

example, daydreaming at his Nali's house reflects the 

experience of being there, transforming and informing both 

his imaginative and physical activity. 

I usually pick a topic from my Grandma's house. 
Like I climb a tree and pretend that's my house 
and usually go through the corn field, I walk 
through there and then sometimes I just go to like 
a little pond where my Grandma's house is at. I 
daydream that there is real fishes and like I can 
go there and just fish for awhile. Or sometimes 
there is like a little cliff over there and I 
pretend like I am in the Grand Canyon or Canyon de 
Chelly. Sometimes if I go into a little part of 



the deep woods, I pretend that I'm lost (A:69). 

The environment or landscape is a critical theme in 

coming to know Jimmy as a daydreamer. This theme repeats 

throughout our conversations. 

Usually, I usually depend on the environment. 
What kind of environment I am in . . • cause 
usually I memorize the trees, what kind of trees 
they have and then umm, like different elevations. 
Like mountains I usually memorize. The pine tree 
at my Grandma's house and then here these plnon 
trees - cause when I am in Phoenix, it is all 
clear like cactuses or stuff that's how I memorize 
where I am at or what kind of climate I am in. 
But, like here I usually look at those mountains, 
mesa and mostly little canyons (C:125-127). 
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Jimmy's daydreaming takes place in the context of where he 

finds himself regarding the environment or landscape. He 

distinguishes between daydreaming and imagination with 

regard to the environment: 

Imagining I just get it from the book. Umm, when 
I am daydreaming I just look around the 
environment . . . Like, when I am usually 
interested in space and when I grow up I want to 
be a meteorologist. Then I, imagine, pretty soon 
I get a feeling that I am imaginating, like I am 
in a radio studio or a T.V., being a meteorologist 
or an astronomer. Then I would be like in space, 
check around or have my own space lab, something 
like that, on earth and then have a big telescope 
to look up out in space (A:73 & 75). 

For Jimmy the imaginative process is literacy based, 

whereas the daydreaming process is visual/environmental. 

Although he uses daydreaming as a spring board to 

imagination, particularly with regards to reading and 

writing. "Sometimes I look at a book, something like 

weather, like something like that. Then I look outside, out 
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the window, then pretty soon I start getting the picture of 

it. Then I start imaginating it. Then that's when I start 

putting the writing too" (A:45). 

Through the invisible activity of imagination Jimmy is 

able to transform his thoughts to a visible form, in this 

case writing, invisible mind becoming visible creation. 

Although, such transformation is sometimes difficult, "but 

when I draw it, I mean when I umm, try to put my pencil at 

it, I am too slow" (C:105). 

Jimmy's descriptions of his daydreams are abundant and 

enlivening throughout our interviews. He relates specific 

daydream scenarios from his daily life. In daydreams he 

hikes the San Francisco peaks near Flagstaff, builds a darn 

destroyed by a great flood in the creek near his Nali's, and 

memorizes the terrain driving back from Payson, so he knows 

what is corning and can move over it faster in his mind. 

"Then there's hills that are real long and those ranges are 

tall and sometimes I see a real big mountain. Then I 

usually think about it and sometimes, then I keep track of 

it, where I am at" (C:131). 

His daydreams form the content for both new and 

continuous daydreams. Early one day, while sitting in his 

Nali's cornfield, he was daydreaming a monster was ruining a 

city. This theme reemerges later in the day: 

Usually one of my, they (daydreams) usually corne twice, 
just one or two times. Cause then that same day I ran 
up the hill I started pretending that the monster was 



corning after me and I started pretending like that, 
because I had it in my mind (B:17). 
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There is continuity, an inherent integrity, evident in the 

structure of Jirnrnyis inner world. The topics and images in 

his daydreams and imagination reoccur to be further explored 

and elaborated upon, providing the sUbstance for his 

stories, science projects, and the curiosity which spurs his 

learning. This continuity is expressed further in his 

explanation of how the idea for a science project on 

generators carne one rainy day at his Nali's: 

. • • one time it rained kinda hard and there was 
like water in there and me and my sister were 
playing like we were building a darn, like we are 
building a darn to block the water - then we got 
these little chittys (car, in Navajo) and we were 
just playing around with them. Build a little 
city, then and we pretending that it rained really 
hard again and we broke a little hole and the darn 
was running out right in front of the town and 
everything got washed out. There was supposed to 
be a generator, like a little river going through 
the town, but it got so big that it blows all the 
darn . . . Cause that game over there, I did like a 
little project. Like I put a little bit of cement 
right here, then I had like a wheel to spin it 
like a generator and I had like a little hole to 
make a little river go through, so then a little 
water comes out and moves that thing around. I 
thought that one in my mind (B:68 & 88). 

Jimmy's daydreams exist within the context of his life, 

providing rich information. Jimmy values this information. 

"Cause usually I get kinda curious and sometimes I keep in 

my mind for a certain time and it will corne back to me" 

(C:113). 

In the daydreaming process Jimmy is able to maintain a 
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flexibility and continuity which sustains and enriches the 

curiosity he manifests in real activity. When I ask him 

what he would choose to do with his time if it was up to him 

he replies, "Probably daydream, like that. Or, just 

something like, something like write stories, stuff like 

that or something, just meditate" (F:78). 

Jimmy's daydreaming topics are also spurred by 

television, movies and the social studies book. 

Sometimes it comes to me from the T.V., yea, or 
those social studies books like that. Like, 
sometimes I'll watch a movie, then I think about 
it after it is over. Then it stays in my mind and 
I go out there and play and I pretend that I am 
like the character . . . then I pretend like, I 
have a little wall beside my house. I pretend 
that I am Godzilla and I'm trying to destroy the 
mountain side. That's how I get my daydreams from 
T.V. or movies (B:90). 

He differentiates between daydreams spawned from books and 

those from television. He makes a distinction similar to 

the one he makes regarding the difference between 

daydreaming and imagination. For Jimmy, television, 

particularly cartoons, are not real life: however, books are 

more like real life. 

Cause, umm, cartoon is not real life and the story 
really talks about life. That's how it is. One 
of them is fake life, and one of them is real 
life. Real life is the books and the fake life is 
the television, cartoons (I:48). 

The "story" Jimmy is specifically referring to is one 

of Hillerman's books. He explains that in cartoons they do 

amazing things "like bombs falling on you and you are still 
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alive" (I:46). Also in cartoons they never have to show any 

identification, whereas Navajo Tribal Police Officer Jim 

Chee, a character in many of Hillerman's (cf., 1990) mystery 

stories, would have to do so. "Then in real life, like in 

books they usually describe, like the persons personal life 

and their real life" (I:46). 

Jimmy thinks daydreaming is generally more like real 

life, although he sometimes pictures things in his mind that 

are 'amazing'. Like when he sometimes imagines 

conversations with the rock next to his thinking chair. 

sometimes I pretend like a rock is talking and I 
would pretend that I am talking back to him, 
telling him stuff. I would pretend that he's 
talking to me. That I'd like tell him and he'd 
give me like answers and I would pretend that he 
answered it to me, but I'm really telling him the 
answers (I:54 & 60). 

Through Hillerman's (cf., 1990) description of character Jim 

Chee, Jimmy is able to "picture" Chee in his mind. 

Similarly, when he converses with the rock he explains, "I 

can hear it in my head" (I:62). When daydreaming, not only 

does Jimmy's sense of time and space extend its everyday 

boundaries, but his sense of hearing and sight extend as 

well. 

Other objects also spur Jimmy's daydreaming. "I pretend 

like that beaver's like my hand, how I do that, and then 

they pick up a rock . . . I was picking up the leaves, I was 

pretending that I was like a sailboat . • . I get like a 

little piece of wood and usually make a whooooooosh like it 
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is going into a whirlpool" (C:19, 21, 29). Jimmy describes 

also how objects help him discover creative writing ideas. 

By visualizing a tree while looking at his pencil or looking 

out the window at the mountains he comes up with story 

ideas. Objects sometime are the initial impetus which spark 

his imagination, making ideas more fluid and communicable on 

paper. 

First, I look at the mountains like that, and then 
pretty soon I start visualizing it ... I'll give 
you an example. When I was at the San Franciscan 
Peak . . . Then right there, 'n then I would think 
that the mountain will shrink right like that, 
just like, still looking at that - and my mind 
will shrink like that. That's one of them 
(E: 110) . 

When I asked Jimmy about the experience of his mind 

shrinking he explains, "No it is just the mountain, but it's 

still the same way" (E:112). 

Daydreaming serves many functions in Jimmy's life. He 

is able to solve problems and manage his stress more easily. 

"Probably it will help you solve a problem, or sometimes it 

would kinda give you choices, like that" (E:138). If he was 

unable to daydream he explains, "I would have like, have 

emotions, no one would not help me, so then I would not 

daydream so I would just go on with life with no daydreaming 

and have all these emotions and stress" (A:85). -Daydreaming 

provides Jimmy alternatives, or "choices" for managing the 

problems and stresses of everyday life. 

Jimmy wants to be a meteorologist when he grows up and 
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daydreams often about this: "All I dream about is what I am 

gonna be" (B:8). He also daydreams about being a 

"celebrity, journalist, and teacher" (B:8-14). Issues very 

much in the hear and now, like being well liked, the most 

popular student in school, going to college, and winning 

awards. One Friday after school Jimmy's family drove an 

hour, to the nearest larger town to go shopping for 

Thanksgiving dinner, "before everything is all out" at the 

supermarkets (H:95). On the way Jimmy was daydreaming: 

Yea, first I was dreaming that like all of my 
friends were graduating, like down there and we 
were going through like those people, taking a lot 
of pictures and I was pretending that I was like 
the most popular student. And then mostly they 
were taking lots of pictures and like one picture 
went to the newspaper. The nearest newspaper and, 
and I like was showing the part where they would 
take a lot of pictures of me. and then - the 
other dream - but it still continues, we had like 
a real big party. Like for all the seniors to 
come back to one place for one more time, like in 
the gym we started dancing for awhile and then we 
had like a little bonfire and then we go outside 
and we start like exchanging pictures again, like 
that. And we give like our address, like where we 
are going to stay, so then we can write to them 
and stuff like that. 

And I had like a lot of friends and then I 
would pretend that I had an accident and I 
couldn't come and so then I was in like the 
hospital with a broken arm and all the people were 
so sad. Mostly all of them went to the hospital 
and gave me gifts, and like - one, one of -
pretending that I have a girlfriend in there and I 
would pretend that she would kiss me and stay by 
my side for when I recover (H:87). 

Jimmy's life as a daydreamer is extremely complex. He uses 

his daydreams to construct his life both inside and outside. 

When Jimmy's family went shopping for the Thanksgiving 
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turkey, he also rented some National Geographic movies. 

Upon returning to school the following Monday, he shares 

with me his longest most detailed daydream. Over the 

weekend Jimmy was daydreaming his way around the globe. 

"Cause it was like, I had like, we checked out a lot of 

movies. About the world and we were watching them mostly" 

(H:124). 

Jimmy starts by boarding a plane in Albuquerque, making 

several stops while heading East across the united states. 

From New York, he goes over the ocean to England, on to 

Holland, Denmark, then Spain and Morocco. He tells tales of 

being stranded in the desert there, only to escape to Egypt 

and the pyramids. By boat he travels the Nile River toward 

the Mediterranean Sea and onto Israel, where Jesus gives him 

a tour. He flies to China over the Himalayas and Mount 

Everest, visiting the Great Wall and Bejing. Then on to 

Japan, where Mt. Fuji reactivates, erupting and sending him 

through the air to Australia where he has a run in with a 

kangaroo. Then to Tasmania, and another run in with "all 

those little Tasmanian devils" (H:llS). Completing the trip 

with South America, the Andes Mountains, Mexico City, and 

then North America. 

Jimmy's trip around the world eloquently establishes 

the powerful importance daydreaming plays in his life. In 

the process of daydreaming, he practices new knowledge about 

the world and it's geography. This is noticeable in the 
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progression of his tour. 

Jimmy's life grows richer through his inward journeys, 

extending the parameters of everyday life through the medium 

of his own mind. Jimmy can travel the globe without ever 

leaving his thinking chair. Through the process of 

daydreaming he exercises both his knowledge and imagination, 

learning his thoughts have a power and momentum of their 

own. 

Jimmy on the outside 

For ages and ages the plans have been made 
For ages and ages the plans of the 

Sacred Mountains have been made 
Navajo origin story (Mathews, 1897) 

Writing and Drawing 

Jimmy's inner world is rooted in the context of his 

outer world experiences, environment. This theme repeats 

itself when Jimmy writes. "Cause I usually think about one 

thing (topic) on a piece of paper at school, about when I am 

around somewhere like my paternal Grandfather's at Salani 

Springs" (B:68). Jimmy often gets into writing by thinking 

of the landscape where his grandparents live, places to 

which he travels, and just sitting in class looking out the 

window at the mountain by the school. "I usually sit and 

look at something like a little field or something like 

that" (G:126). 

"Sometime I feel like a little trip right here. Like 
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you're looking right there, right over there (motions to the 

hills out the window). Umm, then I try to get like a image" 

(0:22). Later Jimmy explains further how his ideas for 

writing form when he is looking out the window, "In writing 

I would just look outside and just write about it or see 

what I have done in like the past. I would write about 

that, and I would kinda change it a little" (E:124). 

Writing and drawing go together for Jimmy. Drawing is 

a medium through which he keeps track of his world, "I 

usually draw it and then I start memorizing it" (C:11S). He 

gives many examples of this with regards to remembering the 

landscape he travels through, "Cause I usually I think that 

San Francisco Peak. I draw it sometime and that's how I 

memorize it and I'll draw a like a little road, then 

Flagstaff . then pretty soon I would skip some and then 

I would go right into Phoenix" (C:117). Jimmy often draws 

prior to writing. 

Sometimes we pick like a sheet of paper, then we 
just look at it and then pretty soon I start 
thinking, umm, like I draw a little first, I draw 
some stuff on the paper. Then pretty soon I am 
pretending that I am in the paper and I am like in 
trouble and stuff like that (story idea) (B:SO). 

When he writes and draws he explains, "I usually visualize 

it" (G:42). During our meetings Jimmy and I would 

frequently write and draw together. Jimmy explains one of 

his drawings and how it lead to the story he subsequently 

writes (Figure 4): 
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'. 

Figure 4. Jimmy: Hogan Picture and Story. 



First I do like a little mesa. Where I have, it 
would look over there - then I drew a little bit 
of plants, trees, just like two tall trees right 
here, far apart. And there is like a little, when 
the rain goes down - like a little water comes 
down here. Then I drew like a little road going 
this way. This way goes through somebody's place. 
Somebody kind goes over there in the picture, then 
comes to another house. Then this way is where my 
Nali lives. She usually lives in here, but her 
family usually lives in here and they have the 
sheep back here (G:44). 

When I asked Jimmy about the difference between the 

writing and drawing processes in his head he braves 

articulation of a very complex process: 
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JIMMY: Something, I pretend like the people are moving in 
the picture and then I kinda draw what the picture 
is about. 

GEANE: When you are writing or drawing? 

JIMMY: When I am drawing. 

GEANE: How about when you are writing what do you do? Is 
it the same or different? 

JIMMY: Different, because I usually put like, some parts 
are missing - so I just write it down, what they 
do. Like they are climbing up the hill, but I 
didn't write that down, I mean drew that down. 
And I didn't drew little animals and like the wind 
kind of blowing and stuff like a snow storm over 
the horizon. That's what I do (sic) (G:52-56). 

For Jimmy, writing fills in the details or "action" of 

drawing (G:60). "I usually go back and look at the picture 

and tell what its about. What the story, or what your 

thinking is doing, I usually image it, image it out" (D:18). 

For the most part he describes himself as a writer of 

the moment, writing "comes to me, it just comes to me" 

(H:158). His ideas forming "as I went along" (D:12). 
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Whether he is asked to do writing for a science project or 

creative writing Jimmy explains, he goes about writing in 

much the same fashion. Referring to science class he 

explains: 

I look at a book, something like weather, like 
something like that, then I look outside, out the 
window. Then pretty soon I start getting the picture 
of it. Then I starts imaginating it. Then that's when 
I start putting writing too (A:45). 

Writing about the weather for science class is similar 

to writing a fiction story in Ms. Jones' language arts 

class: "When I am in Ms. Jones class they tell us to write 

about our feeling. Then they tell us to write about 

something and sometimes I write about football games. Then 

pretty soon I am imaginating that I am the star quarterback, 

like that" (A:79). 

When Jimmy writes and draws his focus is akin to 

daydreaming, often looking out the window prior to 

production, his perception is a more generalized one. From 

this more dispersed focus his writing "comes", the "action" 

that fills in the details of his drawing. Jimmy utilizes 

the tools of his material world, letting the continuity and 

integrity of his own invisible mind construct the context 

from which visible production is both possible and 

enjoyable. 

Reading 

Jimmy's daydreams and imagination are also spurred by 
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the ideas in books. When he is both reading and writing, he 

explains, "All I do is just imaginate" (A:63). His life as 

a reader is rich and varied. He enjoys reading about Navajo 

history, lives of presidents, space and science books, Twain 

(cf., 1985), occasionally classics like Dickens' (1982) 

Oliver Twist when his older brother brings them home from 

school, and Hillerman's mystery books. 

When Jimmy is reading his mind is focused on what he is 

reading about. For example, he is reading a biography of 

President Lincoln, "It's just like facing to him. I would 

like picture what he describes of himself. So, I would 

kinda like visualize what he is doing" (F:44 & 46). Reading 

Lincoln's life story Jimmy explains, "I was daydreaming that 

I was a president of this tribe and how I would run it" 

(F:40). While reading, Jimmy stops to frequently daydream 

about the story and characters. 

We read Sing Down the Moon by O'Dell (1970) together. 

Jimmy explains it usually takes reading the first fifty 

pages of a book before starting to really identify with the 

story and characters, becoming the story and characters. 

Yea, the first, like when I got to like page 
fifty, around t~ere, I would pretend something, it 
reminds me of my, this little girl. I saw that 
little girl. I would pretend, "Am I reading this 
book, or is it true?" (imitates talking to 
himself). And she was running, running out at that 
pinon tree and I followed, those two little girls 
were under the tree, while their sheeps were 
eating and I just kinda like laughed about it 
(G:114) . 
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The story becomes more real to Jimmy as he personalizes the 

story and characters in his mind, eventually becoming one 

with them. "Some qf them, it was like, they were describing 

the place. That's how I would know where they are located 

in Canyon De Chelly, it's right beside that White House, you 

know it around there?" (G:99). 

Jimmy pictures the Canyon in his mind and the White 

House, an ancient Anasazi ruin in the bottom of the canyon. 

He knows this canyon, because it is on the reservation. He 

describes knowing the setting of the story inside his own 

mind. A relationship develops between Jimmy and the book 

when reading these first fifty pages. He becomes the story 

in his mind. This makes the experience of reading authentic 

and worth continuing for the next fifty pages. This process 

is akin to daydreaming: 

First, when I stop, I'll usually be in my room. 
Then I go outside for a little while and pretend 
what I know about that book and I kinda visualize 
it, like what they are doing. Like, I pretend 
that he is going up that mesa up there. 
Pretending that he is going up that hill and 
coming back down. And pretending there are those, 
like big clouds right there and pretending that 
it's going to rain. And I would visualize that it 
would be rain there. That's how it works (G:110). 

After reading sing Down the Moon, Jimmy wanted to "talk 

about what I'm reading" (G:69). He spent the entire 

meeting, forty minutes, doing so. His enthusiasm was 

obvious. He confides, it took him a while to figure out the 

main character in the story was a girl. Jimmy explains how 
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he discovered this: "Cause they kinda gossip when they herd 

sheep, like on top of the mesa. They go underneath the tree 

and talk and I know girls usually talk to girls and I know 

it was a girl right there" (G:73). This book tells a Navajo 

story in which Jimmy, corning from the culture, uses his 

practical knowledge to inform his reading. 

Jimmy continues, "Cause they were starving and thirsty. 

Then they went back up and tried to cover their tracks when 

they were leaving and they had a hard time going back up, 

cause there was no moon - they usually depend on the moon" 

(G:76). Jimmy explains he likes the story because "He tells 

something that I do know and I like it when, if I know 

something I'll read it" (G:83). 

Reading is a far more engaging experience for Jimmy 

when it allows him to utilize his life information. He has 

read about Navajo history in his Navajo culture classes in 

both fifth and seventh grade. He loves these stories. It 

was there he first became familiar with the story of The 

Long Walk and reading Sing Down the Moon makes this time in 

Navajo history become more alive and accessible to him. 

Cause when I was in fifth grade they told us about 
the Long Walk. And they said some of them headed 
for Black Mesa and they went down to Flagstaff. 
Some of them there, mostly a lot of them carne up 
Fort Sumner. On the way people died and that's 
it. And pretty soon, the place they go to, Fort 
Sumner - there was crOWded, little bit of water, 
little bit of space. Then pretty soon, people, 
the population was going down. Was like 9,000 
people were still there. When they left there was 
like 50,000 and now there is like 9,000 people 



still alive. And then, so they gave, grant them a 
treaty. And then pretty soon they said, so then 
they released them and said, "you can go where you 
wanna go now, you are free." So, then all the 
Navajo's went.back to where they live and rebuilt 
a civilization. And some of them they escaped 
during the Long Walk and they finally met their 
friends through greeting, and some of them came 
back from Flagstaff (G:B5). 
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The more Jimmy knows the more he wants to know, "Cause 

sometimes they have like different verses, they have 

different stories about it and I want to know what kind they 

are talking about like" (G:90). Reading fuels Jimmy's 

curiosity, 

something, like that 
curious about it and 
know. Pretty soon I 
Then I start reading 
stuff like that too. 
interested. And then 
that Navajo history. 
and some of them I do 

space one. I usually get 
then sometimes I really don't 
get interested about it. 
all those books. Weather, 

And that's how I get 
sometime I get interested in 
That's part of our histories 
know (G:B7). 

He likes reading true stories, historical pieces even more 

than fiction. Jimmy loves reading about history. 

I provided Jimmy with the two Hillerman books he had 

not read and he immediately began doing so. We read The 

Dark Wind, (Hillerman, 1990) together. When I ask what he 

thinks of this book, Jimmy excitedly replies, "VERY 

interesting! First it starts off like a strange occurrence 

happens around Tuba City, around there ... yea, makes it 

seem real interesting that way" (I:I-B). 

Jimmy quickly moves to chapter three where Jim Chee 

comes into the picture. Jimmy thinks Jim Chee daydreams a 
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lot, "He is mostly like spaced out . . . He travels a lot 

. . . cause they meet different places and some environments 

have different places, like mountains, deserts, forests and 

lakes and stuff like that" (I:23-28). It is evident Jimmy 

uses knowledge regarding his own inner world when analyzing 

officer Chee's. 

I'm like picturing what he'd be doing and ••. 
I've been to Tuba City and I would like locate 
where that's at and I would pretend like they're 
there where I have been. Like there's like an old 
windmill, but there's no windmill near there. 
Where he was hung up like, I think it was Hompur 
Wash and there is like a windmill right there and 
there was no windmill- it was just near one 
towards Flagstaff. Cause my Great Grandfather 
lives around those places (1:40). 

Once again Jimmy's integrates imagination, landscape / 

environment with Hillerman's (1990) book, creating and 

enlivening the context of the story in his own mind. 

Jimmy believes that books are more like real life 

because in the process of reading you get inside the persons 

thoughts, much like Jimmy's experience of his own life. 

"Then in real life, like books they usually describe, like 

the persons' personal life and their real life, like he 

talks about he's an officer" (1:46). Jimmy has read most of 

Hillerrnan's books. Books are important to Jimmy and 

definitely something he values in his own life. 

Language 

Jimmy spoke both English and Navajo daily when he was 
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in my Kindergarten class six years ago. Presently, he tells 

me he speaks only "a little" Navajo, explaining "I can 

understand. I can know what they are saying too" (E:86 & 

94). But when I visited Jimmy and his sister at home, they 

spoke Navajo with each other and I often heard Jimmy 

speaking Navajo with friends at school. 

Jimmy thinks people who speak different languages think 

differently. Once in Navajo culture class he found himself 

getting "curious about that Apache Language" because his 

teacher's wife is Apache and she came in to talk to them 

about her culture and language. She told them a story in 

Apache about a little girl (E:203). Jimmy remembers: 

She came to our school one time and she is kind of 
speaking like the same language, but we were like 
daydreaming about like, how would that language be 
and some of us got it right. I got it wrong. It 
was about like a little girl . . . We were being 
so curious about what she said and we were writing 
down of what she was saying . . . Like when she 
said ya'at'eeh (Navajo greeting), hers was kind, 
really different, like "ya'ha'hat'eeh," something 
like that. Hers was like that and then we would 
know what she was saying and some of us put 
'hello' and some of them put like a question mark. 
Cause they didn't know what she said (E:201 & 
203) . 

I asked Jimmy if there were things he could understand 

or think about in Navajo that he could not in English, or 

vice versa. 

Yea, One of them I think was, I don't know, my mom 
told me this Navajo word, it - like around my 
Nali's - when we were corning back. and I think it 
was about the border of a tree, or something like 
that and she told me all - so, what was it? 
(pause, trying to remember). And she said they 



never gave a word in Navajo. 
about it and then one little 
something about trees and so 
of border tree or something. 
meaning of that one (E:92). 

And I was curious 
syllable said 
it gave me the idea 

I don't know the 

Jimmy is very curious about his culture and the Navajo 
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language. His awareness of the limitations of his ability 

to think about some things in each language is interesting. 

Although he code-switches to think about various things, he 

knows that he can't treat all things equally in both 

languages. This suggests not a lack of internal processing, 

but some shortcoming in the language itself. His awareness 

shows his internal processing is whole. It is the 

differences in languages which create divisions. 

School 

For Jimmy thinking in school is a process very similar 

to thinking outside of school. He does explain that in 

school his daydreaming "topics" or themes are often related 

to the environment of school. "For me at school, I mostly 

have my friends. Then I pick like a name for them- for me 

to pretend then I'll pretend to be like a principal here. 

At home I would think about being like a singer or a writer" 

(A:14) • 

Jimmy uses some of the techniques he employs while 

daydreaming on trips in order to remember landmarks of the 

landscape, when learning things for school too. For 

example, when he learns his spelling words: "sometimes I 
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daydream, something like I predict about it . . • spelling I 

think it in my mind, then how the word is used in my life 

like that" (A:22). In order to remember his spelling words 

he personifies them, "I try to think like, it's a person or 

something like that doing something, uh kinda related to 

that word something about that meaning" (A:24). 

In algebra class, Jimmy sometimes pretends to be the 

teacher, "I teach the students how to do algebra and then 

pretty soon they get smart" (A:20). Jimmy thinks most kids 

daydream in school. One day in social studies class Jimmy 

was looking at the chalkboard and daydreaming, "I was 

looking at it and a young man was living in the caveman 

years, jungle, like that, having their first child, like 

that" (B:48). 

Daydreaming helps Jimmy solve problems in school too. 

"Cause sometimes a daydream can help you with a subject or 

help you with a problem, like especially in math class" 

(B:56). This is especially the case for Jimmy with regard 

to learning the prime numbers. "I especially do that in 

prime numbers. I just like think in my mind. I get like 

three people or like three dinosaurs [erasers], like this 

[lining up three erasers] and then I start counting and 

composite numbers" (B:56). Jimmy explains how he created a 

counting system for learning prime and composite numbers by 

making dots on his dinosaur erasers. 

My teacher just gave me a sheet of paper to 



identify, just to pre-test prime numbers. First I 
didn't know and then I scored ninety-one percent. 
I was just sitting here having a dinosaur, pencil 
and a pen and there were three and then I was 
going like this (demonstrating). Then started 
counting them. Then pretty soon I started 
multiplying them, or I get a certain something 
like small marbles and be counting them and I'm 
thinking about the number, like that (B:58). 

Jimmy explains this kind of daydreaming is different 
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from daydreaming at his NcHi' s: "When I am doing that prime 

number, I don't have an environment like that. I just 

think. I go into my mind and then I think about a number 

like that. But, when I am out at my Grandma's I just think 

about a place that I have been and then I imaginate" (B:62). 

Jimmy has a similar technique for remembering the notation 

for his tuba. "I draw a little something by the notes just 

to get into my mind" (B:74). 

He thinks it is important for kids to have time to use 

their minds that way in school. He explains teachers could 

encourage kids to do this by asking, "What they are thinking 

right now, like that. Or usually tell them to give them 

something like a class that talks about daydreaming or 

emotions that they have" (C:168). In the intermediate 

school he had a class like this, where "they put us in 

little clubs like, drug addictive stuff, like that, or a 

family member that is drinking, stuff like that" (C:168). 

In these classes kids get to talk about what is real or 

present on their minds and "how it would be in the future" 

(C:168). During our meetings Jimmy referred to his creation 
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of coding systems in other areas as well, computer lab, map 

making, and other examples from math class. 

In science and math classes he thinks lots of kids 

"doze off." In math class he sometimes finds himself 

looking at the poster of Einstein and daydreaming. 

I wish we had a class that teaches us something 
about math, but not really talk about it, but just 
think about it . . . I wished he (Einstein) was 
still alive. He would be our teacher, because our 
teacher is boring. He just talks, talks, talks. 
He doesn't get to the point (B:32, 38, 40, 46). 

social studies class is the least boring, according to 

Jimmy. In this class they get to "sit like in a group" and 

talk about topics of interest. His social studies teacher 

often asks the class to write down what is on their minds at 

the moment. She is interested in what they are thinking. 

In the statement below Jimmy uses the word 'daydream' to 

describe this classroom practice: 

sometimes the most interesting one is social 
studies . . . Cause people all stood up then and 
pretty soon they give a report on how you daydream 
or daydream your life at home or something like 
that, that happened last year. Then we write like 
on a piece of paper . . . They told you to write 
what you are thinking right now . . . she will 
give us fifteen minutes thinking and then she will 
ask two persons to tell what they were thinking 
about that lesson (A:115 & 117). 

On one occasion, Jimmy was talking to his friend about 

daydreaming in social studies class: 

Like one of my friends really like social studies 
and he says he wish he wants to be like in the 
history book too. And then I said, "Like what 
kind? Save the world?" I said, "Did you daydream 
this?" And he said, "Yes." and then I says, "We 



should have like a classroom that we can daydream 
in, just sit and meditate (B:28) • 

. Conclusions From Jimmy 
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Through willingly and joyfully sharing his inner world, 

Jimmy reveals the complexity, underlying continuity, and 

integrity of his life as a daydreamer. Such willingness 

provides the rich resources through which we can begin to 

understand the powerful place daydreaming and imagination 

inhabit in his life. 

Meeting Jimmy again was a monumental experience on many 

levels. Not only did I gain incredible· insight into the 

inner workings of a fascinating young mind, but I also 

learned to appreciate and revel in the creative stability 

evident in the human personality over time. 

I waved back at him and hurried across the meadow. 
I raised my face to the falling rain. It was 
Navaho rain (O'Dell, 1970, p.121). 
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Meet Rick 

I will let Rick introduce himself (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Rick: Me and My Family. 

In person, Rick is a man of few words. When he was 

only five years old, walking into my kindergarten class at 

Red Butte Elementary School for the first time, six years 

ago, his presence was more man-like than child-like. Rick, 

then no more than three feet high, saunters into the 

classroom as though he has always been there. His body 

angles forward, in the high heel,wedge toed cowboy boots, he 

wears. As he walks to the table at the front of the room I 

notice his name printed on the back of his leather belt. 
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Rick makes a statement without even trying. He exudes quiet 

confidence, appearing neither anxious nor rushed about 

anything, not even.his first day of school. When reading a 

description ortiz (1976) made of his father, I immediately 

thought of Rick. 

He's very wiry, and his actions are wiry. Smooth, 
almost tight motions, but like currents in creek 
water or an oak branch in a mild mountain wind 
(p.1). 

When Rick plays, he plays hard. Whatever he is doing 

he does so with all he's got. I remember him in 

kindergarten, coming in from recess still steaming from the 

tremendous output of energy expended on the playground. I 

also remember observing him quietly drawing pictures of 

horses. His small hands engaged in tedious and meticulous 

work for relatively long stretches of time. Rick loved 

horses when he was five years old and he loves horses now, 

at age thirteen. 

Rick chose to spend a great deal of our recent time 

together writing and/or drawing. We would draw together and 

then talk about it when finished. On one occasion Rick drew 

a picture of a horse (Figure 6) explaining: 

RICK: When I get home this morning, everyday, and I 
stand by the stove there is this poster of these 
horses, different kinds of breeds. They are all 
like different stances, different places and then 
I thought of one that looks kind like this one. 

GEANE: Did you see this in your head before you drew it, 
or while -

RICK: (interrupting) Yea - horse is brown, and green 
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[pointing to meadow] and brown, the sun and trees 
and I was planning on like drawing a river [Rick 
points to the horses head reflected in the water] 
(H:19 & 25). 

___ ...... ----. -m--'--

~ 
f 

Figure 6. Rick: Horse Picture. 

.-. 

Rick spends as much of his free time riding his horses 

as possible. We each started a journal when our meetings 

together began, and his first entry is about his three 

horses (Figure 7). Rick's horse, J. T. is seven years old 

and he told me his family has had J. T. since he was in 

kindergarten. He remembers when his Dad tamed J. T., who 

was a young and wild pony when they got him. The three 
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horses now have separate corrals at Rick's house and he 

likes "running them" most of all. When I asked him if he 

ever daydreams or imagines things when he rides his horses 

his response is to the point, "No" (C:70). I then asked 

what he thinks about when he is riding his horses. Again a 

no nonsense answer, "Umm, staying on" (C:68). 
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Figure 7. Rick: My Three Horses 

His Dad rides in the rodeo, primarily the calf roping 

event. Rick loves going to the rodeo with his Dad and older 

brother, who is old enough to ride in the junior rodeo 

events. He explains, "Umm, it's like different events, like 

roping calves, riding cows, riding horses. They do that 
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like for money - like stay on the horse, or the cow for like 

eight seconds" (C:38). 

Ricks favorite thing to do on the weekend is ride 

"horses, rope and go down to my sheep camp and chase cattle 

and stuff" (C:54). He elaborates, "We brand them when they 

are still kinda small and young, then it stays on. Yea, you 

have to like put it down and tie their legs and stretch it 

.apart, so it won't kick when you brand it" (C:60 & 62). 

Rick's grandparents on both sides are getting older and 

his family helps them care for the livestock on weekends. 

Many Navajo families have sheep camps, located in the areas 

of the reservation where the elevation is higher and there 

is more abundant sources of water and grazing areas for 

their livestock in the summer. Rick explains that two 

summers ago his mom's brother even built "one of those 

shacks, real big ones" and now the sheep can stay there 

safely even in the winter (D:166). 

Rick's weekends are spent in activity either at his 

Grandparents' sheep camps herding cows and sheep, or going 

to the rodeo with his Dad. I learned a lot about the rodeo 

while spending time with Rick. We planned to meet at a 

rodeo in which his Dad was going to participate one weekend. 

Rick explained, in a very intricate fashion, how to get to 

the rodeo grounds, noting such features as road conditions 

and the color of buildings I would pass. We had twelve 

inches of snow the weekend the rodeo was scheduled. Roads 
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at higher elevations were closed and the rodeo was canceled. 

Rick's Dad is the president of the Indian Rodeo 

Ministry and his Mom is the treasurer. As a family, they 

attend rodeos regularly and help organize the camp meetings 

where Christian rodeo riders and their families meet during 

the rodeo. On the weekend we had the snowstorm, Rick and 

his family were planning to attend a camp meeting, up in the 

mountains, sponsored by some friends. The weather made it 

impossible to attend. Being housebound, Rick explains he 

decided to make several entries in his journal on this 

weekend (Figure 8) . 
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Figure 8. Rick: Snow. 

In addition to writing about the snow, Rick wrote 

stories on rain, cows, cars, and trucks. Rick likes to 

write about things of interest to him in his life. His 

Uncle lost a cow because the cow ate too much of the wrong 
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kind of hay. Rick explains his uncle had to butcher the cow 

and brought them some meat (Figure 9) 
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Figure 9. Rick: Cows. 
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Rick is frank about his life. When I asked if he still 

gets along with his older brother, now in high school, he 

replies, "Sometimes" (A:194). Regarding his little brother 

he explains, "He watches too much movies, stuff like that -

just gets real excited about the stuff like the weapons and 

stuff they use . . . he plays to himself somewhere, where 

nobody won't bother him" (A:183-194). 

Rick admires his oldest brother because he got to go to 

Nebraska last summer to work on a cattle ranch. The family 



drove him there and Rick enjoyed the trip immensely. He 

told me his little sister got to bring a friend along 

because she is the only girl in the family. He wants to 
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work on a ranch in Nebraska, like his oldest brother, when 

he gets old enough. In the following story Rick writes 

about this experience. 

TRAVELING: by Rick 
I like traveling, because it is fun and I 

like seeing all the things I never saw and going 
places I've never been. The farthest I've been 
was Nebraska with my whole family, except my big 
brother. We took my Grandma and my little 
cousin's sister. The first night we stayed at my 
Dad's friend's place in Sante Fe and went to 
Colorado and Nebraska. It was fun and I hope I 
could work there too. 

Rick on the Inside 

At times, Rick may appear a little tough, like a rodeo 

cowboy, on the outside. He is a confident fellow: that 

confidence manifests itself in a quiet, non-obtrusive 

manner. Jimmy and Rick have been friends since 

kindergarten. Jimmy describes Rick as "always shy" (I:46). 

It took a few meetings with Rick before a rapport between us 

was established in which he was comfortable expressing 

himself. At times, I felt as though he was sorting and 

clarifying my intentions and purposes. He is not a person 

who does more than he is expected to do without first 

establishing his own interest or reasons for doing so. 

Initially his responses to my inquiries consistently 

concluded with a questioning intonation. In the beginning 
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he thought I was just another teacher looking for another 

right answer. With time, he realized I just wanted to talk, 

write, draw, and read with him. The meetings took on a 

tenor of fun and sharing and Rick opened up, sharing more 

than quick answers regarding his inner and outer life. By 

the second interview he moved from a one \.,rord answer, "Yea," 

when asked if he daydreams to more descriptive statements 

like, "Umm, I get to go places in my daydreams where we 

don't have to go" (B:92). 

Rick often asked me when I would be meeting with Jimmy 

next. I wondered if there wasn't a touch of competition 

between the two of them. During a group gathering with 

other former kindergarten students, Rick was very quiet. I 

also noticed once when two men carne into the room where we 

met to replace a light fixture, Rick became silent. I told 

him softly, "We will just wait until these guys leave, let's 

draw" (0:137). After the men left Rick quickly told me who 

they were, soon picking up the conversation where we had 

left off. 

Rick knows his boundaries and subtly relates to his 

world accordingly and appropriately. Sure of his interests 

and concerns he acts in accordance. He is not pressured by 

social expectations to show interest, when he is not 

interested. As our meeting continued, I progressively found 

myself writing entries into my field notes such as: "He 

explains in great detail" and "I need to remind him to go 
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[back to class]" (D:166). Rick could be described as shy, 

although I think the words mature and discerning more 

apropos. Living his life in accordance with his own best 

judgement is natural to him. He does not let himself sway 

to the whim of others, though he can care very much about 

what others do, as he did with Jimmy and his brothers. 

Daydreaming and Imagination 

Rick often daydreams about being a fighter, warrior and 

hero. While writing liMy Daydream" (Figure 10), he describes 

the visual pictures in his mind. 
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Figure 10. Rick: My Daydream. 

I saw pictures in my head . . . umm, I had like 
guns all around me, saving people, getting 
rewards, fighting in the jungle ... It's like 



Africa - all green and then see, there is usually 
like an ocean right there and the forest, uh 
jungle (E:107-113). 
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After describing the pictures in his mind Rick asked me to 

read my story. I had written about living during King 

Arthur's days. When I finished reading, he asked, "What was 

the picture like [in your mind] when you lived there?" 

(E:117). Rick often wanted to know about what was going on 

in my mind, just as I wanted to understand his interior 

world. As our time together progressed, he asked more and 

more questions of me. Our interest became reciprocal and 

our mode of communication conversational. Our understanding 

of each other grew on this foundation of equality. 

Rick daydreams at home and in school. When he 

daydreams, he is "usually by myself ... when it's quiet" 

(C:78 & 80). For the most part he daydreams when there is 

"nothing else to think of" (A:18). Like when he is "home 

alone . . . when I do my chores . . . emptying trash cans, 

sweeping, cleaning up" (A:30-32). He likes to daydream. He 

describes daydreaming as, "Closing off everything and then 

thinking to yourself" (A:20). His favorite thing about 

daydreaming is "the pictures that I imagine. It's like, my 

daydream . I'm there when it's happening, what's 

happening" (A:36, 40, 42). 

Rick daydreams about being a fighting hero, "stuff, 

fighting, shooting, stuff like that" (B:26). He compares 

these to a movie: 



Like a, a bad guy movie. Like when, like I'm 
always like the good guy and there is a bad guy .. 
I'm always rescuing people .•. always get like 
awards and stuff like that, and umm, there is 
always like a bunch of bad guys and only one that 
feels like, feels like my man (B:116-120). 
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with regards to his daydreams he confides, "It's kinda fun, 

and always has happy endings. It's like only me. I'm always 

winning or stuff like that" (A:48 & 52). 

When I asked Rick if he thinks it is okay to daydream, 

he responded, "Umm, yea it's okay for me" (A:56). When 

writing the story about his family he explains that he was 

thinking about "what we did over the summer that was fun . . 

I wish it was still summer ... so, I can play" (B:16-22). 

Writing the story Rick explains, "I sawall of the places we 

went and stuff we did" (B:28). 

Rick not only daydreams about the things he has done or 

places he has been, but also about "the adventures" (B:90). 

He explains, "I get to go places in my daydreams where, we 

don't have to go ... umm, well we don't have to go to 

California and in my imagination I get to go there" (B:92 & 

94). Rick finds this a "fun, exciting" component of 

daydreaming and describes this experience inside his own 

mind as "a big screen, show it on thore" (B:96 & 98). 

It's like everything else is quiet and it's like 
you are just sitting in a real big theater, big 
screen in front of you (F:33). 

While watching the big screen of his mind Rick both sees 

pictures and hears conversation. "Well, like I play my own 
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part, like say stuff, talk to myself like. Then other 

people are in the thing, talk too, hear it" (B:100). 

Specifically regarding the experience of seeing and 

hearing people in his mind Rick explains, "Umm, I don't 

think I - ah, I don't know, like somebody, I can't really 

see their face or describe them. It's like I just know they 

are there umm, like I'm, when I'm talking to somebody" 

(B:106 & 108). 

His daydreams take root in the context of his life, 

those things he values and likes to do. He frequently 

daydreams about "riding horses, having like a motorcycle and 

going allover the dirt roads, trails" (B:122). He is 

active in physical life and active in his mental life as 

well. Physical activity is Rick's first choice, even in his 

daydreams. 

Asked to describe the difference between daydreaming 

and imagination, Rick explains: 

Imagining is like when you see stuff, or hear 
stuff, stuff like that. Daydreams, like pictures 
and you are there with it . . . In daydreams you 
are there in action, and imagination is like you 
see it, but it's not doing anything. Something 
like that . . . Imagining is, well something that 
stands there still . . . Daydreaming I kinda act 
it out yourself, like motioning your arms and 
stuff like that. Imagining you sit there and watch 
the action and don't do anything (A:76-94). 

For Rick, imagining "and daydreaming are "kind of" the same 

even though "they are different" (A:lOO & 102). Imagination 

is more like "posing" or "sitting in place and looking at 



something, just thinking or something" (A:106, 90, 110). 

Daydreaming is a place where "you can move your arms" and 

imagining is "just imagining that you are doing it, but 

you're not really doing it ... when you are imaginating 

you can't move or nothing" (A:96, 98, 104). 
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Rick thinks other kids daydream using real action, 

"sometimes I see kids doing all that kind of motion things 

[imitates boxing with his fists]" (0:52). Rick finds 

daydreaming helpful in wrestling. He ~s on the wrestling 

team this year and imagines the potential moves he could 

make before wrestling matches. Rick thinks his Dad probably 

daydreams about roping calves "when he is alone" (E:70). He 

thinks it might help rodeo riders to daydream, "probably 

think they are going to falloff and think they are going to 

ride it" (E:74). He daydreams about the rodeo," . of 

roping and then I rope it and like I win" (E:63-65). Rick 

also thinks daydreaming is helpful "if you don't know how to 

ride a horse . . . I would daydream like, how to get on, 

turn the horse, n'stuff" (B:124 & 125). 

Driving across the reservation, I heard an interview on 

the radio with a champion bareback rider who was going to 

compete in the upcoming Indian National Finals Rodeo 

(I.N.F.R.) in Albuquerque. The interviewer asked him what 

advice he had for young hopefuls riding in the bareback 

rodeo competition. In his opinion it is essential to spend 

time imagining what you are going to do on the horse before 
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you get on it. He said his most important preparation for 

any event, takes place in his mind before ever getting on 

the horse. I discussed this radio interview with Rick and 

he knew of this rodeo star immediately. A conversation on 

the value of daydreaming for a rodeo rider ensued. 

When I ask Rick if it is possible to be physically 

active when imagining he responds, "Yea, you can, but I 

don't know, probably some people can" (A:I00). He does not 

think a person needs to have a good imagination to be able 

to daydream. He says that daydreaming, imagination, writing 

and drawing are the modes through which his ideas come 

through. "Daydreaming, I think of what I am writing about 

and then I start dreaming, and then after write what I've 

dreamed and stuff like that" (A:128). After writing IITruck 

and Cars" (Figure 11) Rick explains, "Umm I'd like to go 

places. Travel allover the world, deliver stuff and help 

people, going to big cities" (E:49-51). 

Rick's writing ideas spring from both his external and 

internal experience. When he wrote about his story on cows 

(Figure 9) he explains, "Uh, I was thinking about how I 

chase cows, rope them and that started to get me excited and 

then I started writing about it" (0:60). For Rick, 

daydreaming and imagination are the avenues on which the 

excitement and motivation for the actual writing process 

travels. "It takes you there, then you are like, you are 

there riding the horses and roping the calves" (0:62). This 
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Figure 11. Rick: Trucks and Cars. 

excitement enables him to remember things and gets more 

ideas when engaging in both the writing and reading 

processes. 

Rick on the outside 

writing and Drawing 

Rick made the following entry in his journal regarding 

writing: 

I like writing because it is fun and 
exciting. I write a lot because I have so many 
ideas and thoughts. I write in my English class 



and at home. I like to write because there are so 
many things that just come to mind and I like to 
just write them. Like what I see, or what I've 
done. Writing and drawing are the most things 
that get me excited and I want to write more. I 
wish there was a class, I wish there was a writing 
class that you could just write all period long. 
I write real good when I am alone and when it's 
quiet. When it's noisy I can't think and imagine 
well, good. 

Although daydreaming and imagination are rich sources of 

ideas for Rick's writing, they are different from the 

process of writing itself. "Daydreaming's like, when you 
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see stuff, see like, you in action and writing's like, comes 

to your mind, goes through your head, then goes out and 

comes through, stuff like that" (B:134). 

Rick poignantly describes his writing process by using 

the metaphor of a train: 

Like, it's like a train goes through, that ... 
it's like, like there's umm, there - sometimes 
they're like little pictures. And at times you 
get those little pictures, you get like ideas as 
stuff to write about. Then you just write it 
down. Then you think, like what happen next? 
What you do next? Then you just write it down . . 
It's like, words just go through your head, then 
you write it down. Then it's like just keeps 
coming. Then it's kinda stops. You write and it 
keeps going and you stop if you have all those 
ideas ... When it's coming it is like coming at, 
in full speed, (B:136-146). 

As long as the train of ideas keeps on moving, it is easy 

for Rick to write. However, "if you don't have anything, 

like to write about it's hard to get ideas" (B:140). Rick 

describes times when the train of his ideas "can't go 

through your head, it can't come ... Bunch of - bad stuff, 
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that got in the way or that's holding it back" (B:144 & 

152). When Rick's train of ideas "stays in one place" it is 

usually because "it's like too noisy, got a headache - unun, 

when there's a lot of stuff going on. Whenever I got a 

lotta homework. And sometimes when I get frustrated . 

when I'm mad, not feeling too good" (B:150, 142, 153). 

Rick approaches his writing through imagination, "I sit 

there and think of something about it, think of something 

and then write about it" (A:138). Daydreaming gives Rick his 

ideas of "what to write about" (A:134). He uses both 

daydreaming and imagination in the process of writing. Rick 

enjoys this process, as evidenced in his description for 

writing a story about his family: 

I just like, like, it just comes out in my head 
like writing. I think of all the stuff we did and 
then it starts building up in my mind and then I 
just write it down (B:30-32). 

As things start "building up" in Rick's mind he finds 

he thinks of more, "On that stuff you remember, stuff that 

comes to mind, that stuff comes to mind again" (B:34). I 

ask him if there is any kind of writing where he does not 

have fun. Succinctly, he says "Yea, like assignments, stuff 

like that ... Umm, you don't have time to think" (B:42-

44) . 

When writing is fun Rick finds there isn't anything he 

does not enjoy writing about. During our meetings he was 

always eager to write and often wrote at home as well. I 



wrote in my fieldnotes during our forth meeting: 

Rick was engrossed when we wrote this session. I 
can see him under the bill of his forty-niners 
baseball cap. The more freedom he is given, the 
more comfortable he becomes as a writer (0:30). 
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He enjoys sharing his writing and talking about his thoughts 

both before and during the writing process. Similarly he 

enjoys talking to me about my writing and my related 

thoughts as well. When I wrote a piece on "Mountains" (G:9) 

he had questions like, "Where were the mountains at? When 

dl'd you fl'rst go there?," (F 65) W t t th ften : . e wro e oge er 0 • 

Rick's writing is rich in material relevant to the 

context of both his inner and outer world. When writing "My 

Three Horses" (Figure 7) he explains he was picturing 

himself on a horse in his mind and "thinking of how I ride 

the horse and how I like to ride horses" (C:24). After 

reading me "Cows" (Figure 9) Rick explains he was imagining, 

"All the things that happened and what I have to do. And 

how I like cows" (0:14). He proceeded to tell me more about 

his uncle's cow dying, "They eat, some cows when you start 

feeding them a certain kind of hay - you gotta stick with 

that hay. If you feed them a different kind of hay they get 

something with their stomach and it like bursts open and 

they die" (0:4). 

"My Three Legit Horse" (Figure 12) is a story Rick 

explains, "I was just making it up" when "thinking of 

horses" (F:9 & 11). 
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Figure 12. My Three Legit (Legged) Horse. 

In picturing the three legged horse in his mind he saw it 

as, "Small, furry, like gold hair, like this one [points to 

the wood of the table]" (F:17). Rick wrote "Snow" (Figure 

8), "Rain" (Figure 13) and "Trucks and Cars" (Figure 11) at 

horne on the weekend of a big blizzard. 

Rick explains how his ideas carne for writing these 

three pieces: 

I got my ideas for this one when it was snowing. 
Then I got my idea for "Rain," when I thought 
about how the snow turned into rain. It was kinda 
raining over the weekend too . • . Then I got 
"Trucks and Cars." I was sitting in the living 
room and thinking of something to write and then 
I saw a truck corning and then I started. First I 
drew it and then I wrote about it ... It's like 
the truck was driving, it was like the only one on 
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Figure 13. Rick: Rain. 
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the road. Then I had the headlights go out and then 
you can see that white stuff falling on the road. Snow 
coming down like that . . . Like when I got my new bike 
in summer, umm, last November, and I was riding it in 
the snow and then we were building a snowman (E:3, 5, 
19,23). 

As we continue to discuss all the writing he did at home on 

this snowy weekend, a total of five stories, Rick reveals 

more of his imaginings while writing "Rain" (Figure 13). 

When it was raining, kinda sprinkling allover 
this weekend. Then I got this thunder and 
lightening from when I went to Church, the past 
two Sundays ago? Our Sunday school teacher was 
telling us they were going somewhere- to Texas, I 
think it was. And it was lightening striking the 
road. And I started thinking of that and a road 
map (E:31). 

When the I.N.F.R. took place in Albuquerque Rick and 

his family were there. Rick took his journal along with him 

and in the hotel one evening, after spending the day at the 

rodeo, he wrote the "Albaqueie [Albuquerque]" (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Albaqueie (Albuquerque) 
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Rick enthusiastically tells me all about his Dad's new 

roping saddle and draws a picture of it, explaining the back 

of this type of saddle is designed to be lower, enabling his 

Dad to swing his leg over it easier. He tells about the 

twenty cowboys and their families who came to the Christian 

Rodeo Ministries service during I.N.F.R. The bareback rider 

I heard being interviewed on the radio came with his mom. 

Rick confides that he, "Doesn't wanna ride bareback, it's 

too scary" (G:9). Also, country western singer Reba 

McEntire's sister, susie, was there with her husband, a 

rodeo rider. Rick is really excited about this and tells me 

she sang at the service and is a "pretty good singer" (G:9). 

For Rick, writing and drawing are often connected. He 

gets many of his ideas for writing by drawing first. 

"Sometimes when I draw, then I like get good ideas and 

that's imaginating" (B:194). Rick's descriptions of his 

inner processes, daydreaming and writing, are rich in 

metaphor. This is also true with regards to drawing. 

Drawing is like, like a filmstrip, that's just 
putting the picture right there and just look at 
it. But you don't really look at something - it's 
like in your mind and you just draw it (B:196). 

Rick goes on to explain what happens when he is drawing, 

"Like there is like a, can see it like a filmstrip, but then 

in life it is not there and so you play just looking at it 

and just copying off of it" (B:198). He likes to draw 

especially "when there is nothing to do" (C:84). Rick draws 



both at horne and at school. 

When I draw it is like, urnrn, exciting things corne 
to my mind and then I want to draw it, and just 
get paper and.pencil and it's like some picture in 
my mind. Then I just draw it (C:90). 
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Once Rick was drawing two wrestlers, copying the image 

from a book, he explained that this type of drawing is 

different because he "wasn't thinking of anything. I was 

just looking at the book, concentrating II (E:98). Rick 

describes concentration as times when you "think real hard" 

(H: 4) • 

I asked Rick how the drawing and writing processes 

compare and he comments: 

When I am writing, I think of it and what you're 
writing and then how exciting it is and then I 
just put it down ..• like when you're chasing 
after horses and cows, it's that fun when you are 
riding and chasing them. S'like when I am chasing 
a cow [in his imagination] and I am like running 
after it and when a picture that looks good, it 
like STOPS and pause and then kinda sketch it out 
and draw it (C:92, 94, 98). 

The feeling of excitement is very central to Rick's writing 

and drawing processes: 

It's like when I see exciting things it's like 
ideas start. Like, when something exciting 
happens, like riding horses, then I just think of 
that and then another thing happens and I just 
keep thinking of the stuff like that (C:106). 

Rick explains his talent for drawing horses grew from 

"looking at them, riding them" (H:15). When he draws a 

horse he sees it in his mind before he is drawing it, 

pausing the filmstrip like picture long enough to use it as 
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reference for his sketching on paper (H:22). 

Reading 

Just as drawing and writing are related, so are writing 

and reading in Ricks perception of himself as a learner. 

When I wanna write about something, but it can't, 
like corne into my mind. Then umm, then I read 
about it and it's like right there, but right 
there, and I remember and it all comes to my mind 
•.. Like when I wanna think about, I'm writing 
about horses and then there is one thing that 
can't, can't describe it and stuff like that -
can't write about it. Then it all like comes back 
when I read about it - in a horse story. Then 
it's right there and it all comes back to memory 
(B: 244 & 248). 

According to Rick, "reading gives you information" (C:138). 

When he is reading he often imagines and daydreams about 

what he is reading. 

Sometimes when it's like an interesting book .•• 
Alright, well actors, are the book characters, 
like - think I am there with them or something, I 
am one of them (A:140-142). 

He likes reading "adventure books, stuff like that" 

(A:144). Rick likes adventure stories because "there is a 

lot of action" (A:162). For Rick a good book is one that 

has "good imagination in and stuff like that" (A:1S0). He 

daydreams while reading books he enjoys and at times even 

when he "looks at the cover of the book, sites) there and 

look(s) at it" (A:1S2). 

He explains he does not daydream when reading 

textbooks, "I don't really daydream about those, so it's 
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like working and stuff like that. I don't really daydream 

and imagine stuff like in the math book, or that" (A:154). 

sometimes he daydreams when reading textbooks, but only ones 

with pictures, "If it has pictures, kinda daydream about the 

picture and imagine" (A:158). Rick explains why he prefers 

reading adventure stories to textbooks: 

Like to see like what's going to happen next, or 
what they're going to do, stuff. Science book 
can't really think of stuff, cause it has to do 
with science. Can't think of anything but science 
(A: 164) . 

Rick reads when there is "nothing to do, boring" 

(B:214). Several times he told me he was "too busy" to read 

(G:3). He likes it quiet when he reads, "like all quiet 

silence, like concentrating on it" (B:208). When he is 

reading a book he enjoys, he describes his inner awareness 

being, "Like those things all goes blank and you just hear 

yourself reading, or just look at it" (B:206). Sometimes it 

is slow getting started in a book, but once he gets to a 

part full of action he can really get into what he is 

reading. 

It's all that dull part in reading, you can't 
think of nothin', and then comes an action part 
and it starts to like come to my mind, 
imaginating, daydreaming ... It's like all the 
action begins and I start to forget about reading 
(B:218 & 220). 

Sometimes when the reading gets exciting Rick explains, 

"I just stop then and sit there and think about it 

kinda like leave off and then stop and then I wait until a 
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different time and then start again" (B:222 & 224). Other 

times he gets ideas for his writing, "When it's like what I 

want, but I can't really think of it. Then when I like read 

it, so it comes" (B:240). 

At horne, Rick likes to read horse magazines most of 

all: "About wild horses, short riding horses" (C:118). 

During our meetings Rick told me about two books he was 

currently reading. One book, The Black Pearl (1977), is an 

assignment for his English class and the book cannot leave 

the room. Rick finds this book interesting and told me all 

about the story. At one point he reflects: 

It's like when you are reading you go into the 
picture and then you are there and then it's like 
when other people are talking that's when you are 
like reading in the book. Then when somebody else 
is trying to talk, then you are reading like that 
part where that boy is in - it's like when you are 
there, YOU are talking in place for that boy 
(0:76). 

I asked Rick to tell me more about this process of 

becoming the character in this book and he explains, "It's 

like when I am reading in that book about that boy, it is 

like I am in that picture and then I am talking for that 

boy" (0:78). He blends with the story's main character 

living the story himself, preempting his everyday awareness 

during the reading process. 

Like when I am reading, it says - they live by a 
beach and then at the top of the hill there is a 
little house and that's where they keep all the 
pearls. Then they said they went out on a boat, 
then they are sitting together in a circle on 
that boat talking. And that's how I pictured 
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it in my mind (D:82). 

Rick bought a book, The Indian in the Cupboard (Banks, 

1985), at the recent bookfair at school and is reading it at 

home. He spends a great deal of time excitedly relating the 

story of this book. Again, he describes his relationship to 

the main character in the story, named Omar. 

It's like there is this boy named Omar, and his 
friend, Patchet. And it's like, I am Omar in 
there. Everything I do, he does, I do. 
Everything he says, I say •.. I'm always in his 
room, looking out the window ... It's like a, 
this, it's a big, on the top floor of the house. 
A tall house. Then there are walls, and a bed 
right here [using his hands to sketch on the table 
top] - window, then the walls. There is a shelf -
beside the window is this little cupboard's area. 
Then there is a little, just like if you are a 
real human and they want to go back in time where 
those little Indians and cowboys are. Then they 
get in there and they close it and they lock it 
and then when they open it back up they are gone. 
They have gone back in time (D:90-94). 

There are few if any two story houses on the 

reservation. Interestingly, in describing his mental 

picture of Omar's "tall house" Rick asks me if I ever watch 

movies. I tell him I do and he proceeds to explain the 

house he sees in his mind, is like Rocky's house in the 

movie ROCKY II. 

Remember in Paul Letreme's house? He [Rocky] is 
standing on top of that two story •.• It's like, 
it's like, he is standing on top reading those 
letters and there is like stairs coming off 
[thinking of the fire-escape] (0:100 & 102). 

Rick explains to me there are times when the pictures in his 

mind come not only from what he is reading, but also from 
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"movies or other places" (D:I06). 

Language 

I asked Rick if there was a word in Navajo for 

daydreaming and he told me there is, "but I don't know what 

it is" (0:46). He said the Navajo word means the same thing 

as the English word. Rick also told me he doesn't speak 

Navajo so well, but he understands it when he hears it. 

Yet, when I asked if he speaks Navajo at home he replies, 

"Sometimes" (0:34). Also, as noted in Jimmy's case study, 

when I met with a group of former kindergarten students they 

spoke Navajo with each other quite often during the meeting. 

Rick says there are things you can say in Navajo which 

do not translate into English and vise versa. When I ask 

for an example he explains: 

It's hard for me to say it in Navajo [in a very 
low voice attempts to say the Navajo word he has 
in mind] . . . You have to pronounce the "C" -
that say it out, say, uh, say it part of, it is 
hard to pronounce (0:35-42). 

School 

Rick and I began our first interview with the following 

conversation: 

GEANE: 00 you ever daydream? 

RICK: Sometimes. 

GEANE: Can you tell me about it? Like when do you 
daydream? 
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RICK: In class (A:1-4). 

Rick goes on to explain he daydreams particularly in 

math class because the teacher talks all the time and it is 

boring. Rick does not feel imagining helps him much with 

his school work. Most of the time teachers are giving 

assignments to "make you learn" (B:76). Most of the time he 

does not have enough time to think, "Umm, you don't have 

enough time ... if it is real hard, like hard work" (B:178 

& 180). Another factor which interrupts his thinking is 

noise: 

When they start tellin' you 'bout stuff that you 
should do - they, then it's all like quiet and 
then all the sudden it gets all noisy and loud and 
you forget what you were thinking about (B:166). 

Rick likes classes best where the teacher talks 

"little" and "gives good information, and not too long and 

not too short" (B:182 & 184). According to Rick good 

information is when they "give you good instructions, so you 

can follow them" (B:186). sometimes he thinks his teachers 

talk too much. "[They] start talking, interrupting what you 

are just about to imagine" (B:21). He does think teachers 

could help kids get ideas if they would "talk to you about 

it" (B:158). I ask, "Do teachers ever give you time to talk 

to each other?" Rick replies, "No" (B:159-160). 

When I ask what he thinks teachers think about 

daydreaming he responds, "They'll get mad" (A:3). Rick 

reasons this is because, "[You] should be learning, 
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listening" to "what they are talking about" (A:64 & 66). 

According to Rick, teachers get mad when kids daydream 

especially, "if they get too carried away with it •• 

interrupting the teacher when he's talking, just making 

noise" (A:174 & 176). For the most part he thinks teachers 

don't know when kids are daydreaming. 

No, I don't think they know about it ... Let's 
see, like a teacher can't tell when they're like 
daydreaming, when they're just like sitting there, 
not doing their work, or stuff like that . • . 
They can't tell (B:80, 82, 84). 

There are classes where Rick knows it is okay to 

daydream and use his imagination. "Computer lab . 

'cause after you type there is nothing else to do, just sit 

there" (A:4). In science, he occasionally uses his 

imagination, "sometimes, like an experiment or something" 

(A:118). In "social studies, science, reading, english" 

classes he sometimes gets to write and draw about things 

that are exciting to him. Rick explains he likes to "write 

my own stuff, cause it is more exciting" (F:43-45). When a 

teacher tells you what to write, it is, "usually boring • • 

and they are telling like, to do it in a certain way and a 

certain time" (A:47-49). In his English class he keeps a 

journal and enjoys doing so, even though the classroom 

conditions are not always very conducive to thought: 

Well, when I hear - like when I am writing or 
stuff like that, like in English class or 
somewhere when I write in my journal - I can't 
ever like think of stuff because it is too noisy. 
And there is a lot of people talking and then I 



think of a subject like sports, like football. 
Then I write about the team. But if it is real 
quiet and I am by myself it is easier to think and 
pick topics (F:31). 

The class where Rick finds he has the most time to 
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think and get ideas is social studies. This teacher gives 

them time to think and "lets us get ideas before we write -

tells us to think about it, stuff like that" (B:50 & 56). 

In his exploratory classes, such as art, music, Navajo 

culture, horne economics, and library, he explains, "I have 

to do like stuff with thinking, activities ••• urnrn, like 

have free time, play garnes, study about stuff, sometimes, 

some classes and still work" (B:74). 

Rick's reading in school is largely textbook reading. 

He explains, "I don't really· daydream about those, so it's 

like working and stuff like that, I don't really daydream 

and imagine stuff" (A:154). I ask, "Do you get pictures in 

your mind, when you are reading in textbooks?" (0:133). His 

response to my question is simple, but to the point, "If 

there is pictures in there" (0:134). He thinks kids in 

school, "should read more adventure books ..• probably 

more kids would like to read those too" (A:168-170). 

In designing his perfect school, Rick would include 

"play" (C:132). He would like to see kids have more time to 

write on their own topic choices, "I wish there was a 

writing class that you could just write all period long . . 
so that kids can think more . . . keep it quiet and let THEM 
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think for awhile ••• writing what I want" (F:28, 51, 57, 

61). He mentions several times throughout our meetings the 

importance of having time to think and work on his own ideas 

in school. His ideal school would also have "more 

activities ••• arts and crafts" (B:190 & 192). 

Conclusions From Rick 

Rick gets to the heart of things like few adults I 

know. He does not mince words. He is a person of great 

physical and mental agility. Through his thoughtful, well 

balanced considerations with regards to both his external 

and internal worlds he poignantly demonstrates a centered 

strength. Through this strong sense of balance he maintains 

and blends his diverse personality, allowing the fighting 

hero and the artist to emerge simultaneously. 

Rick's life is rich in both activity and metaphor. 

Through metaphor Rick reveals his inner world: daydreaming 

is like a movie on the big screen of the mind; drawing is 

like a frozen filmstrip frame, held long enough to capture 

the image; and writing is like a train of ideas moving at 

full speed through the mind. Harjo (1989), a poet, captures 

aspects of Rick's essence in the following poem: 

I see the flash of silver breaths on the wing of 
the sky, and hear the explosion of a thousand 
horses running. We are rich in this place of many 
horses. (p.40) 
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Meet Megan 

The following is an entry from Megan's journal: 

12/7/91 ,I had a daydream that I was all grown up. 
And I had five little girls. Jenny, Samantha, Jessica, 
Elizabeth and Lorraine. But of course, this is a silly 
daydream, because those are the names of my dolls. And 
I took the dolls off the shelves and handed each doll 
to the girl with her name and said, "Be careful with 
these, because live had them, once I was your age, I 
got one every Hanukkah. And since it is Hanukkah, and 
I gave them each a kiss in the order I received them. 
Jenny, Jessica, Samantha, Lorraine, and Elizabeth. The 
End. 

The above is an excerpt from Megan's daydreaming 

journal, which she began on her own initiative two months 

earlier in anticipation of our first meeting. My meetings 

with Megan took place at her home. 

On the evening of our first meeting, she is eagerly 

waiting for me at the front door. Her parents are both 

teachers and although I know her father from graduate 

school, I do not yet know Megan. Bright eyes, flushing 

face, she moves in circles across the living room floor. 

Her focus alternates between me and watching her feet, as 

her toes form patterns in the carpet pile. "We can go to my 

room, if you want. My mom made pie to eat when we are 

done," she says in a lilting voice. I follow her down the 

hallway, watching her move like a bird on tiptoes. 

In Megan's room, she shows a group of porcelain head 

dolls, sitting in a row on top of her dresser. "I've gotten 

one for each Hanukkah ever since I was five," she explains 

as she adjusts the hair and hat of the doll she now holds. 
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I notice a tall bookshelf full of books and ask if she has 

read all of those books. She says she has read most of them 

and some of them her mom read to her. 

She explains that after three years in Arizona she has 

made plenty of friends and now just when she really likes 

being here, she is going to be moving again. During the 

upcoming summer, Megan's family will move to the mid-west, 

where her father will be teaching. Her eyes often fill with 

tears when we talk together about the upcoming move. She is 

a person very much in touch with her emotions, unafraid to 

reveal herself through her feelings. She's eleven and will 

be entering junior high school the following year. 

The thought of moving is a difficult one for Megan. 

Three years ago she moved to urban Arizona from rural 

upstate New York. An "I Love N.Y." postcard hangs on the 

bulletin board in her room. She still misses friends and 

family in New York, not to mention the green trees and lush 

vegetable garden at her former home. Megan is sentimental 

about her life. 

At one point during our first meeting together we 

decide to write a story on anything we want. Megan requests 

I share mine first and I do. My story is about my 

Grandmother, in Nebraska, who had recently passed away. I 

notice Megan's eyes fill with tears and by the time I finish 

reading my story, tears are falling onto her delicately 

folded hands. 
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We talk some more about my story and how my Grandfather 

wants to remain on the farm by himself. Megan shares, "When 

my Grandpa died, my Grandma left the house cause she didn't 

want to stay in it anymore .•. (tearfully) She's in an 

apartment" (A:305). She confides that she felt bad she was 

unable to attend the funeral and she still feels sad that 

her Grandpa died. We sit quietly together for awhile. 

Eventually, I try to reassure her: "Megan, it's okay - see, 

we are just partners in it together. Cause I just lost mine 

too, huh? You are such a good kid" (A:309). 

After awhile Megan asks if I could read her story aloud 

and I do so (Figure 15). She explains her idea for writing 

this piece came from a book she is currently reading. 

I didn't think they wrote it very good. They just 
came in the door and there's all these books all 
over the floor and they go, "Oh no," and then it's 
over ... Well, they didn't have any filling 
there - they just go "Oh no!" and they started 
cleaning it up ALL over again . . . I thought how 
I might have felt if I cleaned up the whole 
library and then somebody dumped the books (A:314, 
318, 320). 

As an unsatisfied reader, Megan decides to rewrite this part 

of the story, adding all the "fillings." At one point, I 

mention, "So, you just wrote it and you wrote it better." 

Her response is modest, "Yea, kind of" (A:321-322). I am 

getting to know Megan quite well in a relatively short 

period of time. I sense she has a lot of "fillings" to 

offer. 

Many times after our meetings Megan and I would join 
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Figure 15. Megan: Library. 

the whole family, and share a snack or meal together. On 

one occasion Megan teased her father about his outfit, "He 

always wears green, everything green, that's his favorite 

color, GREEN!" (A:381). We all laughed while she and her 

father had a lively exchange about fashion. Megan then 
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showed me the new dress her mom was sewing her to wear to 

temple as her dad points out the down booties he wears were 

also made by her. 

Later on in the evening another lively exchange ensues 

between Megan and her dad. She wants a Walkrnan for 

listening to music, and he thinks she will ruin her hearing. 

Megan finds his concern on this matter funny, but does take 

it seriously enough to promise to always keep the volume 

turned low. still later in the evening I hear the birth 

stories of both Megan and her little sister, Amy 

(pseudonym). Megan's Dad proudly tells me about Megan's 

birth. She came so fast the nurse was still preparing and 

he caught his daughter. Although, I am sure the fami.ly has 

shared this story many times before, their attention is 

focused as though they are hearing it for the first time. I 

have the sense there is a lot of support, encouragement and 

appreciation among the people in this family. 

Megan is an avid reader and writer. "If I don't write 

sometime during the week, then I just feel, you know - lost" 

(C:79). When we met, she quickly handed me a journal full 

of her daydreams and thoughts. "You can read it" (A:37). 

Over the last two months Megan has nurtured an impulse to 

put her daydreams on paper, "Well, like when I started 

daydreaming and writing it down - now if I daydream 

something I go like that, "Where's my paper!?" I can't not 

write it down" (C:81). Sometimes in the process of 



searching for a piece of paper she forgets the daydream: 

Hey wait a minute, stop! (said as though she is 
talking to herself) I have to find a piece of 
paper and then I'd forget. So, I'd just write 
something. And then I wouldn't kill myself! 
(C:83). 

Megan's flair for the dramatic is frequently apparent 

through her animated style. 

with the progression of our meetings I noticed Megan 

has a tendency to underestimate her efforts as a writer. 

Even though she is quite prolific, she often feels she is 
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not productive enough as a writer: "I haven't written very 

much last month and this month (A:25); "Yea, not very much 

though" (B:104); "Only a couple pages" (B:242); "A little 

bit, not that much" (C:4). She expects a lot from herself. 

This is partially explained by her perspective of the 

inherent differences between the thinking and writing 

processes. She poignantly describes her experience of 

frustration when trying to translate what is in your mind 

onto a sheet of paper: 

I don't know, like the words are different and 
stuff ... Well like, I'll think something 
yesterday and then I won't be able to think that 
it's the same way - When I write it, it didn't 
seem the same (A:49). 

Megan works at things, both inside her head and on 

paper. Therefore, time is a valuable commodity and she is 

practical and realistic with regards to how she spends it. 

Megan likes the idea of having something to show for herself 

by the end of the day, whether thought or action. 



I mean I never feel like I wanna go watch T.V., if 
I have nothing else better to do. So most people 
just say, "Oh gosh, there is nothing to do because 
there is nothing on T.V." Where as, it is easier 
for me to sUbstitute watching T.V. for anything 
else, EXCEPT CLEANING! . . . My sister looks like 
she is unconscious when she watches T.V ..•• I 
don't know, because some people just WATCH and 
then other people can watch and then talk about 
it. So, I think the people who just watch get 
kinda unconscious or whatever .•. T.V. is just 
like somebody else's life (D:140, 144, 146, 150). 
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She definitely has a mind of her own. She is conscientious 

about how she spends her time in relationship to both her 

inner and outer world too. 

Spending time to herself in quiet contemplation is a 

valued experience at both school and home. At school she 

makes time to be with her own thoughts on the playground. 

Well, like you are not really alone because there 
is people running around playing kick ball and 
stuff. But, when I am not playing a game with 
anybody, it's just like you can just think 
whatever you want (A:159). 

At home her time alone is at a premium due to demands made 

by her active six year old sister, Amy. When Amy is gone 

for several hours Megan both appreciates and utilizes her 

quiet time. 

Most of the time in the afternoon when my sister 
went somewhere ... because you can't do anything 
with her around here, because then she'll come up 
and she'll say, "Megan, play dolls with me." And 
then if you don't play with her she keeps whining 
and if you do play with her then you have a waste 
of an afternoon (D:80). 

Megan finds most kids her age spend a lot of their time 

on the phone. "Well, every time I try and call someone 
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their line is always busy!" (A:265). She would rather "read 

and write stories and stuff . and I'd rather sit with a 

person, than talk on the phone" (A:267 & 269). She prefers 

personal contact for two reasons: "Well, like when you are 

talking on the phone the phone kinda sticks to your ear and 

it gets real annoying and stuff" and also, "They can't hang 

up on you! (said laughing)" (A: 273 & 271). 

Megan, though a sensitive adolescent, maintains an 

earthy practicality and sense of humor regarding life. On 

several occasions she recounts harrowing events from her 

school day with humorous candor. "Everyone wears tight 

jeans, today someone told me my jeans were too loose," she 

goes on to explain this same person also told her friend her 

"socks were strange" (D:155). Incredulous, Megan shrugs her 

shoulders and laughs at the idea. She is sure of her own 

identity and doesn't crumble in the presence of criticism. 

On another occasion she explains her school has a new 

machine in the cafeteria where each student punches in their 

lunch number before being able to receive lunch. When it 

was Megan's turn, the machine would not register her number: 

They made me walk allover the place to find out 
if I really did have a number and it's like, 
"HEY, I have a number, it's right here on this piece of 
paper" .•. Well, I am supposed to get free lunch, 
because nobody works - and I was just about ready to 
pay, however much they wanted me to pay. It's like, 
here's some money! JUST LET ME EAT! (B:4 & 6). 

Although the situation is an embarrassing one for her, as 

her free lunch status becomes public knowledge, her sense of 
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humor is apparent. Again Megan shrugs her shoulders. The 

wisdom of her young life provides her with eno?gh self 

security and perspective to keep her from getting upset. 

Figure 16. Megan: sister story. 

Megan's concern for others is heartfelt and deliberate, 

including her little sister Amy (Figure 16). She is 

analytical about her life and reading books often provide 

the context. By reaching into her own life experience in 

conjunction with her book, she understands more about the 

world and herself. Megan has been reading about the fall of 



Atlantis for a school project and subsequently decides to 

write a play. She describes the first ending she wrote: 

And then everyone died except for the empress. 
She was with the guy who captured her. They were 
the only people living that saw it go under. Then 
there was like all this rain and stuff, or it 
REALLY SUNK! And then they were out in the middle 
of nowhere. And then, then they met this guy who 
had an Ark and he said his name was Noah, and he 
said he had been warned (C:63). 
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After considerable thought about her play, she decides 

it is best to change the ending, 

Yea, cause I got rid of that part'about Noah's 
Ark, because not everybody believes in it and I 
didn't think it would be right to have that in it 
... Cause there's people of all different 
religions and I didn't want to like offend anybody 
or anything (C:69 & 71). 

She is facile in her sensitivities toward others because she 

thinks about her own experiences, which although they are 

often rich can sometimes be bothersome. For example, during 

a recent telephone conversation with Megan, who now is 

living in the midwest, I asked her how her day was. She 

answered with a tinge of incredulousness in her voice, 

"Well, today I had to explain to all seven of my teachers 

what Rosh Hashanah was because none of them knew." 

Megan on the Inside 

Family is important to Megan and plays a central role 

in her sense of community. She is proud when her Mom makes 

beaded earrings to sell at the Hanukkah bazaar at her temple 

(Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Megan: Journal Entry 

Her mom got new pajamas for her and Amy. Amy's were too 

long and she tripped over them. For Megan this event, and 

the funny image of her little sister stumbling over her 

pajamas wove the material for her daydreams that night as 

she lay in bed. Megan explains, "Well, my mom got us these 

long pajamas and they were too big. That's probably why I 

was thinking that, because Amy tripped over hers" (A:39). 

She describes her daydream in the following journal entry 

(Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Megan: A Book for Thoughts. 

Many of Megan's daydreams have the general theme of 

family, both her family and the family she envisions herself 

having one day. In the following piece, written in her 

daydreaming journal, Megan daydreams a family situation in 

which she is a girl named Abigail. 

12/7/91 
I had this daydream, my name was Abigail, and it 

was my birthday. My mother was in the hospital having 
my baby brother, Joey. My big brother Jason, was 
running around fixing dinner for Dad, who was at the 
hospital. I remembered I had just blown out the 
candles, when my mama's water broke, and she and Dad 
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left. Jason cut me a piece of cake, and I ate it while 
he ran around and "tidied up" the house. He stayed 
with me for a few seconds while I opened my presents. 
The best one was the quilt mama had made me. The 
pieces were shaped like puzzle pieces, and were 
brightly colored. And I was happy (M:15). 

Not only do Megan's daydreams reflect the themes 

present in her real environment they also reflect the themes 

and ideas from the books she enjoys reading. 

Like the Laura Ingells Wilder series • • • When 
people lived, like a long time ago. Like on the 
prairie, or umm, like rich people who were like, 
like with this fancy schools and stuff, a long 
time ago (A:99 & 173). 

Megan illustrates this interwoven relationship between her 

unique experience of family, The Little House on the Prairie 

(Wilder, 1975) family, and her imagination. 

11/2/91 
Often, I pretend I am Laura and Mary (characters 
in Little House on the Prairie). That is because 
my mom bought my sister and I flannel nightgowns. 
And today when we went to sunset National Monument 
and I wore my own prairie girl boots, I felt like 
I was just so old fashioned. We played in the 
desert grass, and I pretended it was prairie 
grass. I braided the grass, and tried to make a 
crown. I watched little holes and hoped a gopher 
would come out (M:2). 

Daydreaming and Imagination 

Megan's daydreaming journal clearly indicates she is an 

avid daydreamer (Figure 19). Most of her time spent 

daydreaming is at home when it is quiet and she can "do 

whatever you want. Nobody tells you to stop" (A:165 & 167). 

While daydreaming Megan can think and relax, "Cause when you 



come back to the real world it's like, I don't know •.• 

It's like BUSY!" (163 & 165). 

Figure 19. Megan: Pin Prick Daydream. 

Megan lives a busy and full life. In setting up our 

meeting times she explains, 

You have to talk to my mom. I don't know when I 
do stuff. She just tells me, tomorrow you do 
this. She doesn't tell me two days before I have 
to do it (C:161). 

Megan takes Hebrew classes after school and writes about 

this experience in her journal. 

11/5/91 
I went to Hebrew school today. I think I can 
really go somewhere with hebrew. After all, its 
the language of my religion. Neither of my 
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parents know it. They both would like to. I am 
so lucky to have the opportunity to go to Bat 
Mitzvah, possibly confirmation. My dad had it, 
but not the same. I have a good teacher . . . She 
is so kind and nice. And she has a three year old 
to chase after. And I know she really loves her 
daughter, because she always talks about her. And 
she always (says) good things about her daughter 
(she writes her teacher's daughter's name in 
Hebrew at the end of this entry) (M:5). 

Because Megan's physical, ""real world," is very busy 

and full of activity she daydreams, "Most of the time at 

home . . . a lot - I am usually like half asleep, half 

awake" (A:59, 44, 57). Megan likes to daydream, it's fun 
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because it is where "you get to do whatever you want" (A:4). 

For Megan, daydreaming is somewhat, "Like you are 

watching T.V., or something" (A:95). Megan sees picture in 

her head when she is both reading and daydreaming. She 

finds daydreaming more like reading than writing. She 

explains her thinking behind this, "Daydreaming is more like 

reading than writing. Yea, because you see the picture 

clearer and then you kinda think about what is going to 

happen next" (A:115). Most of the time the pictures in 

Megan's head during the reading process are in color but she 

explains, "If it's a long time ago, I don't see it in color 

sometimes" (A: 97) . 

Daydreaming also is like reading because "there is like 

stories and stuff" (A:117). Daydreaming, "It's kinda like 

reading a book, you just can - you can just sit there, and 

you entertain yourself" (C:97). She finds daydreaming 
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particularly entertaining when traveling in the car at night 

when it's too dark to read. 

It's really good, because it's like, we'll be 
driving in the car. When we get in the car Amy 
automatically like falls asleep . . • And after 
awhile, you know you have three tapes in the car 
and you listen to them all four times and it gets 
kinda boring (C:97). 

Megan explains her daydreams in the car are, "pretty much 

like any other daydreams, unless if I am using like a 

mountain, then I daydream that I am on it or something" 

(C: 51) • 

Megan explains daydreaming, reading and T.V. are 

similar in they all create images in the mind, but they are 

also very different. Megan explains in daydreaming, "Well, 

you can make whatever happen in the end that you want to 

most of the time" (A:121). Daydreaming and T.V. are 

different in this respect, "because you can always change 

what happens when you daydream, and with T.V., it's just 

there" (0:148). Daydreaming is something Megan can do when 

she "cleans" or "folds clothes". 

You don't really have to think about what you are 
doing . . . So then you can daydream because if 
you are somewhere you just can't take your T.V. 
out of your pocket ... I'm sure they would if 
they could, but they don't (0:139-140). 

She also distinguishes between the pictures in her mind 

when she reads or watches T.V. in comparison with the images 

of daydreaming: 

MEGAN: Yea but, but they are different because when you 
read you see like T.V. pictures, and when you 
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daydream you see real pictures. 

GEANE: Tell me more about that. 

MEGAN: Like, just like normal seeing 

GEANE: Like when I look at this room, or something? 

MEGAN: Yea. (A: 123-127) • 

The notion of the 'realness' of her daydreams is a 

reemerging theme for Megan. When she was daydreaming about 

sewing, and she pricked her finger in the daydream and "woke 

up" (Figure 19), I inquired what it was like to experience 

this in a daydream. 

GEANE: When you had that daydream, did you actually feel 
the prick? 

MEGAN: Yes. 

GEANE: What do you think about that? 

MEGAN: Well, I was making this little pillow and it was, 
I was like, oh yea, I was embroidering on it. I 
was making a star and I went the wrong way, and I 
poked myself and then like I carne back to life, or 
carne back to reality - whatever you want to say. 

GEANE: What's that experience like of poking yourself in 
your daydream compared to what it would be like to 
do it really? 

MEGAN: It hurts a lot more! •.• Because you are not 
really expecting it, when you are just sitting 
there sewing, you kind of expect to be pricked 
. Well, like if you are not expecting something 
then it hurts a whole bunch more than if you' know 
it's going to hurt and then it doesn't seem to 
hurt as much as you think it was going to hurt 
(0: 103-114) . 

Megan's daydreams have a life of their own. She 

participates in their creative structure and it is here she 

gets her ideas. For Megan, daydreaming is free form, "it 
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doesn't have to go a certain way" (B:112). She explains, 

"You kind of start with something and you try and find 

something that goes with it, like a question, or a problem 

and you try and find the answer" (B:II0). Megan describes 

the thinking process she goes through when solving a math 

problem. 

Well, like a math problem, if you are trying to 
solve it, you have to think about the problem, or 
else you don't solve it and so you have to -
decide the steps and then put it together. Then 
find the - sometimes I'll do all the steps that I 
planned out and then I can't remember what the 
question was (laughs) - but you have to remember 
that stuff. What you did and then find out how 
you did it and then get an answer (B:116). 

The logical progression of her thinking process is also 

evident in her daydreaming process. In the following 

experience she illustrates this: 

Well, sometimes because I'll be in the middle of a 
daydream and then, I'll say like I'm somewhere and 
then I'll stop and I'll start thinking - how in 
the heck did I get there, you know? Then I'll 
have to make up a reason, or else I won't be happy 
enough to go on (B:118). 

Megan further illustrates this experience when she refers to 

a three page story she wrote in her daydreaming journal 

about being stranded with a group of girls who manage to 

find their way, with the aid of a teacher, to a cabin in the 

woods during a snow storm. During this daydream Megan 

started thinking about her daydream. 

And the first question I had was why would I be 
with a bunch of girls, in the middle of nowhere, 
with nothing. Cause most of the time you are 
trying to go somewhere you have something with 



you, like a backpack or something . • . And 
another question was, we found the cabin and the 
teachers and stuff just let us have whatever we 
wanted out of the refrigerator and everything. I 
was wondering why they weren't worried or anything 
about you know whoever's kitchen it was - didn't 
want 20 girls to eat all their food (B:120). 

At one of our meetings I read Megan one of my 
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daydreams. In this daydream I am in a house I built myself, 

surrounded by land and a large vegetable garden, I write: 

It's a warm sunny day and I take a break to drink 
some cold peppermint tea ..• It's a quiet life, 
I sometimes imagine. Full of peace and the 
outdoors . • . a place always to corne horne to - my 
place (B:267). 

Megan wonders about the logic of my daydream. 

MEGAN: Well, what - how do you live if you only make tea 
all day? 

GEANE: I'll figure it out. Hey, this is a daydream! 

MEGAN: And did you make tea or did you make the pot? 

GEANE: Both! 

MEGAN: Oh, okay! 

GEANE: I made the tea. It was even grown in my garden, 
as I daydreamed it (laughs) and I had made the 
clay pitcher in the evening. 

MEGAN: Okay! 

GEANE: And maybe I am just older by this daydream and so 
I said, "Okay you made enough money!" 

MEGAN: (laughing) Maybe you get unemployment! 

For Megan this critical thinking also enters into 

daydreaming about the past and future. Since the past has 

already happened, Megan explains, "You know what happens in 

the past, so you can, you daydream about it. But, you can 
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know that stuff really happened, so it's easier. You don't 

have to THINK very hard" (A:181). For Megan, daydreaming 

about the future requires more thinking because it has not 

happened yet, "You kinda have to THINK pretty hard, because 

you don't know about what's gonna happen" (A:123). After 

describing how critical thinking sometimes enters into the 

daydreaming process, Megan is quick to clarify that this is 

not always the case, "If you are just sitting there and you 

start daydreaming you don't have to think" (B:126). 

In the free space of daydreaming, novelty and surprise 

come alive and Megan is never bored. Daydreaming is 

something Megan does more for fun than problem solving. 

When I asked Megan how daydreaming and imagination compare, 

she explains, "Well, like when you are imagining you can 

like pretend that you are doing this and pretend that you 

are doing that, but umm, when you are daydreaming you can 

really see yourself doing it" (A:231). 

For Megan imagination is directly related to 

pretending. She describes this relationship as she 

remembers playing wagon train at a younger age. 

Yea, it's hard to pretend by yourself because it 
becomes a daydream and then instead of actually 
doing - 'cause when you pretend you are kinda like 
playing something and like you move around and try 
and make your - Like friends of mine, we always 
play wagon train. And we'd sit at my bed and we 
used to have a tent ... like a canopy ... we'd 
like got little fake rings and stuff and pretend 
they were fancy jewels and we bought stuff and we 
had kids and we got them all dressed up in fancy 
outfits and stuff ... And then you know, you can 



make up each think and they have some say in what 
happens. Like say, "You pretend you are this 
person" and they say, "Well, I don't want to." 
And then you have to change your idea, so that 
they can like it too (B:162). 
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This negotiation of ideas with others is not present in 

daydreaming. Daydreaming is an individual activity, 

authentically her own, a place where there is no need to 

negotiate or mediate with the outside world. 

But, that's the good thing about daydreaming, you 
never have to change it because nobody, somebody 
else won't like it! (C:30). 

Imagination and pretending, on the other hand, often 

take place in concert with others. When using her 

imagination Megan often has to mediate and negotiate with 

herself as well. An example of this is her description of 

how differently her ideas come out on paper, during the 

writing process. Through imagination Megan mediates between 

her invisible mind (daydreams) and visible production 

(writing). "Sometimes in imagination you can make up how it 

goes. Sometimes in daydreaming you can't" (B:134). Megan 

carries this distinction further when she says that 

imagination is something she can encourage while daydreaming 

takes on a life of its own. "Like if you have to write a 

story, you can make yourself get an idea - usually! ••• 

Well, sometimes you can't like FORCE yourself to daydream" 

(A: 257 & 251). 

Megan views imagination as a process she has more 

control over. 



Well, like when you are imagining stuff you can 
say, I'm going to pretend that there's a story 
about a kid who does all this stuff and you can 
make up whatever it is that you want him to do. 
But, then when you are daydreaming he does 
whatever he wants ... Well, it's like he has his 
own mind and he is going to do whatever he wants, 
whether you \'lant him to or not (B: 136 & 142). 
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It is interesting to note that in Megan's distinctions 

between imagination and daydreaming she explains daydreams 

can never get "out of control or scary" because you can 

freely "snap out of them and then it's over" (B:98). 

However, imagination and pretending can sometimes get scary 

and out of hand for her, "Well, sometimes like when you are 

pretending something, it just seems too nice and then bad 

stuff starts happeningll (B:84). 

At one point during our discussion on the thinking 

process, imagination, pretending, and daydreaming, I ask 

Megan where she thinks daydreams come from. Her response is 

as follows: 

I don't know. I was reading a book called The B. 
F. G. (Dahl, 1985) and umm, they blow the dreams 
in through the window. They come in a jar, and 
you have to catch them and then put them in a jar 
and then when you find somebody who is nice you 
can blow them a good dream and if you find 
somebody who is bad, you can blow a bad dream into 
their room (B:128). 

Here Megan uses the analogy of blowing dreams through 

the window in answer to the question, "Where do daydreams 

come from?" Aware of the generative aspects of her own 

inner world, she keeps a window open to possibility, 

creation and freedom of thought. Megan's window opens to 



both her internal awareness and external manifestation. I 

will now consider external manifestation, as viewed by 

Megan. 

Megan on the outside 

Writing and Drawing 

Well in your head you can kind of see it clearer. 
And then when you write it, it gets smudged and 
then it doesn't feel like the same thing • I 
don't know, like the words are different and stuff 
(B:58 & A:53)}. 

As Megan writes her daydreams in her journal, they 
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become something tangible, even though they are not as clear 

as the pictures in her mind. Regarding the process of 

keeping a daydreaming journal, an animated Megan proclaims, 

"I can't stop, if I don't write it down!" (C:87). 

Without it like just seems like something to do is 
to write it down and otherwise it is just like 
nothing - cause like, if I don't write sometime 
during the week, then I just feel, you know lost! 
... It's like it's time for dinner, and I'm off 
somewhere and then I have to write it down or else 
it won't just end. it will stay there, like 
(talking to daydream) "STOP! I'm trying to do 
something!" (C:79 & 91). 

Writing down daydreams enables Megan to preserve her 

ideas on paper so she does not forget them. Often when she 

is daydreaming and is called to dinner, or some other 

activity, she explains, "Then I forget" (A:45). 

Well, if you stop daydreaming, it's like you're 
going to have to go somewhere and you are going 
to stop so that you can do whatever you have to do. 
And if the daydream stops, just nothing more comes. 
There is no more ideas or anything (C:111). 
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This experience of "stopping" or "forgetting" happens 

in relationship to night dreaming too, as she often will 

wake up with the impulse to write down a dream. 

sometimes I dream something and it will be in the 
middle of the night and I'll be - I'll think, "Oh 
my gosh, I can't write this down, it's the middle 
of the night. And so, I'll just go back to sleep 
and it will be fantastic, REAL, and I'll wake up 
and I can't even remember what it was about - like 
- it was something, I was somewhere! (C:93). 

As a writer, Megan finds daydreaming foundational to 

getting and building her ideas. In ord7r to get ideas she 

explains: 

I would probably have to (daydream). But, I don't 
know if everybody would. Unless you are writing 
facts and stuff, because you can just copy it out 
of the book and write it some other way . • • 
Cause otherwise you might loose it. Cause I've 
talked to authors and stuff, who say even when the 
phone rings, they totally loose everything . . • 
No, they can't find the daydream anymore, cause 
the phone woke them up and then they can't get 
back to it (C:24-28). 

However, once she is writing the daydream focus shifts to 

the characters in the writing itself. Megan explains this 

experience: 

Well, it's kinda like you might daydream up a 
character and then some other characters to go 
with them and their personalities and umm, you get 
into the feeling of it, and then you can start 
writing it without daydreaming it - once you kinda 
daydream up what they are like. And then you can 
take the character and do what you want with it • 
• • Because they don't like stop daydreaming their 
daydreams - its kinda like a difference (C:109). 

In this example, Megan poignantly illustrates the 

interconnectedness of her own mind. As her daydreaming 
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moves into a writer's focus, her characters become the 

daydreamers. She crafts their lives on paper and in doing 

so she transfers her mental freedom as a daydreamer, into 

the lives of the characters she creates. 

When Megan is daydreaming, reading and writing, she 

sees pictures in her mind. "Well, when you are writing you 

can kind of, you see the picture first and then you decide 

how you are gonna write it" (A:113). For Megan her writing 

is never as good as what she thinks; the pictures in her 

mind. There are a few times, while drawing, she has found 

her production as good as the picture in her mind. Drawing 

is easier and more fun for Megan. "You just put your pencil 

down on the paper and then I'll just all of the sudden see 

what I want to be there" (B:68). 

Once Megan has the picture or idea in her mind, and is 

ready to proceed with the writing, she often faces a dilemma 

of how to bring what is very real on the inside onto the 

flat surface of writing paper on the outside. 

Two problems with writing - the ideas come too 
fast to write them down and then you end up not 
writing what you want! Or you write a whole bunch 
and then when it comes to revise it you have way 
too much! And then, cause you have to rewrite and 
stuff and it takes you forever! And then also, 
you have an idea, but then you can't think up 
anything about it. And like, you think of a 
mystery or something and you write it down. But, 
then you can't think of an answer to it or 
something (A:107). 

At the heart of the writing process for Megan is the 

need to have enough time to generate ideas. "If somebody 
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tells you to write a story and you don't have anything to 

think, then you can't write something" (A:151). Daydreaming 

and stories are similar for Megan because, "They kind of 

make up something, and it doesn't have to be that if you 

don't want it to be" (B:78). 

Journal writing is, "Just kinda saying what is going 

on, writing dOvln what is happening kinda like somebody to 

listen to what you have to say" (B:74). Through journaling, 

Megan gains perspective, "It's fun to kinda look back and 

think about what you've already thought and go, "Why did I 

think that?" Like, what has happened to me to make me think 

that!" (A:203). 

Both Megan's daydreaming and the ideas spawned during 

this process are embedded in the rich context of her life. 

At many of our meetings we decided to write together. It 

was always up to Megan to decide our course of action. On 

one occasion she reflects, "I don't know, I don't really 

have an idea (pause). Okay, let's just do whatever we want" 

(B:250). Megan proceeds to write a story based on real 

events which had recently happened (Figure 20). 

When I ask Megan where this idea carne from she 

explains, John Paul is actually Megan, Julia is her friend 

Susan (pseudonym), and Mark is Sally (pseudonym). 

This wonderful person Sally, is a seventh grader and 
the seventh graders think they own the world! Except 
for the eighth graders territory (laughing). They 
think they own the world too . . . Susan comes up to me 
and she says, "Sally told me that your father goes over 
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on the wet grass and prays. And I said, "For one thing 
we don't even have grass (laughing) and for a second 
thing my Dad does push-ups. Then she goes, "Well, 
Sally must have lied. Then she went away to find Sally 
••. Praying in the wet grass! •.. Plus she doesn't 
even, like - she lives way down there! Like, SORRY 
WRONG HOUSE! (B:256-260). 

Figure 20. Megan: John Paul's Dad. 

As a writer Megan can be meticulous. During one 

meeting she explains she wrote me a letter during the week 
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on the typewriter at her Dad's office, "And he shut it off 

and I couldn't get my typewriter (at horne) to even it up and 

so then it got all messed up, so I didn't send it to you" 

(B:42). Rewriting "takes forever." Her friend Helen 

(pseudonym) is helping her type up the play she wrote about 

Atlantis and it is slow going for both of them. 

K-K-K, where's the K, A-A-A where's the A • 
And my Dad, he just goes like this (imitates fast 
typing with her fingers) and then he just goes 
back and deletes out the letters he doesn't like. 
HE GOES CRAZY! .•. It's funny when he is using 
the typewriter instead of the computer, it is like 
this one solid CLACK, instead of clickety clack, 
clack, clack (C:73). 

Megan comes from a horne where writing is a daily life 

event. She has her own typewriter. She writes regularly, 

feeling "lost" when she doesn't get to write during the 

week. writing provides her with opportunities to manifest 

her daydreams and ideas into a concrete form and gain 

perspective on her experience. 

Reading 

Well, probably the author might have had a 
daydream to think of this - unless they know 
somebody that this story happened to or something. 
Then it's probably, they daydreamed it and 
so it's like you're daydreaming somebody else's 
daydream (B:148). 

For Megan the process of reading is like "daydreaming 

somebody else's daydream" (B:148). Megan explains this 

involves an agreement between herself, as reader, and the 

author/characters. 



Well, you start thinking about it and you develop 
like your own ideas, but they are the same • • . I 
don't know how to put it, cause like you can make 
up stuff about the characters - what they might be 
like the rest of the time and stuff like that. 
When you read 'the story, you kind of like agree 
with what they are thinking. If you start 
dreaming on like the same idea, then you can agree 
with what they are saying (B:150 & 152). 
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Although the themes, characters and story are determined by 

the author, Megan as the reader, goes beyond the printed 

story to imagine the characters and "what they might be like 

the rest of the time." 

Literature, like daydreams, is imbued with real life. 

Megan comments on her feelings about this when she says: 

I think literature is alive, because you have to 
be alive to think up something that's really 
interesting and write it down and have people like 
it enough to put it in a book (C:137). 

By "alive" Megan implies more than just walking and 

breathing. She is referring to a quality of sense of living 

a life with thoughtfulness, feeling and awareness. It is 

not coincidence that her favorite books are those which, 

"talk more about the people's feelings and stuff ••• Cause 

you can kinda put yourself in their place" (D:21 & 27). 

Megan explains more about this process when she compares 

reading with daydreaming: 

Yea, kinda, when you daydream you can either be part of 
it or you can daydream somebody else is in it and you 
put yourself in their place. Then you are definitely 
in it . • • sometimes I make up stuff that would happen 
next, but then it doesn't ••• sometimes what I think 
should happen after something in the story, but then 
they make something else happen (D:34 & 36). 
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Megan likes reading a variety of books and is presently 

very much interested in stories about the Holocaust. She 

explains one night she was watching a boring movie and began 

daydreaming about how the book she was reading, Number the 

Stars (Lowry, 1989), would end: "I kinda went off and just 

thought about the story, cause I was almost done with it" 

(D:42). In the following excerpt Megan explains what she 

was thinking about this book and why she likes it so much. 

They started off and they talked about the 
feelings, but then they kinda saiQ that they 
weren't supposed to feel ..• I can understand, 
put myself in their place easier in Number the 
Stars, because they also talked about their 
feelings and they use like more descriptive 
writing, kinda, you know told more about where 
they were . . . because then you see like exactly 
what the author had in mind for it to look like 
and kinda like if they describe how things feel, 
then you can feel it (D:44-48). 

According to Megan, a good book is easy to read because 

"you kinda feel how they might feel" (D:58). This process 

takes some time, because when she first starts reading a 

book, "You have no idea what's going to happen" (D:70). 

After she has read awhile, Megan explains she begins, "Kind 

of knowing people's thoughts" (D:70). This is especially 

true, "When you are half way through and like maybe it's a 

mystery and you find out what the problem is" (D:72). 

As Megan reads she sees pictures in her head, much like 

she does when daydreaming. "When you are reading, you read 

it first and then you see the pictures" (A:113). I ask if 

the pictures she sees are in color and she explains when she 
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is reading a book like a mystery the pictures in her mind 

are always in color. However, if she is reading about 

something happening a "long time ago" the pictures are in 

black and white (A:97). For example, when reading Little 

House on the Prairie (Wilder, 1975), Megan's mental pictures 

don't have much color because, "It was out on the prairie, 

and mostly brown grass and stuff. So there wasn't much 

color" (A:100). 

For Megan the pictures in her mind are better than the 

ones in books and therefore she prefers to read books 

without pictures. 

Yes, I read stories and I think about them. 
Pretend I'm the person in the story ... Kinda 
make up pictures it might have looked like. 
That's why I like books without pictures, because 
the pictures never look like what I think they 
should look like (A:83 & 84). 

She explains when she was reading the book, The Night 

swimmers (Byars, 1980), "thinking like bright colored 

pictures and then I got to a picture and it was like all 

grey and stuff - really boring looking!" (A:87). 

Megan is a critical reader. After she read the book, 

The Night Swimmer, she wrote in her journal about the "mean 

sister" in the story (Figure 16). Megan explains what she 

was seeing and feeling after reading this book. 

I was seeing the girl in the story because she 
just got angry so fast. Like she was kind of 
jealous of her little brothers because they had 
friends and they lived in this neighborhood with 
all these old people. And they found friends and 
she didn't find any friends. So, she was mad at 



them and she hated them and she hated their 
friends (A:337). 

She explains, not only did she dislike the story line in 

this book, she also did not like the way it was written. 

Well, it was very choppy. It's like you skipped a 
page, but you didn't ... Well, like usually when 
a chapter ends in this book, they just go where 
ever they want. They skip a lot of time . . . It 
doesn't have a point. She is just like chasing 
around after her brothers the whole time and then 
at the end she decided maybe she doesn't hate 
them. But, then the whole time it doesn't have a 
point until the end (A:345). 

Megan also reveals there are books where the title 

sounds funny like, There is a Boy in the Girl's Bathroom 

(Sachar, 1987). After reading the book she explains, "it 

wasn't funny though" (A:361). As noted earlier, she 
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sometimes rewrites those parts of a book she does not like 

(Figure 15). 

A Wrinkle in Time (L'Engle, 1973) is a book Megan 

really loves and she explains her feeling in the following 

statements. 

It's like they go to this world, with some lady -
I think, that's the one. And they're like, they 
become first dimensional or something (A:367). 

Number the Stars (Lowry, 1989), The Devil's Arithmetic 

(Yolen, 1988), and Lisa (Shaffer, 1988) are also among 

Megan's favorite books. These three books all share the 

theme of World War II and the Holocaust. Megan likes 

stories full of powerful emotions and intense situations. 

sometimes, when she is having problems identifying with 



a character in a story, she shifts perspectives and then 

things begin to make sense. 

Yea, sometimes I have to go back and read 
something over and be somebody else, because like 
I'll pretend that's more my age and I'll read it -
and I won't understand it and then I'll pretend 
I'm an older person - like an adult. And I'll 
understand it (B:218). 
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An example of this is when Megan is reading a book called, 

Go Ask Alice (Anonymous, 1971), and she shifted her 

perspective from self, a child, to an adult. 

Well, I read this book and it was called, Alice 
(Anonymous, 1971). And she, the girl named Alice, 
she didn't talk very well. And I pretended I was 
her and I really didn't get the couple pages I was 
looking at. And then I went back and I pretended 
I was the teacher, teaching her, and I understood 
it completely . . • I could understand what the 
teacher was trying to tell her - while being the 
other one - I couldn't understand what the teacher 
was trying to tell her because the student didn't 
understand (B:220 & 224). 

Megan finds it easier to identify with the characters 

in books than those in movies, there is more time to absorb 

and be absorbed in the characters. 

Well, in a book it is easier when you are half way 
through, cause then you might be able to think 
what's going to happen and that's pretty 
interesting. But, then in a movie you just watch 
it all at one and then when it's over, it's over. 
Then it's over and there isn't a lot more to think 
about (0:52). 

For Megan, movies are harder to imagine than books because 

"you can see what's there, and they show you, and you can 

hear what they are trying to tell you. But you can't hear 

feelings" (0:56). 
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Some of the books Megan has read have been made into 

movies, and she inevitably prefers the book to the movie. 

She watched a series on T.V. based on Cleary's Ramona books 

and prefers the books because "It was easier for you to tell 

in the book how she was feeling" (D:65). Megan explains 

this difference in part because when reading books you have 

so much time to ta]ce breaks and imagine about what you are 

reading, "Like reading a book, you can just sit there and 

yea, entertain yourself" (C:97). However, upon further 

reflection she adds: 

Yea, but movies are probably like more real. 
Because things just happen and you don't always 
have time to stop and think about what happens in 
real life (D:78). 

School 

MEGAN: Well, it seems like upper grades in school is kind 
of preparing you to the next grade. And then what 
is the last grade supposed to prepare you for? 
Like, all along this is - they are preparing you 
to go out in the world, and people are always 
saying, "Well, we are preparing you for when you 
grow up and you get to go out in the world!" 
Well, where in the heck have I been living all 
this time, if I wanted to go out in the real world 
when I grow up? 

GEANE: Good question. What do you think is going on? 

MEGAN: It's hard to tell ... Well, yea, but maybe when 
you grow up you forget what it was like or 
something (C:115). 

The above segment illustrates the reflectivity with 

which Megan lives her life, both in and out of school. 

According to Megan people who are out in the real world 
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utilize daydreaming as an ongoing process, because they are 

able to maintain a natural balance between their inside and 

outside activity. 

People who are out in the real world, and not 
sitting in school all the time. You know people 
who have - not, you do the same thing - like first 
you go to first period, then you go to second, 
then third - that just have time (C:113). 

Megan confides that she does not daydream often in 

school because she would get in trouble and also there is 

little time to daydream as Megan illustrates in the 

following statement. 

Because, umm, when you go into class, you have 
whatever amount of minutes. Like they'll tell you 
- you have 55 minutes in this class and you have 
to get this list of things done. And so the 
teacher just says, this, this, this - and when you 
are done with it then do this. And they just 
don't leave any space in between (B:188). 

When I ask Megan if schools should encourage kids to 

daydream, she responds, "I don't think that they would, but 

I think that they should!" (B:186). Throughout our 

conversations, Megan clearly conveys her experience of 

schooling, providing the raw material which informs her 

belief that schools do not and would not value daydreaming. 

We have a period - we have 60 seconds in the 
morning and that's supposed to be able to clear 
your mind and get you ready, but 60 seconds? The 
60 seconds of silence - plus nobody is ever silent 
anyway! (B:190). 

Many of the things Megan is asked to do in school are 

repetitious and predictable. Often Megan finds the 

information "dead" and finds it hard to believe anybody 



actually writes textbooks. 

I think it focuses on like the stuff that's dead -
is like the books and stuff. Don't, I can't 
imagine anybody living could have written them • • 
• must have been very boring, or taken three years 
to write (C:131 & 133). 
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In most of her classes, with the exceptions of language arts 

and social studies, the routine is predictable. 

We have a book and then you follow the book and 
then everyday you do the next page, you read the 
next page and then you do, you answer the 
questions . • . in math you always know you are 
going to read the next story problems . . . and 
then you do the next page of math'problems, either 
evens or odds. And then you like, you can just 
kinda like guess what's going to be next (0:94). 

Megan deduces the logic behind teachers not liking 

students to daydream is, "They probably want you to pay 

attention to what's going on" (A:143). Megan says she 

daydreams occasionally, only in language arts class or on 

the playground. When I ask if she ever has gotten in 

trouble for daydreaming, her eyes fill with tears, "Yes," 

she responds (A:135). IICan you tell me about it?" I ask 

(A: 136) . 

Well, it's just like they yell at you, when you 
just sit there . . • umm, I was, it was during 
math class and I was just sitting there and the 
teacher is like, lIyO! Hey, this is math! II .•• 
And it's like, III knew thatll (A:63). 

Megan is in an advanced math group and therefore has 

freedom of choice, but if she "gets in trouble, then we 

can't be in it anymore" (A:67). I ask Megan if she thinks 

what she was doing was wrong. She laughs, "It's more fun 
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than long division .. cause we've been doing long division 

since October .. We just do the same thing" (A:73 & 75). 

Megan believes some of the reasons schools may not like 

daydreaming have to do with economics and the power 

structure. "You might not learn stuff from it. And like 

they are paying all this money for you to learn stuff and if 

you just sit there" (A:171). Megan doesn't really blame 

teachers and schools because she thinks such views are 

inherent in the power structure of school. 

Cause, I don't think it is really like, they don't 
want you to have your own ideas or anything. They 
just want it the way they want to have it. And 
then, I guess when you are in.charge you can do 
that (C:42). 

For the most part she thinks both kids and teachers try 

to compromise, "I think teachers do, otherwise nobody would 

do what they said" (C:46). Megan is reflective about not 

only her life, but the lives of others as well, including 

her teachers. When I ask her what she would be like as a 

teacher with regards to daydreaming she explains: 

Depends on what I was teaching . . . If you are 
teaching math and nobody understands it and 
they're all sitting there dreaming, and you kinda 
have to get their attention. But, if you are like 
teaching like writing or something, then you 
should let kids think first about what they are 
writing (A:149). 

One thing that really bothers Megan in school is when 

she has to do a book report on a book she does not like and 

did not choose to read. There is also a program where she 

has to write down every book she reads. Although she knows 



what the book is about, she is exasperated at having to 

remember the "author, title, copyright date, etc., etc., 

etc., date finished, and all ll (B:230). 

I guess they want you prove it's a book or 
something! And then you have to turn it in - We 
still have to turn in a book with our book 
reports, to show it WAS a book ••• That'd be 
cool if you did a book report and it wasn't a 
book, then you'd have to write one (Laughing) 
(B:234 & 236). 
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The worst teacher Megan remembers having was last year 

in fifth grade. She describes this teacher as "very strict" 

and always in a rush. The class took a lot of field trips, 

even to San Diego, where Megan explains, "You got a 10 

minute glance at something educational" (B:202). 

She [the teacher] was so strict, gosh! . • • We 
had to put up our little 'I Spy' folders, which 
are these three manila folders all hooked together 
and that way nobody could see your work . . • like 
this is YOUR territory! (B:192 & 196). 

This year Megan explains they are supposed to have 15 

minutes of silent reading every morning in homeroom, but 

this is usually not the case. 

During homeroom we are supposed to have like 
silent reading and stuff like that and time to be 
to ourselves. But, our teacher's not too 
organized during homeroom . . • And so she says 
like, "okay, leave me alone, I'm trying to work," 
and then everybody just screams and yells and 
eats and I mean it. Oh gosh, you should have seen 
homeroom after Halloween! There was like candy flying, 
and the teacher's like, "Quiet Down!" (D:88). 

Most of Megan's discussions of school this year revolve 

around the major subject areas math, science, language arts 

and social studies. "Well, in math class it is silent" 
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(D:84). Megan is frank concerning her views regarding math. 

In math the only kind of problems are addition 
problems. That's why reading is so much better. 
Because you can like find a problem and solve it 
and not just sit there . Yea, it's more like 
real life! I mean I'm not going to do math when I 
grow up, anyway! .•. The most exciting thing 
we've ever done in math is make up a story 
problem! And like the problems don't really like 
happen to anybody. In story problems, because it 
is nothing that would ever be a problem - like 
umm, I mean who cares how many tenths of an ounce 
of gas there is or something ... I think what's 
the matter with our math teacher is he just 
doesn't daydream anymore (D:120, 122, 132, 130). 

Regarding her science teacher Megan exclaims, "I know 

that he can't daydream, because he is so BORING! He 

only knows about sciences" (B:182 & 184). Megan goes on to 

explain, "Our teacher is like really old and he wants 

everything to be straight and perfect and lined up" (C:36). 

When she was making her science fair project she wanted to 

make the lettering on her poster a different style and 

couldn't because she explains, "You would have to put it the 

way they wanted it, so that you could get a good grade" 

(C:32) . 

Megan does not like grades and explains, "They don't 

tell anything about a person . • . because I know some 

really smart people who don't get very good grades" (C:149). 

Her science teacher handed back her science fair project 

with a 78% on it. There was no explanation as to why he 

gave her this grade. The inequity of this bothers her. 

"All I know is everybody else got a 90." Since it is 
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embarrassing to ask him about it, "It's like, mine was 

better than hers" (C:56), Megan decided to grin and bear it. 

Recently Megan confides he told the class: 

People are always walking by my desk and saying 
he doesn't like me, he gave me a bad grade" and 
then he said, "Maybe that's true, but I try to be 
fair." I can't believe he said, "Maybe that's true!" 
Cause then when you do something and you think it's 
good and then you get a bad grade because maybe your 
teacher doesn't like you (C:4S). 

Megan thinks teachers have a lot to do with the 

competition in their classrooms, "I think that teachers can 

kinda create a competition or they can make it so that 

everybody can do as well as each other" (C:5S). She 

proceeds with an example of how the kids in her class could 

have "shared information" for their projects rather than all 

trying to be the first to check out everything on the 

subject in the library (C:5S). 

In language arts and social studies Megan has the kind 

of mental freedom she is most comfortable with, "Our teacher 

is really nice and she lets us write whatever we want" 

(A:79). The teacher for both of these subjects is Ms. Woody 

(pseudonym), and she doesn't get angry at Megan for 

daydreaming. "She just says, Do you understand what's going 

on? And I say, "Yea" and she says, "okay"" (A:79 & SO). 

Megan explains, there is a lot of imaginative and 

descriptive writing done in this class and Ms. Woody 

understands the value of imagination and daydreaming. 

She doesn't really care what you do as long as -



she tells us about writing and stuff. She says, 
she'll tell us like to sit there and close our 
eyes. She'll like tell us something and we start 
imagining so she set this like, aside certain time 
••• So, she doesn't really mind if you start 
daydreaming because we are always working on a 
project. Even if you are not daydreaming about 
the project - she thinks you are thinking about 
the project (giggles) (B:176). 

For Megan freedom of choice is central to the thinking 
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process, "You know I really like having freedom about like 

what to do and what to write" (C:141). She explains some 

kids whine about the freedom Ms. Woody gives and complain, 

they do not know what to do. Megan thinks this is because, 

"They are self-conscious" (C:143). 

I don't know, maybe somebody told them before that 
this isn't good enough and now everything that 
they do they think isn't good enough. Cause when 
a teacher gives you a bad grade on something, then 
it is really like a put down. And they are always 
saying, "Don't give put downs" and then they give 
you a C on a paper (C:145). 

Ms. Woody's class is also great, by Megan's standards, 

because they get to read "real books, they are not little 

readers or anything. We read real books and then we have to 

answer the questions" (D:96). For Megan this is a small 

price to pay for the privilege of reading "real" books in 

school. Somet.imes even Ms. Woody's classes are boring, but 

Megan consoles herself with, "You know you don't have to do 

the same thing tomorrow" (D:100). 

In describing all of her teachers Megan spontaneously 

takes excursions into the possibilities of their inner 

world. Ms. Woody is no exception. Megan is sure she 



daydreams because sometimes when she comes to school she 

seems like she is still daydreaming. 

I think it's good, because I mean, you can imagine 
what her real life would be like. Because she has 
like realistic problems . . . our teacher will 
come in and tell us something wonderful she did 
and, "I want you all to write down something 
wonderful you did" (0:132). 
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curious about what Megan might have to say regarding 

other kids attitudes toward daydreaming I decided to probe. 

According to Megan kids are definitely more positive than 

teachers, but she cautions they still might think you are 

"weird" (A: 261). For example, in math class the o'ther day, 

Megan was daydreaming while doodling on a piece of paper and 

her friend Kris came up and asked, "What the heck are you 

doing?" (B:166). Megan's response was, "I'm not doing 

anything. We are having math" (B:170). She explains, 

"Well, it's - probably it's usually important to be by 

yourself. Because then other people, it's like - Oh, look 

at her, she's in outer space!" (A:259). 

I then ask if she thinks other kids daydream. Megan 

does not know. She is sure other kids have imagination 

because when they decorated gingerbread people, and "They 

were all different." 

Conclusions From Megan 

Megan's inner world is rich, vast and uniquely her own. 

In this uniqueness she finds the freedom to become an idea, 
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a character in a book, imagine the stories she writes, and 

relax to the generative life of her own daydreams. 

Daydreaming has a life of it's own for Megan. I will allow 

Megan to close this excursion into her inner and outer 

worlds for herself. The following is a poem written by 

Megan, who is eleven years old (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Megan: Oh God, Let me. 



CHAPTER 6 

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Synthesis 
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Through their individual profiles and the interpreta

tions, Carrie, Jimmy, Rick and Megan each reveal a unique 

story of life as a daydreamer. From our conversations, 

regarding their inner lives, five basic themes emerge: 

daydreaming, imagination, writing, reading, and school. 

Each of these themes have been addressed in the individual 

profiles. with the thematic interpretations complete for 

each individual child, in his or her profile, I now focus on 

the commonalities, differences and trends present in viewing 

the children as a group. Since there were eight other 

children whom I interviewed who are not individually 

profiled, I will include their data when it is particularly 

appropriate to the discussion. 

All of the children I interviewed daydream. Their 

lives as daydreamers exist within and in relationship to the 

broad expanse of their lived experience, both intellectually 

and emotionally. The only place daydreaming was found to be 

at odds with everyday consciousness was at school. 

For all the interviewed children, their life as 

daydreamers are directly grounded in their outer experience. 

Daydreaming is a natural outcropping of human intelligence, 

meaning making, and is even supportive of the more practical 
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modes of consciousness experienced by all twelve children. 

Their daydreams are not castles in the air, rather they 

exist complementary to and supportive of the evolving 

contexts of daily life. Many of the daydreams the children 

share through both oral and written language embody not only 

the spontaneity generative to creative expression, but also 

the practical, systematic and logical aspects of thinking. 

Their daydreams are not flights of fancy unrelated to their 

world as a whole. Nor do they represent an escapism from 

the problems of their daily experience. Rather, their 

daydreams reflect their world, existing in the whole context 

of who these children are individually, socially and 

culturally. 

Each of the participants find daydreaming fun, serving 

many functional aspects of their creative lives. Through 

daydreaming they generate ideas, solve problems, go places 

they have never been, visit places they already know, and 

have the adventures which often feed their continued 

curiosity. Consistently, they utilize what they know. 

Daydreaming is a mode where life can begin anew and time and 

space expand to anticipate the future, explore the present, 

and revitalize the past. It represents a safe space where 

new knowledge can be practiced before risking production. 

All of the children interviewed knew the difference 

between daydreams and reality. For these children, 

daydreaming actually appears to have a "realness" quality 
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implying it is integral to their real experience. Through 

daydreaming, their minds become their point of reference as 

thought and lived experience blend. 

The realness of the daydream state is reflected in the 

complexity of the mental pictures and structures each of 

these children describe "seeing" while daydreaming. Each 

screen their own mental pictures individually and uniquely, 

yet they all express facility within a variety of these 

modalities dependant on the context of their daydreaming. 

Sometimes they hear voices, see real people, cartoon people, 

shadows, or sense the picture in their mind without really 

looking at it. In many of their descriptions of daydreaming 

they all comment on the clarity or realness of the 

experience of "going into" their mind or "watching" their 

mind. 

All the children interviewed view daydreaming and 

imagination as different, yet similar processes and often 

use the following terms interchangeably: daydreaming; 

imagination; thinking; pretending; and dreams. Though I 

never suggested the term, all of the profiled children use 

the word 'imaginate' frequently regarding their inner 

processes. As a result I adapted this word to my vocabulary 

as well. According to these children, daydreaming is the 

most free-form of the terms listed above. Daydreaming is 

described as having a life of it's own, a state of freedom 

and an arena for generating limitless possibility for the 
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individual daydreamer to explore. 

From this place of limitless possibility, imagination 

is fed. According to these children, daydreaming is 

integral, often a precursor to imagination. Imagination is 

then viewed as an intermediate step, taken toward 

production. Imagination is controllable and can take place 

in consort with others. Daydreaming is a solitary activity, 

having a generative life of it's own. The profiled children 

describe the progression from their invisible mind to 

visible production as a process spanning both daydreaming 

and imagination. For example: images, feeling, and 

experience contextualize the daydream: this is followed by 

the construction of an idea's form through imagination; 

finally, possibility is transformed in the actualized 

production. 

While the children profiled here daydream, they begin 

with mental representations of experience and move toward 

concrete production. Their daydreaming themes or "topics" 

are often consistent and reoccurring, depending on the 

individual and the context. Each manifests this uniquely, 

contiguous with their individual daily life contexts: 

Carrie is very person/ social oriented; Jimmy orients 

himself using landscape/daydreaming environment; Rick's 

orientation is rodeo/physical activity: Megan often focuses 

on family and literacy. However varied the content, these 

children all demonstrate great similarity in their 
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daydreaming and imaginative processes. 

The profiled children's stories powerfully illustrate 

the value of daydreaming as a mode of awareness. As 

daydreamers they situate themselves in a powerful position 

of possibility, generating and mediating their inner world 

in conjunction with their outer experience. Through 

daydreaming they have the freedom to not only practice at 

being themselves, but to explore the possibilities of what 

they can be. Their personal power is in the present, in , 

consort with their experience of mind. 

Literacy 

A story allows us to envision the possibility of 
things. It draws on the powers of memory and 
imagination. It awakens us to our surroundings. I can 
follow an owl into a cottonwood grove or listen to 
Kokopeli's flute. I can sit in the crepuscular hours 
of a day or imagine a snake uncoiling from a basket. It 
is here, by our own participation in nature, that we 
pick up clues to an awareness of what a story is. 
story making comes out of our life experiences. And 
there are many, many layers we can penetrate (Williams, 
1984, p.3-4). 

For all the children interviewed there are many ways 

daydreaming and imagination are akin to reading and writing. 

Daydreaming and reading share many qualities. When engaged 

in each of these processes all of the children interviewed 

indicate they cease to hear the outside world, they see 

pictures, hear conversations, and feel like they are "really 

there" (Halley, personal communication, October, 1991). The 



more engaging the book the more vivid the pictures are in 

their mind. 
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In the reading process it is necessary to read several 

pages to establish enough context to live the book and to 

inhabit the characters and hear their voices as one's own. 

Often, the more exciting the book the more pauses are taken 

ideating, imagining outcomes and stretching into the events 

of the story. Separation diminishes if not ceases between 

the feelings of the character(s) and themselves as readers. 

Through inhabiting the story it becomes authentically their 

own. 

This confluence of personality with text exists within 

the whole context of each individual child's life as they 

blend life into story. In doing so they contextualize not 

only the story, but the inner workings of their own minds in 

cooperation with the story. this is evidenced by Megan's 

comment: "Reading is like daydreaming somebody else's 

daydream." The exception to this lived experience while 

reading occurs in school, when they are asked to read 

textbooks. The profiled children all regard this as dead 

lnformation, which suggests a decontextualization from the 

context of mind. 

Through daydreaming, reading, and writing, all the 

interviewed children put their "signature on the world," 

(Calkins, 1991) both invisibly and visibly. When writing 

the immediacy of the invisible world is required to recede 
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and seek root in expression. This experience can be 

frustrating for these children on several accounts: the 

mind moves faster than the hand; images become less clear 

and more convoluted, "foggy" (Megan, E:24); and sometimes 

even the train of ideas, Rick metaphorically describes, 

comes to a halt. 

Writing takes place in conjunction with the 

communicative constraints of written language. This 

requires that the ideas these children have as daydreamers 

become harnessed and constrained long enough to be written 

down. For these children, this process is an outcropping of 

the "mental sketching" (carrie, H:42) done while daydreaming 

and imagining. Often they describe looking at a blank sheet 

of paper, staring out the window at a mountain, or looking 

at the white ceiling while lying in bed as precursory to the 

mental sketching that provides the ideas and insights for 

writing. 

Home and School 

Education defines you. It makes you see with and 
within very definite limits (Ortiz, 1978, p. 9). 

Each child perceives school as having a negative 

attitude toward daydreaming. All of the children 

interviewed find their daydreaming life richer and more 

actualized at home than at school. Home is a place where 

you have freedom to choose and structure your own activity 
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and time. At school this freedom gives way, as the focus 

becomes teacher directed. school is a place where they need 

to learn "their stuff" (Carrie, A:112). In order to 

accomplish this goal schools often dictate a manner of 

learning which focuses on observable on-task behaviors, 

restricting children's activity. 

All of the children find school to be segmented and 

repetitious. Language arts, social studies, and free choice 

electives are primarily the classes in which daydreaming and 

imagination are acceptable. Carrie and Megan expressed 

considerably more critical commentary on school than Jimmy 

and Rick. Although, they all prefer teachers who value 

daydreaming because in these classrooms learning is more 

alive and creative. 

All the children initially reported they did not 

frequently daydream in school: "No!" "Not much," "I pay 

attention to the teacher." As the interviews progressed, my 

understanding of their initial hesitancy deepened. The 

children interviewed either knew all too well the 

philosophical position taken by schools, or tried to show me 

that they are good students, respectively. with probing 

they all reveal aspects of their mental life at school that 

involve daydreaming, indicating daydreaming is natural to 

their mental life, even in school. They are also quite 

aware of their teachers' inability to really know what 

happens in the working of the invisible mind, daydreaming 
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and imagination. 

In the culture and lore of schooling, daydreaming is an 

inappropriate activity. These children live their inner 

life amid this contradiction and accommodate accordingly. 

Even though daydreaming is fun and spawns ideas, it is not 

appropriate in school because you "won't learn anything" or 

"get good grades." School, where there is often little 

choice, individual freedom, and "death work", is the only 

place these children describe a taboo against this mode of 

awareness. 

Conclusions and Implications 

Who is the story teller? Of whom is the story told? 
What is there in the darkness to imagine into being? 
What is there to dream and to relate? What happens 
when I or anyone exert the force of language upon 
the unknown . . • We are what we imagine. Our very 
existence consists in our imagination of ourselves. 
Our best destiny is to imagine at least completely 
who and what and that we are. The greatest tragedy 
that can befall us is to go un imagined (Momaday, 
1970, p. 55) 

The motivation to do this dissertation comes from 

ongoing reflection on my own educational history as both a 

student and teacher. Being an active participant in life 

and learning, many questions and experiences motivate my 

search for meaning within the context of my reality. 

Generally educational reality, including research, 

tends toward an objectifiable and reductionistic 

organizational structure. As John-steiner (1987) points 
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out, most research is designed around an answerable 

question, which vastly limits the field of considerations. 

As Lev Vygotsky states: 

In studying only those reactions that are visible 
to the naked eye, one is totally powerless to 
explain even the simplest problems of human 
behavior (1979, p. 6). 

Researchers like J. Singer (1991), J. L. singer (1966, 

1976b, 1980), Mackie (1985), Van Manen (1990), Greene (1988) 

and others seek first to blend a subjective perspective with 

objective experience. J. Singer (1991) begins her book, 

Seeing Through the Visible World, by explaining: 

I am deeply indebted to those people in analysis 
who have shared with me the twists and turns of 
their own journeys between the visible and 
invisible worlds and have allowed me to recount 
some of their adventures on the way. I can do no 
less than they, by sharing with the reader some of 
the highlights of my own journey (p. xxv). 

Psychologist, J.L. Singer begins his first book on 

daydreaming with reflections on his life as a daydreamer 

(1966). From Mackie's (1985) work comes the notion of the 

"memory glow." A "memory glow" is a piece of writing through 

which adults explore their educational history through 

memory and reflection. 

Memory glows, as they have emerged in this 
exploration, are crucial capsules of alternate 
consciousness. They simultaneously embody an 
alternate conception of time. Their experience is 
antithetical to the inhibitory 'conscious,' linear 
control imposed constantly in everyday 
consciousness . . . we are a part of our whole 
context, which is not cut off as 'background' and 
rendered inaccessible and invisible to everyday 
reality (Mackie, 1985, p. 233 & 208). 
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Mackie's (1985) work makes room for the integration of 

the invisible and visible, "I learn you from the manner of 

your being," she writes (p. 136). Van Manen's (1990) work 

focuses on the importance of teacher's acknowledging the 

visibility of the invisible: expressions, feelings, 

intentions and how this communicates to the children they 

teach. For Greene such awareness is foundational to the 

transformation of educational thought and practice: 

No longer taking the stance of outside observer, 
or anatomist, or quantifier, we can engage with 
children in a quest for what is possible. We can 
beckon; we can sustain them when they break from 
anchorage, so long as we are willing to break from 
anchorage ourselves (1986, p. 783). 

My interest here is not to re-review the literature 

already presented as foundational to this dissertation. 

Rather, the intention is to acknowledge an emerging body of 

work, which establishes a basis for a more unified 

perspective with regarding the self and research. As 

educators and researchers consider both inner and outer 

experience related to thinking and learning, a sensitivity 

to their own processes may imbue their understanding of the 

students they teach. In doing so the life of the mind is 

demystified through the acknowledgement of the natural 

components it expresses throughout daily life. The children 

in this dissertation build a context for consideration of 

the daydream focus as a natural component of mind. 

Like the adults in J.L. Singer's work on daydreaming, 



all of the children represented in this dissertation 

daydream and enjoy doing so. However, they do not stop 

there. Their stories indicate daydreaming is a naturally 

expressed mode of awareness in their lives as literate 
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thinkers and creators. Daydreaming is mutually foundational 

to imagination. All the interviewed children indicate 

imagination and daydreaming are dependent upon each other; 

the two modes are inseparably intertwined. Valuing 

imagination and not daydreaming then is similar to thinking 

a car is drivable without fuel. For these children 

daydreaming fuels the vehicle of imagination, naturally 

emerging throughout their normal daily existence. 

Daydreaming serves many functions within the form and 

framework of daily consciousness. It is a time to: situate 

the self in the present moment; move free of outside 

constraints, freely re-presenting the world the self knows; 

adventure across the lines of time, merging present, past, 

and future; integrate new information and safely practice 

knowledge; spawn associations, feelings, identities, and 

ideas; and integrate outside experience into the individual 

experience of mind. 

This world encompasses everything in between these 
extremes of time and space, connecting it all with 
an invisible web, with a center called the eternal 
present. The spider who spins it all is named 
Consciousness (J. Singer, 1991, p. 2). 

Children's lives as daydreamers indicate they are 

actively generating consciousness consistent with a 
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Vygotskyan framework of learning. Such active participation 

is paramount to the development of consciousness itself. In 

1925 Vygotsky sought to remedy the limitations of the 

objective sciences and the reifying dualism of the 

subjective sciences by focusing on the development of 

consciousness. 

Vygotsky believed consciousness is to be neither 

ignored, nor reified. Vygotsky suggests learning not be 

regarded as a 'transferral' of information from the outside 

to the inside, nor as the isolated acausal creation of 

information from the inside. He introduced a theory of 

learning which understands the integral part both the 

outside and the inside play in learning. 

These principals are inherent in his idea of the "zone 

of proximal development" (Vygotsky, 1978). Here the 

changing flow of learning is foundational to the qualitative 

transformation of information and self alike. The Zone 

recognizes the changes wrought by learning as involving the 

qualitative transformation of information and self alike. 

Any change is not an additive, but results in the change of 

the whole. 

Consciousness evolving as a real whole changes its 
inner structure with each step forward. The fate of 
each functional ingredient of consciousness thus 
depends upon the development of the entire system 
(Vygotsky, 1986, p. 167). 

We therefore cannot view children as receptacles of the 

information we feed them. Any addition of information calls 
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into play the activity of the whole; and any change results 

in truly a new form of being. Viewing children as active 

participants throughout learning and life requires 

recognizing their participation in both physical life and 

the life of the mind. 

An integrative perspective must include daydreaming and 

imagination. Through them, experience is transformed into 

personal meaning, as the children explore their 

possibilities, process information, deepen insights and 

emerge with new ideas through the choices they make. "In 

short, imagination is the creation of possible realities, 

including the reality we actually inhabit" (Smith, 1990, 

p. 45). To deny ourselves, or the children we teach access 

to natural modes of mind is to be only partially alive. 

Daydreaming, like language, is unique to the human 

species. There are strong connections between their inner 

life and literacy. When reading they suspend themselves 

into the life of the story, becoming the character(s). 

Whether reading, writing or drawing they all have pictures, 

images of mind, relating to characters, landscapes and 

events. These facets of language are unique in content, 

according to each individual child, although for each child 

daydreaming is integral to becoming literate. 

Meek (1988) has well recognized the confluent nature of 

the reading process: "A young reader has to become the 

teller and the told" (p. 82). Hubbard (1989) writes, 
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"Literacy space refers to a psychological "place" - "a state 

of mind in which a reader blurs the distinction between 

reality and art" (Jacobsen, 1978, as cited in Hubbard, 

1989a, p. 125). 

The work of researchers like Meek (1988), Hubbard 

(1989a, 1989b), K. Goodman (1969, 1988), Y. Goodman (1978, 

1984, 1985), and smith (1990) provide a theory to include 

the imaginative mind as one among the multiplicity of 

resources used by readers in reading. As readers think 

through the information accessed and the quality of their 

miscues change, their understanding, their very 

consciousness, matures. Through reading, reader and text 

transact in a unique relationship which makes meaning 

possible. 

The children interviewed for this study have provided 

an extension of this understanding of learners' natural 

capabilities. This study shows clearly that daydreaming 

itself contributes to a reader's developing understanding of 

text. As self-reflective, daydreaming places learners in a 

position to explore on intimate terms the world before them. 

Goodman's practical insights into the reading process 

provide a structure through which to contextualize 

daydreaming as a process both integral and valuable to the 

meaning construction of mind. 

Daydreaming, imagination and self-reflection are 

nourishing and llseful with regards to literacy. Through 
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these modes readers co-author their favorite story, 

developing their experience in their imagination long after 

the book closes. While looking out a classroom window 

daydreaming, writers decide to climb Mt. Everest and begin 

to write about the adventure. They hold conversations in 

their mind and freeze mental images long enough to draw 

them. Their inner train of ideas continues in relational 

context to the outside situation. 

since time at home is generally unstructured, it is 

here that inner life is richest, most heartfelt, and hence 

most meaning centered. The same division between the 

objective and subjective, discussed earlier with regards to 

research, is evident in traditional classroom practices. By 

focusing on answers to questions in the textbooks meaning 

and integration become secondary. Experience of school is 

one of routine and repetition, a place where time and space 

are manipulated and controlled. 

In school the physical experience is fragmented through 

the school day; subsequently thinking is effected. Mackie 

views children as no longer being able to function as a 

whole upon entering school. She explains, as thought 

becomes centered into predetermined segments children learn 

in, "A zone of experience, an aspect of consciousness . • . 

divided against itself" (1985, p. 139). According to Mackie 

(1985), such linear and compartmentalized thinking is a 

result of the "conditioning and socialization process" of 
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schooling (p. 139). 

The children's stories as daydreamers, profiled in this 

dissertation intersect with Mackie's work. For each, 

daydreaming is an internal process of vision. Children's 

experience of daydreaming in school, a place valuing 

objective knowledge as a priori, is generally negative. 

Making the grade, finding the answer, and demonstrating 

given knowledge is more valuable in school than integrating 

and generating knowledge in through their individual lives 

as thinkers. 

It is critical that researchers and teachers reflect 

upon their individual and collective histories in order to 

begin to facilitate a shift toward a unified focus. The 

children interviewed in this dissertation explore their 

hearts and minds with great depth and great love. Should 

researchers and teachers reflect upon their own experiences 

as learners and incorporate their personal knowledge into 

their understanding of classroom activity, they might begin 

to contextualize meaning for themselves and also for the 

children they teach. As Combs (1971) says to teachers: 

"You and I are not the victims of child intelligence; we are 

in the business of creating it" (p. 350). 

As mentioned earlier, Atwell (1987), a teacher 

researcher, demonstrates this need for responsibility and 

self reflection in the teaching process, when she takes on 

the task of writing the assignments she asks of her 
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students. She discovers that she quickly becomes tired and 

bored. She begins doing her papers at the last minute, 

while eating break~ast, something she dislikes her students 

doing. When researchers and educators place themselves 

inside the learning process deeper understanding results. 

Teachers realize there is more involved than simply the 

appearance of doing something. Teachers must respect the 

visible efforts and working processes of students, but also 

the invisible processes as well, such as daydreaming. 

When researchers and teachers are willing to be self 

exposed, unifying their own experience of mind and matter, 

the heart becomes more than a muscle. The heart becomes a 

metaphor for the understanding, our way of seeing, feeling, 

interpreting and even creating the world in conjunction with 

our mind. Daydreaming becomes fascinating and contributes 

to the development of children's lives and authentic 

(Wortman, 1991) literacy processes. 

According to Van Manen (1986), "Children automatically 

check what we say with our mouths against • . . our eyes" 

(p. 50). Reflection opens the door for self learning and 

our own process of growth as readers, writers and thinkers. 

Subsequently, reflecting on our stories we gain first hand 

knowledge, not because we see or observe, rather because we 

move to a place of knowing. I have yet to speak with an 

adult who does not daydream. When the topic comes up the 

most common responses are, "I was a daydreamer in school" or 
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"I always was in trouble for that!" 

Educators must be forever vigilant in how daydreaming 

is treated in the lives of our students. Given the insights 

of the children in this study our own thinking must remain 

open. As Bohm and Peat (1987) remark about the tools used 

to understand reality: "The thing is always more than what 

we mean and is never exhausted by our concepts" (p. 8). The 

nature of thinking is no less for students. It is in this 

shared place of learning that teachers join students in the 

creation of their worlds. Smith (1990) writes, "For 

recreation - and for re-creation - we live in the imaginary 

worlds that we and the world's artists construct" (p. 47). 

Perhaps the limitations researchers and educators have 

traditionally had regarding daydreaming as a serious focus 

of human awareness does not have to do with everyday lived 

reality, rather this reflects the very structure of their 

education, one which has not provided the comfort for nor 

the language to productively view daydreaming. Rather, 

daydreaming has been devalued within the structure of 

schooling, where it is so often viewed as dysfunctional and 

suppression encouraged. The children in this study all 

refer to most textbooks and school routine as "death work." 

carrie even goes so far as to caution me not to tell 

educators about daydreaming because they will attempt to 

take over, control kids' daydreaming, draining away its 

life. 



I take Carrie's consideration to heart, specifically 

not drawing objectifiable conclusions, capable of being 

misinterpreted into a series of tasks for the daydreamer. 
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In contextualizing daydreaming it is necessary to begin 

inside, working toward the outside. For teachers this means 

revaluing daydreaming so what is said matches the projected 

invisibility behind our eyes. Who we are is something we 

teach. 

Self-reflective teachers are natural "kid watchers" (Y. 

Goodman, 1978, 1985). The lens through which students are 

viewed includes not only themselves but involves the reality 

of the children they teach. Through watching the children 

engaged in meaning centered activity, self reflective 

teachers build both understanding and strategies for 

classroom practice. Teaching practice becomes generative 

and living, not predetermined by programs or curriculum 

guides which have never met teachers or the children they 

teach. Reflective teachers learn in concert with children 

and understand learning is more than external production. 

Learning is goal oriented, guided by the purposes the hUman 

spirit holds dear and the problems individuals experience 

and desire to solve. This reality is no less for teachers 

than it is for their students. As they watch the children 

engaging in real whole contexts for learning, they naturally 

build knowledge of production both on paper and in the mind. 

As Dewey himself recognized: 



Playfulness is a more important consideration than 
play. The former is an attitude of mind ..• the 
teacher must secure opportunity for leisurely 
mental digestion (Dewey, 1978, p. 308, 345). 
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Dewey provided insight into the process of reflection, 

and suggested education be child-centered. Although 

historically progressive, Dewey's work in child-centered 

education has too often been interpreted into practice as a 

"point of origin" outside the child (Meyer, 1992). The 

construction of intellectual activity is teacher . 
facilitated, rather than child generated. The stories of 

the profiled children in this study reflect a view of 

learning I will refer to as child-central to focus us back 

on what I perceive as Dewey's original intent. 

By child-central the role of invisible mind in learning 

activity can be recognized, acknowledging that 

interpretation, idea and insight evolve within the active 

mind of the learner. It also recognizes the child possesses 

not simply one, but a multitude of resources and 

capabilities which they draw upon to achieve their desires. 

Child-central suggests teachers are dealing with human 

beings who are in active transformation of the world they 

experience. All of the children interviewed indicate, their 

physical experience and modes of mind are constantly 

interacting, constructing and unifying their reality. 

"Imagination permeates every aspect of our lives. We could 

not get through the day without imagination. It is at the 
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heart of everything we do" (Smith, 1990, p.46). 

The mind is a place where objective and subjective 

reality often blend so naturally that we no longer even 

notice it. The children in this dissertation contextualize 

daydreaming as natural to thinking, imagination, literacy 

and the daily life of mind. Daydreaming nourishes their 

psyche and their literate production, components of their 

human consciousness. Given recognition and appreciation the 

inner mind in ourselves and the children we teach, we begin 

to make room for a unified view of reality to flourish not 

only in the daily life at horne, but also in daily life at 

school. 

The invisible world of mind is as foundational to 

experience as the objective visible world. These children 

enlighten this understanding, beckoning us to stretch beyond 

learned physical limits and imagine the future. When we do 

that we move into the future prepared, ready and excited by 

the newness of becoming because we are becoming in process 

with life. We are creatively generating what will be, both 

with our hand AND our minds. The choice of awareness is 

ours. Whether researchers and educators re-think 

daydreaming or not, kids will still be daydreaming, just 

like adults. It is only natural. 
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